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ABSTRACT

The thermal resistance at airside for an air-to-water crossflow heat exchanger is 

significantly higher than waterside. Heat exchanger performance improvement task 

means to enhance the airside heat transfer coefficient. In current study, airside heat 

transfer and flow characteristics of an elliptical tube array heat exchanger were 

experimentally investigated by examining the effects of Reynolds number on Nusselt 

number and pressure drop coefficient.

In a thermal wind tunnel, the air-cooling and air-heating experiments were 

conducted via an array of 18 elliptical tubes (each 300 mm long) with their 31.7 mm 

major axis parallel to the air crossflow. The tubes, minor-to-major axis ratio of 0.3, were 

evenly spaced by 6.1 mm airgap. The array was placed in a 300 x 300 mm2 and 600 mm 

long test section. Water entered the bottom tube, jig-jagged through the array, and exited 

at the top tube. Two temperature settings, constant air and water inlet temperatures and 

constant air and water inlet temperature difference, were applied. The airside Reynolds 

number (Rea), based on the approach air-velocity and stream wise major-axis length of the 

tube, was varied between 10000 and 36000, while that for waterside (Rew) based on mean 

water-velocity and inner-hydraulic diameter, altered from 1100 to 7300. The airside 

Nusselt numbers (Nua) was based on major-axis length, while that for waterside (Nuw) on 

inner-hydraulic diameter of the tube.

The Rea was found to be the key factor affecting the heat transfer. In all tests, the 

results showed that the average Nua increased with Rea in power law relationship. The 

Nua was found to be almost independent of Rew. The Nua in air-heating appeared slightly 

higher than air-cooling process. Considering the experimental limitations and uncertainty, 

a unified correlation was obtained as Nua = 0.263 Rea0'663 Pra1/3 for cooling and heating
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tests. Current results compared well with literatures. The non-dimensional airflow 

pressure drop decreased with increasing Rea and remained constant at higher Rea.

The Nuw also varied with Rew. About 20% higher Nuw in air-heating than air- 

cooling tests was observed. The overall Nuw-Rew correlations for air-cooling and air- 

heating were obtained. These results also compared well with the literatures.
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NOMENCLATURE

A Area [m2]

a Semi-major axis length of the tube [m]; 2a = Major axis length of the tube

Ac Cross-sectional area of the tube [m2]; Ac = m b

AR Axis ratio (ratio of minor to maj or axis lengths), AR= - = V l-e2
a

As Tube surface area [m2]; As = PLt

B Bias error

b Semi-minor axis length of the tube [m]; 2a = Minor axis length of the tube

BR Blockage ratio

Ci -C% Correlation/curve fit coefficients

Cd Drag coefficient

cp Specific heat capacity at constant pressure [kJ/kg.°C]

Cpress Airside pressure coefficient; Cpress array = T7 ^ arr̂ y—  (for the whole
2  ^ a r a, max

array), and Cpress = —/A'Parray  (for a single tube in the array)y2p*vz nt
AADh Hydraulic diameter [m]; Dh = c

Eccentricity of elliptic tube; e =

P

a

f  Friction factor

g  Gravitational acceleration [9.806 m/s ]

Gra Grashof number at airside; Gra = g/3^ [ ~ rs,o)z a
K
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 xvm

Grw Grashof number at waterside; Grw = -̂ — — ’b
vl

h Heat transfer coefficient [W/m2.°C]

H  A generic variable to denote any of the tube/array geometric dimensions

(e.g. 2ax, 2b[, 2a0, 2b0, L, St, Ac, As, etc.) or parameters such as Ta, ATa, Tw, 

Arw, ATS, A/?pitot, Aparray, fna , etc.

k  Thermal conductivity [W/m.°C]

L Spanwise length of each elliptical tube in the array [m]

Lt Total length of 18 tubes excluding the 180° Plexiglas bends [m]

m Mass of the fluid [kg]

m Mass flow rate of the fluid [kg/s]

N  Degree of freedom/number of measurement steps for the whole population

n Total number of repeated readings for the same measurements

Nt Number of flow obstruction mediums / tubes

Nu Nusselt number; for air: Nua = ha (2a0)/ka and for water: Nuw = hw Dh/kw

P Perimeter/Circumference of the elliptic tube [m]; or the Precision error

component when appears in uncertainty analysis 

Pr Prandtl number; Pra = (juacp a)/ka for air and Prw = (juwcPtV/)/kw for water

q Heat transfer rate [Watt]

R Coefficient of determination (i.e. an indicator of reliable curve-fit);

0 < R2 < 1, The closer the R2 value to 1 (R2 -»  1), the better the curve-fit. 

Re Reynolds number; for air: Rea = Va (2a0)/va and for water: Rew = FwA,,i/ vw

i?th Thermal resistance [°C/W]
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_______ xix

Sc Center-to-center distance between two adjacent tubes in the array [m]

SH Sample standard deviation for the parameter H

Sj Distance of narrowest gap between two adjacent tubes in the array [m]

T Temperature [°C]

t Time recorded by stopwatch [sec] for water mass flow calculation; or the

Student-t distribution in uncertainty analysis section

7f;a Airside film temperature [°C]; 7fja = ( T a i +  r s,0) / 2

r Wjb Bulk water flowing temperature inside tube array [°C]; Twy -  (TWjj+rWi0)/2

U Variable to denote the uncertainty

V Mean velocity of flowing fluid [m/s]

X  X-coordinate in Figure 3.2.1 and a product in Eq. (5.2.5a)

Y  Y-coordinate in Figure 3.2.1 and a product in Eq. (5.2.6a)

y  A coefficient to the generalized heat transfer relation (Eqs. 4.4.3 to 4.4.5)

Z Z-coordinate in Figure 3.2.1, and characteristic length [m]; Za = 2a0 for

airside and Zw = D m for waterside

Greek letters

Ap Pressure difference [Pa]

AT Mean temperature difference between any two locations [°C];

ATa Mean temperature difference between the air inlet and outlet [°C];

ATa — \Ta,i - Ta,o|

ATa-s Mean temperature difference between inlet air and tube outer surface [°C];

AT as = I Taj - 7sj0|
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__________ XX

Â a-w Mean temperature difference between the air inlet and water inlet [°C];

A ra.w = |r aji-7 ’Wji|

Arw Mean temperature difference between the water inlet and outlet [°C];

A 7 \v  =  ■ 7\V,o|

Arw.s Mean temperature difference between bulk water and tube inner surface

[°c]; Arw = |rw,b - rS;i|
a  Thermal diffusivity [m2/s]

P  Coefficient of thermal expansion [K'1]

8  Boundary layer thickness [m]

s  Emissivity of copper tube

ju Dynamic viscosity [kg/m.s]

jus Dynamic viscosity taken at surface temperature of the tube array [kg/m.s]

v  Kinematic viscosity or Momentum diffusivity [m2/s]

p  Density [kg/m ]

cr Stefan-Boltzmann constant, a  = 5.66961 x 10'8 [W/m2.K4]

y/ Void fraction used to calculate Ê max; i// = Sc / S j = (I + 2b0 / -St)

Superscripts / Exponent

m An exponent to the generalized heat transfer relation (Eqs. 4.4.3 to 4.4.5)

n An exponent to the generalized heat transfer relation (Eqs. 4.4.3 and 4.4.4)

p An exponent to the generalized heat transfer relation (Eqs. 4.4.3 to 4.4.4)
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Subscripts

a

array

b

c

Cpress

d

duct

f

h

ha

h-w

i

j

max

Nua

Nuw

o

pitot

q

xxi

Air

Measured across the elliptical tube array 

Bulk

Cross-section

Airside pressure coefficient 

Dew point 

Test section duct 

Film

Hydraulic

Airside heat transfer coefficient 

Waterside heat transfer coefficient

Inlet or entrance for airside and waterside; or inner side for the tube 

surface; or when appears in uncertainty analysis, it represents a variable to 

count the number of repeated readings for the same measurement

Variable to denote the total number of measurements for the whole

population

Maximum

Nusselt number at airside 

Nusselt number at waterside

Outlet or Exit for airside and waterside; and outer side for tube surface 

Measured by Pitot static tube 

Overall Heat transfer rate
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Heat transfer rate at airside

Heat transfer rate at waterside

Rea Reynolds number at airside

Rew Reynolds number at waterside

s Tube surface

t Total

w Water

X Number of error sources

Equation Symbols for Uncertainty Analysis

B jj Bias error limit of the mean of parameter H

H  Mean value of the parameter H

Pjj Precision error limit of the mean of parameter H

S— Standard deviation of the mean for the parameter H
H

U— Overall absolute uncertainty in the measurement of parameter H
H

H
Overall relative uncertainty in the measurement of parameter H
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1. INTRODUCTION

Energy, in a number of different forms, plays crucial and vital roles for the 

development of any nation regardless of any location in the globe. The processing of raw 

materials and their subsequent modification and fabrication into products to improve our 

quality of living require a significant amount of energy. Thus the production, utilization, 

and exchange of energy are part of our daily life. In the study of the areas of 

thermodynamics, a necessity was felt to distinguish the energy that is stored in a system 

from that which is in transition from one system to another. This energy in transition may 

be either heat or work. The transmission, utilization, and management of this heat energy 

are unavoidably common for the survival of the human beings in this earth.

In utilizing the heat energy, there are some situations in which the direct mixing 

of one substance (from where the energy is to be removed) with another (in which the 

energy is to be added) is not possible or not convenient. Even when it is possible, the 

desired purpose may not be met properly. For instance, we can bum a certain amount of 

fuel directly in a cold room to release the heat energy required to mix with air to warm 

the room to a comfortable living level. On the other hand, the presence of the combustion 

products in the room soon brings the room to an uncomfortable and unlivable state. 

Situation like this has initiated the necessity of separating the medium where the heat 

energy is stored from that of the medium where the heat energy is to be added. This 

separation is generally made by means of a finite barrier, usually the wall, which poses 

another constraint to the effective heat transfer called the thermal resistance. Extensive 

efforts have thus been devoted in the past to devise equipment, which is capable of 

efficiently transferring heat energy from one medium to another in the presence of such 

separating wall. This has dictated the development of a special kind of device, which
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bears a generic name called the “heat exchanger”. The most frequently used heat 

exchanger is the type where the hot and cold fluids are separated by a partition through 

which heat, but not matter, flows. As the applications of heat exchangers are found 

everywhere, the complete treatment of a heat exchanger design, especially the thermal 

analysis, is essential, which is the subject area of current study.

For scientific and industrial progress, it is essential to gain a better understanding 

on how to specify the heat transfer in an exchanger, which will occur under some given 

conditions. As a wall separates two fluids, most part of the total thermal resistance is 

shared by the fluid layers adjacent to the wall and very little by the wall itself. This 

resistance dictates the heat transmission between the fluids via respective fluid side heat 

transfer coefficient and the surface area. The performance improvement of a heat 

exchanger depends on the enhancement of heat transfer coefficients from fluid-to-wall 

surface. The exchange of heat from a wall to a fluid or from a fluid to a wall is thus a 

very important process, which is involved in almost all types of heat exchangers.

Heat exchangers can be classified in many ways based on the duty demanded, 

construction features, flow arrangements, transfer process, number of fluids involved, 

size etc., details of which can be found in any heat exchanger handbook available today. 

Of all, cross flow heat exchanger is a type encountered in numerous applications, such as 

an automotive radiator and air-conditioning system, in which the flow of fluids is 

perpendicular to each other. Heat transfer in this type of system is driven mainly by the 

forced convection mechanism where both fluids are forced to flow by external means 

such as a pump, a blower etc. In the subject of heat transfer and fluid flow, the fluid flow 

velocity is generally characterized by a dimensionless term called the Reynolds number. 

Tubes of various kinds are used in heat exchangers to provide the separating walls as well
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as to provide the required heat transfer surface area. Almost all of the earlier heat 

exchangers used the circular tubes as their components.

Due to the interaction between heat transfer and fluid flow, the thermal resistance 

in forced convection mechanism is determined by the thickness of the boundary layer, 

which develops on the tube surface. Earlier, in the efforts of improving heat exchanger 

performance by many researchers, it was identified that the thicker the boundary layer the 

lower the heat transfer is. To take care of this problem, it was also recognized that an 

effective means of increasing heat transfer is to increase the fluid flow velocity thereby 

increasing the Reynolds number. For a fixed size, this requires an increase in velocity, 

which, again results in an increase in pressure drop across the heat exchanger. This means 

that more pump work is required, thereby increasing the initial equipment as well as the 

operating costs. All of these created an urge of finding further techniques to reduce 

thermal resistance and to enhance the convective heat transfer in a heat exchanger in a 

way that is most efficient and cost effective. Recently, economic and environmental 

issues coupled with the space saving considerations have led to the search for more 

efficient lightweight compact heat exchangers. In this event, the heat transfer 

enhancement has been the main focus among researchers in this area. The heat transfer 

enhancement research includes, but is not limited to, the increase of heat transfer area, 

promoting flow disturbance, changing tube shapes, identifying efficient tube orientation, 

optimizing flow configuration etc.

In an effort to maximize the heat transfer and minimize the pressure drop, tubes or 

banks of tubes in crossflow have been the focus of a large number of investigations. 

Different body shapes and orientations of various types of tubes have been extensively 

studied and utilized in many applications. While numerous studies have been made on a
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single circular tubes or an array of circular tubes, little effort focused on an elliptical tube 

or array. Although the finned elliptical tube heat exchanger developed by a German 

company Happel GmbH & Company was in use for cooling transformer oil by air as 

early as 1926, the first air-cooled condenser in the world of stationery steam turbine 

works, however, was built and supplied by the same company in 1939 (Schulenberg 

1966). In spite of this early use, mass research and application interests on elliptical tube 

heat exchangers were rare until recent years when it could be anticipated that the 

elliptical tube has superior combined thermal-hydraulic features over circular cylinder in 

terms of enhanced heat transfer rate, and minimized pressure drop and vortex or flow 

induced vibration. Besides, elliptic tubes can increase the system compactness because of 

their larger heat transfer area per unit volume compared to circular tubes. This has led to 

choose an elliptical tube array heat exchanger as the subject of current study.

Traditionally air-to-water crossflow heat exchanger consists of tubes of various 

shapes. The airside generally accounts for about 90% or more of the total thermal 

resistance of virtually any typical air-to-water heat exchangers (Wang 2000), which 

demands essentially a proper choice of airside heat transfer correlation in the relevant 

heat exchanger design and application. Thus, the determination of airside Nusselt number 

and Reynolds number relationship was taken as the principal focus of the current study.

1.1 Motivation

Today’s industries are in search of lightweight efficient compact heat exchanger 

for saving money, energy and space. An elliptical tube array heat exchanger was chosen 

in the current study, because, it is anticipated to be a good candidate over circular tube for 

such competitive heat exchangers for the following reasons:
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o It provides higher heat transfer rate -  increasing heat exchanger efficiency

o It offers heat exchanger compactness (heat transfer area per unit volume is 

higher) -  saving application space

o It minimizes pressure drop -  minimizing the pumping power and thus the 

initial cost

o It is less susceptible to vortex-induced vibration (VIV) -  reducing structural 

failure

1.2 Objectives

For an air-to-water cross flow heat exchanger, the airside generally accounts for 

about 90% or more of the total thermal resistance, which indicates that the performance 

improvement of such heat exchanger is mainly dominated by the airside heat transfer 

coefficient. The main objective of current study is thus to investigate the airside heat 

transfer characteristics of an in-line array of elliptical tube heat exchanger. This has been 

carried out through,

o obtaining the airside Nusselt number versus Reynolds number relationship 

(Nua-Rea) and compare with available correlation in the literature, and

o observing the variation of airside pressure drop with Reynolds number ( C press- 

Rea) and compare with available correlation in the literature.

Additionally,

o the waterside Nusselt number versus Reynolds number relationship (Nuw- 

Rew) has also been estimated and compared with available correlation in the 

literature.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY AND THE SCOPE OF THE CURRENT 

STUDY
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY AND THE SCOPE OF THE CURRENT STUDY

Being the heat exchanger system components, cylinders of different body shapes 

and orientations have been extensively studied and utilized in many applications. A 

single cylinder at cross flow of air has been the subject of intensive research for many 

years. To maximize the heat transfer and minimize the pressure drop, array of tubes or 

banks of tubes in cross flow have also been the focus of a large number of investigations. 

Although a handsome number of studies have been made on a single circular cylinder or 

an array of circular tubes, studies on an elliptical tube or an array are scare. From a few 

number of studies, it is seen that the elliptical tube has superior combined thermal- 

hydraulic features over circular cylinder in terms of enhanced heat transfer rate and 

minimized pressure drop as reviewed below. Also elliptical tubes can increase the system 

compactness because of their larger heat transfer area per unit volume compared to 

circular cylinders. The dimension of an elliptical tube is generally represented by its axis 

ratio (AR), which is the ratio of minor-to-major axis length (see Figure 2.1). Brief 

reviews of some literatures available on the study of elliptical tubes are given below.

i

2a.Airflow

2a0 = Outside major axis; 2b0 = Outside minor axis

Axis ratio, AR = = —
2ct0 a0

Figure 2.1 Schematic of airflow over an elliptical tube

2.1 Enhancing Heat Transfer Using Elliptical Tubes

Several investigators reported that, in general, an elliptic tube enhances heat 

transfer relative to a circular one. For example, Matos et al. (2001) numerically
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investigated the heat transfer of staggered circular and elliptic tube banks in cross flow of 

air. The elliptic tubes had an AR of 0.75 with the tube length to minor axis ratio of 6.2. 

The surface temperature of the tubes was assumed constant and a constant Prandtl 

number of 0.72 was used. The Reynolds number based on the length of the tube row 

however was varied from 300 to 800 (i.e. from 75 to 200 when based on the streamwise 

major axis length of the tube). Compared to circular tube, their results for the same flow 

obstruction area (i.e. the blockage) showed a 13% relative heat transfer gain due to 

elliptic configuration. Rahman et al. (2001) numerically investigated the fluid flow and 

heat transfer characteristics around single isolated cylinders of circular and elliptic cross 

section at Reynolds number of 36000. The information on the characteristic dimension 

used in the calculation of Reynolds number was not reported. They used a circular 

cylinder (i.e. AR = 1) and an elliptical cylinder with an AR of 0.5 whose perimeter was 

similar to that of the circular one. Both the cylinders, with a constant prescribed surface 

temperature, were placed in cross flow of air at zero angle of attack. They concluded that 

the elliptic cylinder provides higher heat transfer coefficient than that of the circular one. 

Also, Sohal and O’Brien (2001) found that for the same cross sectional area a single 

elliptical tube with an AR of 0.33 could enhance the heat transfer coefficient by 25-35% 

compared to a single circular cylinder depending on various design parameters.

2.1.1 Effect of Tube Axis Ratio (AR) on Heat Transfer

Many researchers have studied the effects of tube AR on crossflow heat transfer. 

One of such studies, a very early but comprehensive one, was made by Eckert and 

Livingood (1953) on elliptical cylinders for ARs of 0.25 and 0.50, where the major axis 

was used to define the Reynolds and Nusselt numbers. The investigated range of
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Reynolds number was not clearly reported though. The cylinder wall temperature in the 

analysis was assumed to be constant. The results, based on exact solutions of the laminar 

boundary layer equations, were compared with other analytical methods and available 

experimental results. Their findings show that the heat transfer coefficient is higher for 

elliptical cylinders than circular ones and that the elliptical cylinder with the smaller AR 

has relatively higher heat transfer coefficient. Rocha et al. (1997) numerically analyzed 

the heat transfer characters of one- and two-row tubes (circular and elliptic cylinders) and 

plate fin heat exchangers with air at cross flow. A constant surface temperature was 

prescribed as boundary condition for the tube surface. The Reynolds numbers, based on 

hydraulic diameter, was investigated up to 1600 for a constant airside Prandtl number of 

0.70. They observed that the elliptical configuration with an AR of 0.86 and a ratio of 

semi-minor axis to the length of the tube row of 0.23 is the most efficient one among the 

ARs of 0.75, 0.86 and 1 studied. Badr (1998) numerically studied the forced convection 

heat transfer from a straight isothermal elliptic tube placed at cross flow of air. Four 

different elliptic axis ratios of 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, and 0.4 were investigated and in the Reynolds 

number range, based on twice the focal distance, from 20 to 500 (i.e. approximately from 

22 to 1150 when based on major axis length of the tube). The airside Prandtl number was 

assumed constant at 0.70. He studied the effect of axis ratio for Reynolds number from 

110 to 230 (based on major axis length of the tube) and found that the maximum heat 

transfer rate occurred for the smallest axis ratio, i.e. for AR = 0.4. Harris and 

Goldschmidt (2002) studied the overall heat transfer for elliptical cylinders in cross flow 

for different ARs. The Reynolds number, based on the major axis length, was 

investigated from 7400 to 74000. Their result showed that the elliptical tube should have 

an AR of 0.30 or less to achieve any appreciable change (greater than 10%) in heat
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transfer coefficient compared to a circular cylinder. All the studies mentioned here, 

except Rocha et al. (1997), agreed that the tubes of smaller ARs (i.e. < 1) are more 

effective in transferring heat. On the other hand, there may be also a critical lower limit 

of AR beyond which appreciable change in heat transfer may not be achieved. Ebadian et 

al. (1986) analytically solved the energy equation for a single elliptic tube and 

investigated the Nusselt number as a function of AR for both uniform wall heat flux and 

uniform wall temperature conditions. They examined the range of AR from 0 to 1 and 

found no substantial increase in Nusselt number for AR less than 0.10. The average 

Nusselt number for uniform wall heat flux condition found to be higher than the uniform 

wall temperature conditions approximately by 17% and this higher heat transfer 

proportion was the same for the range of ARs examined. From all the above 

investigations it is concluded that for an elliptic tube, the heat transfer rate increases with 

decreasing AR in the range 1 < AR <0.1 and remains independent of AR for AR < 0.1.

2.1.2 Role of Cylinder Orientation, Spacing, Angle of attack, and Surface

roughness on Heat Transfer

There are some other parameters, such as the cylinder orientation, angle of attack, 

surface roughness, and spacing (in the case of an array of cylinders or banks of tubes) 

that influence the heat transfer. There are some studies that focus on the effect of these 

parameters on heat transfer. Nishiyama et al. (1988) experimentally investigated the heat 

transfer and flow characteristics around elliptic cylinders with an AR of 0.5. The 

Reynolds number, based on the major axis length of the cylinder, was varied from 15000 

to 70000 and the angle of attack from 0° to 90°. The nondimensional cylinder spacing, 

ratio of surface-to-surface narrowest gap between two adjacent cylinders and the major
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axis length, was varied between 1.25 and 4.0. They observed that the angle of attack and 

cylinder spacing influence the local heat transfer coefficient for elliptic cylinders and 

concluded that the cylinder spacing and angle of attack should be arranged as small as 

possible to minimize the drag and to achieve the higher heat transfer. Badr (1998) found 

the maximum Nusselt number to occur at zero angle of attack.

The tube surface roughness may also have role on heat transfer. Olsson and 

Sunden (1996) studied the heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of ten radiator 

tubes. They concluded that the tubes with rough or enhanced surface provide increased 

heat transfer than the smooth tubes and also increases related pressure drop. However, 

there is a tradeoff between the pressure drop and the heat transfer and in many cases the 

pressure drop may not be larger compared to the benefits of heat transfer gain.

2.1.3 Influence of Number of Tubes, Array, and Tube Banks on Heat Transfer

The possible correlations between single tubes, an array of tubes, and bank of 

tubes to heat transfer were also examined by a few numbers of researchers. As studied by 

Zukauskas (1972) and Zukauskas and Ulinskas (1988), the heat transfer for single tubes 

and banks of tubes is similar but the intensity of the heat transfer of a tube in a bank or in 

an array can be higher than that of a single tube depending on the arrangement of the 

tubes. Gnielinski (1979) claimed that the same Nusselt number for a single tube in cross

flow may be valid for the case of a tube in an array in crossflow if  the Nusselt number for 

the single tube is deduced with a Reynolds number in which the mean velocity in the gap 

between the tubes is used as the characteristic velocity. Zukauskas (1972) reported that 

the heat transfer increases with the increase of number of tube rows in the flow direction

thand the increase is almost independent for further increase of rows more than the 5 row.
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His work did not report for any effect on heat transfer if the number of column is 

increased, in other words if the number of tubes in any array or bank is increased. The 

study of the effect of number of tubes on heat transfer however is scarce.

2.2 Minimizing Pressure drop and Vortex induced vibration using Elliptical

Tubes

Many authors reported that, in addition to enhancing heat transfer, an elliptic tube 

can reduce the pressure drop, the drag coefficient, and vortex induced vibration compared 

to a circular cylinder. For example, enhanced heat transfer as well as relative pressure 

drop reduction of up to 25% was observed when utilizing the elliptical arrangement as 

reported by Brauer (1964). Brauer examined the circular and oval tube banks (AR = 0.56) 

in both in-line and staggered configurations. The Reynolds number, based on tube 

exterior hydraulic diameter, was investigated from 5500 to 100000 (i.e. from 7900 to 

144000 when based on tube major axis length). In addition to observing higher heat 

transfer, Brauer found that the pressure drop decreases with increasing Reynolds number 

and with decreasing the gap between two adjacent tubes. Friction factor decreases as the 

tubes are brought closer. This can be explained that when the tubes come closer, the 

turbulence area is minimized and thus the pressure drop also minimized. At higher 

Reynolds number pressure loss decreases because the flow changes from laminar to 

turbulent zone thereby pushing the boundary layer separation point towards the rear of 

the tube thereby narrowing the area of turbulence. Additionally it is due to the fact that 

the entire tube surface is not contracted by the flow. A heat exchanger built from finned 

elliptical tubes requires less heat transfer surface area and consumes less power for 

driving fans than an exchanger built from finned circular tubes for a given heat transfer
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duty (Schulenberg 1966). Ota et al. (1987) examined the flow around an elliptic cylinder 

with AR of 0.33 in the Reynolds number range (based on major axis length) from 35000 

to 125000. Hassan and Siren (2004) investigated the heat exchangers, made with circular 

(AR = 1 ) and elliptic tubes (AR = 0.32), in the Reynolds number range from 500 to 4000 

(when based on streamwise major axis length and approach air velocity). The average 

pressure drop and hence the friction factor they found to be smaller in elliptic 

configuration, which is about 46% of that of the circular one. It is obvious from these and 

other investigation that at crossflow the elliptical tube performs better than the circular 

configuration in terms of reduced pressure drop and vortex induced vibration.

2.3 Summary of Literature Review

Almost all of the earlier studies on crossflow were dealing with cylinder surface 

heated by electrical means either for uniform heat flux, such as Laetitia and 

Kondjoyan (2002) and Ota and Nishiyama (1984) or for constant surface temperature, for 

instance Badr (1998). Studies on the situation when the tube surface temperature and heat 

flux may not be considered as uniform are scarce and equally the studies on the airside 

heat transfer coefficients where the tube surface is cooled or heated by water flowing 

inside the tube are also limited. Even fewer studies may be found, which quantify and 

compare the effects of direction of heat flow on the airside heat transfer process, 

especially for the cases of fluid like air when the Prandtl number is roughly constant. 

While authors such as Dittus and Boelter (1930), McAdams (1942), Winterton (1998), 

Cengel (2003), etc. suggest a larger Prandtl exponent for heating the fluid than for 

cooling it, the role of heat flow direction has not been systematically studied nor 

postulated based on sound reasoning. On this subject, Scholten and Murray (1995)
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studied the effects of direction of heat flow on Nusselt numbers for a gas-particle cross 

flow over circular tube arrays. Their study mainly deals with the heat transfer mechanism 

of gas-particle suspension, which does not represent the case of atmospheric airflow.

2.4 Scope of Current Study

The cooling and heating of air, via a single row in-line elliptical tube heat 

exchanger, were experimentally investigated in this study. The effects of Reynolds 

number on Nusselt number and the airflow pressure drop across the array were examined. 

The airside Nusselt numbers for cooling process were compared with those for heating 

process. The elliptical tube array, with an AR of 0.30, was oriented in a closed loop 

thermal wind tunnel with airflow parallel to the stream wise major axis length of the tube. 

Based on the above literature survey, most optimal range of affecting parameters, such as 

AR, angle of attack, and blockage ratio (BR), was considered in current study. An AR of 

0.30 was employed as it falls into the optimal AR range of most studies reviewed above 

(Eckert and Livingood 1953; Harris and Goldschmidt 2002). The angle of attack was kept 

at zero degree with the front stagnation point of the tube surface because it is the best 

flow orientation indicated by Badr (1998). According to Zukauskas (1972), higher BR is 

not favorable because the C d  and hence the C press goes higher for a BR larger than 0.60. 

Thus a tube spacing of 6.1 mm (i.e. the surface-to-surface narrowest gap) corresponding 

to a BR of 0.30 was used. Airside Reynolds number, based on the mean approach air 

velocity and the streamwise major axis length of the tube, was investigated in the range 

from 10000 to 36000. This Reynolds number range was chosen because many of the 

practical heat exchangers run within this flow range (Rahman et al. 2001).
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, PROCEDURES, AND MODELLING OF 

VELOCITY PROFILE

As portrayed in Figure 3.1, the experimental facility comprises a thermal wind 

tunnel, and hot and cold water supply systems. The test section is a duct of square cross 

section, where the experimental single-array in-line elliptical tube heat exchanger is 

placed in the middle. The details of the test setup and procedures are described below.

Test section

Direction o f  A irflow

Heat Exchanger
(To cool o r heat the air 

inside wind tunnel)

W a t e r  O u t l e t

P r e s s u r e  t a p s  ( A P a m y )

W a t e r  I n l e t

Figure 3.1 (a) Closed-loop Thermal Wind Tunnel, (b) Test section with elliptical tube 

array (before installation), and (c) Test section (after installation)
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3.1 The Thermal Wind Tunnel and the Test Section

The experiments were performed in a closed-loop thermal wind tunnel located in 

the Essex Hall (Room B05) at the University of Windsor, which is shown in Figure 3.1a. 

The wind tunnel is 5440 mm (« 214 inch) long, 750 mm (« 30 inch) wide, and 1640 mm 

(« 65 inch) high with a contraction ratio of 6.25. The air is forced to flow inside the wind 

tunnel by means of an air blower, which is driven by an electrically powered hydraulic 

pump. The air velocity is controlled manually by turning a needle valve attached to the 

hydraulic pump. The arrows in Figure 3.1a show the direction of airflow in the wind 

tunnel. The system is capable of producing the air velocities of up to 30 m/s without any 

obstruction and up to 17 m/s in the presence of the elliptical tube array heat exchanger, in 

the test section. The test section, containing the elliptical tube array heat exchanger, is 

seen in Figure 3.1b and 3.1c before and after installation respectively. The assembled test 

section is placed in the upper middle part of the wind tunnel.

3.2 Schematic of the Test Section with Elliptical Tube Array Heat Exchanger

Figures 3.1b and 3.1c display the photographic images of the test duct including 

the tube array. As illustrated in Figure 3.2.1, the test section is 600 mm long (in the Z 

direction, i.e. in the direction airflow), 300 mm wide (along the ±X  axis), and 300 mm 

high (along the ± 7  axis). The test duct was made of Plexiglas having a thermal 

conductivity of 0.19W/m.°C. The elliptical tubes were drawn from 0.825 mm thick 

20.60 mm inner diameter circular copper tubes (ASTM B-88 type-M) with a thermal 

conductivity of 339 W/m.°C. The tubes drawn in this process was not in perfect elliptical 

shapes, which was considered and described in uncertainty analysis in Appendix A. Each 

of the formed elliptical tubes was 300 mm long with the outside major and minor axes
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lengths of 31.7 mm and 9.7 mm, respectively, giving the minor-to-major axis ratio (AR) 

of 0.3. The array, consisting of 18 elliptical tubes spaced by 6.1 mm gap (i.e. the surface- 

to-surface narrowest distance between two adjacent tubes), was oriented in the test 

section at zero angle of attack, that is, with the major axis parallel (streamwise) and 

minor axis perpendicular to the direction of airflow. As shown in Figures 3.1b, 3.1c, 

3.2.1, and 3.4.6, the tubes were oriented to form an in-line array of heat exchanger to be 

at cross-flow of air, where the water inlet was at the bottom of the array into the 1st tube 

and outlet at the top from the 18th tube. The tubes were connected at their ends (outside of 

the test duct) using small square pockets made of the same Plexiglas material. Two half 

dummy tubes were placed at the top and bottom of the array to reduce extraneous effects.

Air velocity measurement, 
V,, oc (by Manometer)

Pitot Static tube
W ater Outlet: TWt „ (18th tube)

f -----

W ater Inlet: , (1st tube)
2 2 0  mm » 14a0

220 mm « 14a0

15.8 mm 6 .1  mm
Q6 ,r= 9.7 mm

2a„ = 31.7 mm

65 mm Plane 1-1' 
(Each) 20 mm ( 5  x 5  Velocity grid)

'  Planes 1-1' & 2-2’ 
( 3 x 3  Tem perature grid)

50 mm
1 0 0  mm 
(Each)

Figure 3.2.1 Schematic of the test section with elliptical tube array - dimensions and 
measurement setup (drawn not to scale)
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3.3 Experimental Methods and Operating Conditions

In the experiments, water was passed through inside the tubes of the array and air 

was blown over the array, that is, the array is at cross flow of the flowing air. The heat 

transfer characteristics between the air and the water were investigated in two ways, 

namely cooling the air and heating the air. Cooling the air means the hot air flowing 

over the tube array is cooled down by passing cold water inside the tubes of the array. It 

is the operation when the approach air temperature is higher than that of the water 

temperature at the array inlet and/or the temperature of the tube surface, i.e. 

Ta,i > r s,0 > r w,j. Heating the air means the cold air flows over the tube array and is heated 

up by passing the hot water inside the tubes of the array. In this operation the approach 

air temperature is lower than the inlet water temperature and/or the tube surface 

temperature, i.e. 7 \ i  < Ts>0 < TW;j.

As shown in Figure 3.1a, a heat exchanger located inside the wind tunnel at the 

upstream side was the source of cooling and heating the air inside the wind tunnel. The 

desired free stream inlet air temperature at the test section entrance was achieved by 

passing the hot or cold water through this heat exchanger and by running the wind tunnel 

for about 30 to 40 minutes until the airflow is stabilized. Building water supply lines were 

used as the sources of hot or cold water supplies into the tube array in the test section as 

well as into the wind tunnel heat exchanger.

The required water temperature through the inlet of the tube array was maintained 

in two ways. One way, the direct way, was to pass the hot or cold water into the tube 

directly from the building supplies. In this way, only a single temperature either from the 

hot supply water or from the cold supply water was possible to achieve, which depended
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on the supply line only. Another way was the use of water-mixing chamber (mixing of 

hot and cold water) attached with the building water supply line, which was specifically 

built to use in the wind tunnel experiments. The water-mixing chamber had two inlet 

valves (one for cold and one for hot water intakes from the supply line); one mixing 

knob, and one outlet valve to pass the mixed water into the tube array. The cold and hot 

water were mixed in the mixing-chamber to a desired temperature by turning the mixing 

knob. The mixing-chamber is capable of managing almost any temperature, between the 

maximum (i.e. the 100% of the hot water) and the minimum (i.e. 100% of the cold 

water), required for inlet water supply for the tube array. Compared to the air inlet 

temperature, maintaining the water inlet temperature to a certain fixed value was quite 

difficult, which largely depended on the fluctuations in the supply line even though the 

mixing chamber was used. Both methods were used during all experiments and water- 

mixing method was found to be advantageous, which gave less fluctuation in temperature 

compared to the direct way.

In both air cooling and heating tests, the airside and waterside flow velocities 

were varied corresponding to each other to collect several sets of heat transfer data to 

observe the effects of flow variations (i.e. the Reynolds numbers) on heat transfer (i.e. the 

Nusselt number). For all the experiments, the inlet temperatures of the air and water, tube 

outer surface temperature, and the airside and waterside flow velocities were the only 

major operating parameters to be measured and well taken care of. The experimental 

operating conditions for both air-cooling and heating tests are given in Table 3.3.1.
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Table 3.3.1 Operating Conditions: Air-cooling tests (Ja,i > T$> 7\v,j) and Air-heating

tests (ra,i < Ts< Tw,i)

Controlling
Parameters

Experimental Phases

Phase-I Phase-II Phase-III Phase-IV
(Air cooling) (Air heating) (Air cooling) (Air heating)

Air inlet temperature,
41.5±1.5°C 17.5±1.5°C - -

Water inlet 
temperature,

6.5±1.0°C 38.8±0.8°C - -

Air and Water inlet
temperature - - 15.7±1.5°C 15.7±1.5°C
difference, Ara.w

Airside Reynolds
number (Rea) -  for 10000- 10600- 10300- 10800-
Inlet Air velocity: 33200 33500 33500 36000
Fa* 5 — 17 m/s

Waterside Reynolds
number (Rew) -  for
water mass flow rate: 1100-3500 1500-7300 - -
mw » 0.02 -  0.08 kg/s

Waterside Reynolds
number (Rew) -  for 
water mass flow rate: - — 3300-6100 4000-7100
mw * 0.06 -  0.10 kg/s

3.4 Measurement and Data Collection Procedures

Eight different air velocity steps between 5 and 17 m/s (giving an airside 

Reynolds number, based on the stream wise major axis length of the tube, from 10000 to 

36000) were investigated corresponding to six different water mass flow rates. For the 

first two experimental phases, i.e. Phase-I and Phase-II, the average water mass flow 

rates investigated was between 0.02 and 0.08 kg/s, which corresponded to the waterside
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Reynolds numbers, based on the tube inner hydraulic diameter, in the range 

1100 <Rew< 3500 for cooling, and 1500 < Rew < 7300 for heating tests. For the other 

two phases, i.e. Phase-III and Phase-IV, the average water mass flow rates examined 

between 0.06 and 0.10 kg/s that gave the waterside Reynolds numbers, in the range 

3300 < Rew <6100 for cooling, and 4000 < Rew <7100 for heating tests. The water mass 

flow rate through the tube array was manually altered to the desired value by turning the 

main water supply valve while the temperature was adjusted by manipulating the mixing 

knob. For each water mass flow rate, the air velocity was varied by manually adjusting 

the needle valve of the hydraulic pump attached with the wind tunnel. By doing this, 24 

data sets for air-cooling and another 24 data sets for air heating tests were gathered for 

analysis. Every effort was given to ensure that the system is stabilized before starting the 

data collection, even though during the experiment and data collection process some 

fluctuations in water supply as well as its temperature were observed that resulted the 

water and air temperatures to fluctuate slightly. To take these variations into account, 

during each experiment (for each setting of water mass flow and air velocity), three to 

four data samples for each of the parameters were collected. Then the mean of the 

samples was taken as follows

H  = (3-4.1)
n  j  =  1

where, H, as applicable, represents any of the measured tube dimensions (e.g. 2a,, 2b\, 

2a0, 2bo, S, and Lt) or experimental parameters (e.g. Ta, ATa, Tw, ATw, ATs, A/?Pitot, Apamy, 

and ww); j  is the counter of repeated measurements; and n is the total number of repeated 

data readings.
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3.4.1 Air, Water and Tube side Temperature Measurements

All temperatures were measured using type-T thermocouples and a hand-held 

OMEGA HH506R digital thermometer. Before each experiment, the temperature 

readings of all the thermocouples were calibrated and adjusted with respect to one chosen 

thermocouple probe located at water inlet side. The thermometer had an uncertainty of 

±(0.2°C+0.05% of the reading). For a highest temperature of 50°C, the overall 

uncertainty in the temperature measurement was estimated to be ±1.03°C, which includes 

the errors in reading together with the errors in thermometer and the thermocouple 

probes. The thermometer had a differential reading function by which, where applicable, 

the temperature differences such as ATW = j7^, -  r w>0| and ATa = \T%{ -  T%0|, were 

measured directly. This correlated measurement helped damped out bias errors leaving 

only some precision errors, which account for about ±0.10°C for each of the ATa, ATa.s, 

ATa-w, ATw, and ATW.S measured.

Measurement of Airside Temperatures (TiU„ TM„ ATa, and ATa.s)

Sufficient time (roughly 30 to 40 minutes) was allowed to ensure the circulating 

air inside the wind tunnel to stabilize to the desired temperature. As extended in 

Figure 3.2.1, two cross sections (Planes 1-1' and 2-2'), approximately 14a0 upstream and 

downstream of the array, were chosen to measure the approach (upstream) and 

downstream air temperatures and T%0 respectively. At the beginning of each 

experiment, the upstream and downstream air temperatures were measured at 9 locations 

(horizontally and vertically evenly spaced 3 x 3  grid points) over the cross sections at 

Planes 1-1' and 2-2'. These measurements were taken to obtain the temperature profiles
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of the approach air at the inlet of the test section. The approach air temperature profiles 

were found to be quite uniform, which could be fairly represented by a single point 

measurement at the inlet. The downstream air temperature profile, however, was not 

found to be as flat as upstream. So, during the subsequent experiment, the mean approach 

air temperature (Taj) at the inlet was measured at a single point location at Position M 

(middle center, see Figures 3.2.1 and 3.4.6) and the downstream air temperature ( T a,o ) at 9 

locations around the cross-section at Plane 2-2'. The downstream air temperature (Tafi) 

was recorded as

r a,0 = T7 X  fco L > where N = 9. (3,4.2a)
j =i

The maximum deviation of from the mean value of its 9 grid points was found no 

more than +5% for all the experiments. The mean temperature difference between the air 

inlet and outlet, was measured as

1 Nat; = E y  
n :h

1 n ,

y  It  ■ - t/  j a,i a,on J=,
, where N  = 9 and n = 3 to 4 repeats. (3.4.2b)

Similarly, the mean temperature difference between the air inlet and the tube outer 

surface was estimated as

1 N
a t  = — y

a-s N h
1 " ,
- Y  It  ■ - t
n j - i \  a’> s’° \ j

, where N = 7  and n = 3 to 4 repeats. (3.4.2c)

Measurement of Waterside Temperatures (T„ j, JW)0, and ATW)

Water inlet temperature (7 ^ ) at the entrance of the 1st tube and the outlet 

temperature (Tw>0) at the exit of the array at the 18th tube (Figures 3.1 and 3.2.1) were
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measured by inserting two thermocouple probes inside the tube. For each experimental 

run, about 3 to 4 repeated readings were recorded to take their mean as

r w,i = ~ Z K I  and r w,0 = ~ E K I  >where n = 3 to 4 repeats. (3.4.3a)
n j = 1 n 7=1

The mean temperature difference between the water inlet and outlet was measured as

1 " i
ATW Kw,i - ^w.oI.>where n = 3 to 4 repeats. (3.4.3b)

« 7  =  1 1

Tube Side Temperature Measurement (Js,0)

As shown in Figures 3.2.1 and 3.4.2, seven thermocouple probes were affixed on 

the outside top surface of the tubes at various locations counting from the bottom to the 

top of the array (excluding the two dummy half tubes). One at the entrance of the 1st tube,

• thone at the exit of the 18 tube, and other five thermocouple probes were located spanwise 

middle of the 5th, 8th, 10th, 12th, and 15th tubes of the array. The average outside tube 

surface temperature (T^0) for all the 18 tubes was estimated from measured individual 

surface temperature of seven locations as follows

N 1 ” r i
J ]  — X! r  s o J , where N  = 1 and n = 3 to 4 repeats.
j^[_n j=x •

This averaging approach was reasonable because the variation of the tube surface 

temperature from entry to exit was quite linear, which can be seen in Figure 3.4.1 for two 

sample test cases (for both cooling and heating tests).
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•  Air Cooling: Ts 0 = 0.41 L, + 15.84; (for Rew = 3300 and Rea = 18100)

O Air Heating: Ts 0 = - 0.45 L, + 20.81; (for Rew = 4000 and Rea = 19000)
o 23

-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
Tube distance along water flow, Lt [m]

Figure 3.4.1. Sample r S;0 variation in the direction of water flow (error bars are shown)

3.4.2 Airside Velocity, Mass flow rate, and Pressure drop Measurements

For each of air velocity, mass flow rate, and pressure drop across the tube array, 

the basic independent parameter, i.e. the pressure difference, was measured using a 

handheld digital manometer, Dwyer series 475 Mark III. The manometer had an accuracy 

of ±1.5% of the reading in Pa, which was considered to be the bias error for manometer.

Measurement of Approach Air Velocity (Fa)

The air velocity in terms of dynamic pressure was measured by means of a 

2.38 mm Pitot static tube along with the digital manometer as mentioned above. The 

manometer reads the pressure difference (Appitot) between the static and total pressure 

ports, which can be seen in Figures 3.2.1 and 3.4.1. Following Equation 3.4.1, the mean 

airside dynamic pressure for each experiment was calculated as follows
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£  [APpitot \  >where n = 3 to 4  repeats, (3.4.5a)

and the mean inlet air velocity could be estimated from the following relation,

Fa = 0.875 C (3.4.5b)

where 0.875 is a geometric factor introduced to account for the boundary layer effect 

(discussed below), C ' i s  the design correction constant depends on the spacing of the 

static pressure holes, and pa is the density of air. To compare to a standard round junction 

Pitot static tube, C'=  1.003 was introduced in the current study for the distances of 3.9D 

from the static pressure ports to the total pressure port at the tip and 9.8D from the static 

pressure ports to the centerline of the stem (as per Flow Kinetics LLC, 2002).

Figure 3.4.2 Pitot static tube with stem diameter D = 2.38 mm (drawn not to scale)

Appitot (by manometer)

Total pressure ports Static pressure ports

Pitot static tube stem 
diameter, D

3.9D h — 9.8D —►! "------Stem centerline
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As detailed in Figure 3.2.1, a cross section (Plane 1-1'), approximately 14a0 

upstream of the tube array, was chosen to measure the profile of the approach air velocity 

(Va,x) at the test section inlet. At the beginning of the experiment, the approach air 

velocity (Va>x) outside the boundary layer, in the presence of the tube array, was 

measured at 25 locations (horizontally and vertically evenly spaced 5 x 5  grid points), 

over the cross section at Plane 1-1'. This was performed by traversing the Pitot static tube 

over each grid point. The grid point velocity measurements were performed at three 

different nominal air velocity settings, such as at 5.0, 10.8, and 16.5 m/s. In all cases, the 

velocity profiles were observed to be reasonably flat for the entire cross section outside 

the boundary layer, with a maximum deviation of about ±4.5% from the mean. For 

plotting the velocity profiles for the entire cross section, the measurements were extended 

beyond the 5 x 5  grid points to cover the distance up to the test section wall (i.e. the 

boundary layer). The boundary layer thickness was roughly identified by observation 

during the measurement. It was the point where nominal velocity starts decreasing and 

drops to zero at the test section wall. The number and locations of the measuring points 

were chosen randomly. Around the test section wall, a linear variation of the air velocity 

in the boundary layer was assumed and this effect was taken into account by introducing 

a geometric factor of 0.875 in Eq. (3.4.5b).

The air velocity profile, along the Plane 1-1', was generated by plotting the 

velocity in the Z  direction against the distance along X-Y  coordinate (see Figure 3.2.1). 

For visualization, the velocity profiles are presented in Figures 3.4.2 to 3.4.4. It was 

found that a single point measurement at the middle of the test section inlet could fairly 

represent this uniform velocity profile for the area outside the boundary layer. It is noted 

here that the boundary layer thickness around the test section wall was found to be
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roughly 0.20 mm. Thus, during the subsequent experiments, the mean upstream air 

velocity (Va) was measured at a single point location at Position M (see Figure 3.2.1). 

The uncertainties in the air velocity measurements were estimated to be no more than 

±4.0% of the measured values for both air-cooling and heating tests.

0.15 i

0.05

E.
>

 , , : ,

-0.05

-0.15
-0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0.150 0.05 0.1

X (m)
Figure 3.4.3a Air velocity at the test inlet section ( 5 x 5  grid point measurement: 

Fa = 5.0 m/s; maximum deviation from the mean = ±4.5%) -  Contour

Figure 3.4.3b Air velocity at the test inlet section ( 5 x 5  grid point measurement: 
Fa = 5.0 m/s; maximum deviation from the mean = ±4.5%) -  3D Plot
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Figure 3.4.4a Air velocity at the test inlet section ( 5 x 5  grid point measurement: 

Fa = 10.8 m/s; maximum deviation from the mean = ±1.5%) -  Contour

Figure 3.4.4b Air velocity at the test inlet section ( 5 x 5  grid point measurement: 

Fa = 10.8 m/s; maximum deviation from the mean = ±1.5%) -  3D Plot
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Figure 3.4.5a Air velocity at the test inlet section ( 5 x 5  grid point measurement: 

Fa = 16.5 m/s; maximum deviation from the mean = ±2.6%) -  Contour

Figure 3.4.5b Air velocity at the test inlet section ( 5 x 5  grid point measurement: 

Fa = 16.5 m/s; maximum deviation from the mean = ±2.6%) -  3D Plot
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Estimation of Airside Mass flow rate ( ma )

The mean velocity of approach air at the test section inlet was used to estimate the 

airside mass flow rate. By applying the principle of conservation of mass, the airside 

mass flow rate was deduced using the following relation

m a =  /^a-^duct^a » (3.4.5)

where 4̂duct is the cross-sectional area of the test section duct at in let, i.e. along Plane 1-1'

as shown in Figure 3.2.1.

Measurement of Airside Pressure drop across the Tube Array (Aparray)

Six pressure taps (3 pairs) were drilled to measure the airflow pressure drop

across the array, which are shown in Figure 3.4.6. The pressure drops across the tube

array (Apanay) were measured along the pressure tap pairs of A-A', B-B', and C-C' using

the same manometer as used in air velocity measurement. As discussed in section 5.1.5,

the data along taps B-B' was used in the analysis. The uncertainty in the pressure drop

measurement across taps B-B' was estimated to be within ±9.0% of the measured value.

Dummy half-tube 
(Array top) W a t e r  O u t l e t

(18 tube of array)80 mm

A i r  I n l e t

160 mm 
200 mm 
250 mm 
300 mm 
410 mm 
510 mm

W a t e r  I n l e t
( l sl tube o f  array)

(by Manometer)

Inlet measuring point (M): 
I'a.oc (by Pitot Static tube) 
& A, i (by Thermocouple)

Dummy half-tube 
(Array bottom)

Figure 3.4.6 Experimental domain with pressure measurement taps (drawn not to scale)
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3.4.3 Waterside Mass flow rate ( mw ) and Velocity (Fw) Measurements 

Measurement of Waterside Mass flow rate ( ww)

The water mass flow rate inside the tubes of the array was measured several times 

during each experimental run. The mean of the repeated measurements was taken 

according to the following relation,

i n
K  = - £n Jml

mw where n = 3 to 4 repeats. (3.4.6)

Here ww is the water mass (kg) collected in time t second. The total uncertainties in the 

measurement of water mass flow rate, including some fluctuations in the water supply 

line, were approximately ±1.5% of the measured values for both cooling and heating 

experiments.

Estimation of Water Velocity (Fw)

The mean velocity of water inside the tube was calculated from the mass 

conservation principles as follows

K = y r > (3 A 7 )P  w c,i

where Acj is the inner tube cross sectional area.
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CHAPTER 4

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
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4. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The experiments were performed depending on the available testing facilities and 

the existing limitations and on some considerations as described below. The reduction of 

the data was based on the analysis of theoretical background of heat transfer and fluid 

flow, which are explained in the following subsections.

4.1 Evaluations of Thermophysical Properties of the Air and Water

If not mentioned otherwise, the thermophysical properties for both air cooling and 

heating tests were taken at film temperature (Tf>a) for air and at bulk temperature ( r Wjb) for 

water. Considering a linear variation of temperature between the outer surface of the 

tubes and the approach air, the air film temperature was deduced as follows

I - ^ V t Z L i L .  (4.U )

Similarly, the bulk temperature of the flowing water inside the tubes was defined as the 

arithmetic average of the water inlet and outlet temperatures as

rw.b - Tvi +f ' °  ■ (4.1.2)

To deduce the airside heat transfer rate using Eq. (4.5.2a), not shown yet, the air 

property was evaluated at bulk temperature. Some of the literatures referred in this thesis 

also evaluated the airside properties at bulk temperature. Thus, where appropriate, the air 

properties were evaluated at airside bulk temperature, which was defined as follows 

T ■ +T
\ b = — 0 a’° • (4.1.3)
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4.2 Assumptions made in the Experiments and Data reduction

The following situations were considered during the experiments and data 

reduction.

1. Steady state airflow inside wind tunnel. To ensure this assumption, 

before conducting each experimental phase the wind tunnel was run for 

approximately 30 to 40 minutes until the airflow reached to the desired 

temperature at the inlet of the wind tunnel test section.

2. Negligible conductive heat transfer between the room and the tube 

array ĉonduction » 0). The test section walls were constructed with thick 

Plexiglas material having very low thermal conductivity of 0.19 W/m.°C, 

which justifies this assumption.

3. No or negligible radiative heat transfer between the room and the 

test section wall. This assumption was valid because the room temperature 

was the same as the outside temperature of the test section walls, which 

results virtually no temperature difference and hence no radiative heat 

transfer.

4. Negligible radiative heat transfer between the air and the outside 

surface o f  the tubes.

5. No condensation effect on airside heat transfer.

The validity of the assumptions 4 and 5 have been quantified and explained in 

Section 4.5 below.

4.3 Key Dimensionless Parameters

Heat transfer and fluid flow to and from any object or surface are essentially 

dependent on some dimensionless key parameters. This heat transfer rate is generally 

represented by a non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient, which is termed as the Nusselt
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number (Nu). The Nusselt number, defined as the ratio of the convection to the 

conduction heat transfers, is dependent on at least two independent key parameters such 

as the Reynolds number and the Prandtl number. Before defining Nu in greater details, 

the independent key parameters, on which Nu depends, need to be defined first. The 

Reynolds number (Re) determines the flow velocity and characterizes the nature of the 

flow and the Prandtl number (Pr) describes the development of boundary layer thickness 

over the surface, which is the barrier to the heat transfer. There are other two important 

parameters involved in current study. One is the Grashof number (Gr) that identifies the 

existence of natural convection, and the other is the Pressure Coefficient ( C press) , which is 

used to quantify the airflow pressure drop across the tube array. The Nu is defined in 

greater detailed in section 4.4 below and the independent key parameters are defined first 

in this section.

Reynolds Number (Re):

The Reynolds number, named after Osbourne Reynolds - a British engineer and 

physicist, is defined as the ratio of the inertial force to the viscous force within the 

flowing fluid. It is used in momentum, heat, and mass transfer to account for the dynamic 

similarity and to characterize the nature of the flow and is normally defined in the 

following form

Re -  Inertia Force _ Mass x Acceleration _ pA V2 _ pVZ _ VZ
V isco u s Force Shear Stress x  Area f  , p  v  (4 .3 .1 )

' Z

where the characteristic length, Z, was replaced by the streamwise outer major axis length 

of the tube, i.e. 2a0 for airside and by the inner hydraulic diameter of the tube, i.e. Z \i for 

waterside. Typically, viscous stresses within a fluid tend to stabilize and organize the
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flow, whereas excessive fluid inertia tends to disrupt organized flow leading to chaotic 

turbulent behavior. Thus, Reynolds number governs the flow regime in forced 

convection. The estimation of the airside Re using Eq. (4.3.1) is for a single tube in an 

array or bank. It is a common practice in heat exchanger design to call a column of tubes 

(i.e. vertical stack of tubes) as a single row of tubes. So, for a single row of tubes the Re 

can be estimated as follows (Brauer 1964; Sparrow and Ramsey 1978; Gnielinski 1985)

V 7Pp. - I M H Z l  ( A n \^a,array — » (4.3.2)
^a

where Fornax is the mean airflow velocity at the narrowest gap between two adjacent tubes 

in the array, which is deduced as follows

c
V = — V =r a m qv   '

ST
' S t + 2 0

K = v ^ a -  (4.3.3)

The characteristic length in Eq. (4.3.2), Za, depending on the comparable correlations in 

the literature, can be taken to be either 2a0 or the maximum perimeter that directly faces 

the airflow, which in the case of current study is P J2 (Zukauskas, et al. 2002). In current 

study, the characteristic length for airside was used as 2a0. The Rea;max given in 

Eq. (4.3.2) was not used in current study, however, it can be used to compare the heat 

transfer and fluid flow data of a single tube row with the similar one in the literature.

Prandtl Number (Pr):

It is named after Ludwig Prandtl — a German scientist who pioneered the concept 

of boundary layer in 1904 and significantly contributed to the field of boundary layer 

theory. The Prandtl number, Pr, is defined as the ratio of the momentum diffusivity to the 

thermal diffusivity. It is generally defined in the following form
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pr _ Momentum Diffusivity _ v  _ / p  _M cp 
Thermal Diffusivity a  k/  „ k/  p cp

p /
/ p (4.3.4)k /

/ P

For the heat transfer in general and free and forced convection analysis in particular, the 

convection heat transfer rate anywhere along the surface of any body is directly related to 

the temperature gradient at that location. The fluid flow velocity has a strong influence on 

the temperature profile, and hence the development of the velocity boundary layer 

relative to the thermal boundary layer has strong effect on the convection heat transfer.

For the laminar flow, the relative thickness of the velocity and the thermal 

boundary layers is best described by the Prandtl number in the following form

where the exponent n is taken to be 1/3 and the velocity boundary layer thickness, /Velocity, 

is obtained in terms of local Re and corresponding to the local distance from the leading 

edge (Incropera and DeWitt 2002). For laminar flow, Pr provides a measure of the 

relative effectiveness of momentum and energy transport by diffusion in the velocity and 

thermal boundary layers. The larger the free stream velocity, the thinner the velocity 

boundary layer is. Compared to the momentum, the heat diffusion is quicker in fluids 

with Pr «  1, and slower in fluids with Pr »  1 (Cengel 2003). Consequently, relative to 

the velocity boundary layer, the thermal boundary layer is thicker for fluids with Pr «  1 

and thinner for fluids with Pr »  1. In turbulent flow, the boundary layer development is 

influenced strongly by the random fluctuations in the fluid and not by the molecular 

diffusion, and hence, the relative boundary layer growth does not necessarily depend on 

the value of Pr. In such cases, /Velocity « thermal, and the turbulent Prandtl number in the 

form of the ratio of energy of fluctuating components is used.

velocity

V ^thermal y
(4.3.5)
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Grashof Number (Gr):

The Grashof number is defined as the ratio of the buoyancy force to the viscous 

force acting on the fluid. For forced convection the Reynolds number dictates the flow 

regime and for natural convection the Grashof number governs the flow regime. For a 

flow, it determines whether the forced convection or the natural convection is dominant 

and is given by

„ Buoyancy Forces g(A/3)(Volume) g/?Ar(Volume) gfiATZ3
(jj* _ — — 2 “ ' 2 2 ? (4.3.6)

Viscous Forces p v z vz v L

where, p  = pa = -  l— —  [K~l ], AT = ATa.s = |Ta i -  Ts o | [°C], and Z = Za = 2a0 [m]
I f  a + 2/3.1 D

for airside and p  = p w = -  L _ _  AT = AFW.S = |rw b -  Ts [ I [°C], and
y w,b

Z = Za = Dh,i [m] for waterside.

Pressure Coefficient at Airside (Cpress):

According to Brauer (1964), Merker and Hanke (1986), and Gaddis and 

Gnielinski (1997), the pressure coefficient (Cpress) is generally described by the ratio of 

the static pressure drop of the airflow across the tube array (Aparray) to the dynamic 

pressure of the flowing air. For the current experiment, the following non-dimensional 

expression defines the airflow pressure drop coefficient for a single tube in the array 

(Khan et al. 2004a)

n  _  AParray _  AParray

Cpress=5 ^ =I ^ ’
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Equation (4.3.7) is used to determine the pressure coefficient for a single tube in an array 

or tube bank. However, to deduce the pressure coefficient for a single row of tubes (i.e. 

the column of tubes perpendicular to the airflow), the following relation was used in the 

calculation (Brauer 1964; Sparrow and Ramsey 1978; Gnielinski 1985)

^  _  AParray
'-'press,array — ~ ’ (4 .3 .8)

2  Pa ̂ a, max

where Fornax is taken from Eq. (4.3.3). This pressure drop coefficient determines the 

power required to pump the air across the array at the desired flow rate. The lower the 

pressure coefficient the less the power requirement is.

4.4 Representation of Heat Transfer -  the Nusselt Number (Nu)

A convenient method of quantifying the heat transfer to and from any object or 

surface is through a dimensionless parameter, the Nusselt Number (Nu). This is a 

dimensionless form of the heat transfer coefficient (h) and was named after Ernst Kraft 

Wilhelm Nusselt who is one of Germany’s notable heat transfer luminaries. As said 

before, the Nusselt number is the ratio of the convection to the conduction heat transfer 

rates. In other words, it is the ratio of the fluid layer resistance to the convective 

resistance and is generally represented by

X T  Fluid layer resistance Z / k  h Z  , A .Nu = ------------------- = -= --- , (4.4.1)
Covective resistance 1 / h k

where k  is the thermal conductivity, h is the convection heat transfer coefficient of the 

participating fluid, and Z is the characteristic length depends on the shape and orientation 

of the heat transfer surface. In the current study, this Z was replaced by the streamwise
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major axis length of the tube, i.e. Za = 2a0, for airside (external flow) analysis and by the 

inner side hydraulic diameter of the tube, i.e. Zw = Ai.i, for waterside (internal flow) 

analysis. If the heat transfer coefficient, h, is known, the Nusselt number can be readily 

estimated using Eq. (4.4.1). In real world applications, however, different body shapes 

and heat transfer surfaces are used. In such cases, h may not be known priori and in most 

cases, it is estimated by experimental investigation (e.g. from the heat balance) or from 

other suitable observation or from available correlations. In present study, the h for 

airside and waterside were deduced from the heat balance and the Nu for airside and 

waterside were estimated separately using Eq. (4.4.1). The heat balance analyses are 

described and presented in Section 4.5 below. The nature of dependency of 

experimentally estimated Nu on other parameters was also compared in the light of 

available correlations.

From the established literature in this area, it is well known fact that the heat 

transfer either for a single tube, a tube in a row or bank, or for a tube row is influenced by 

the flow velocity, thermophysical properties of the fluid, heat flux intensity, heat flux 

direction, and the arrangement of the tubes. Thus most of the heat transfer correlations 

available are in the form of dimensionless heat transfer coefficient, i.e. the Nu with its 

functional dependency on the influencing parameters such as the Reynolds number (Re), 

Prandtl number (Pr), thermophysical properties, and tube arrangement. As per 

Zukauskas (1972), for the current experimental situation, the dimensionless relation can 

be represented by

Nu = / f R e ,  Pr, A  A , f£ _ , ^  l )  (4A 2)
^ /is ks CpS p s Z  L j
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In current study, for the external flow at airside the arrangement of the tubes, i.e. the 

factor SJZ, was fixed, that means the effect of the variation of SJZ  on Nu was not 

included. Also for the internal flow at waterside, the effect of the variation of the 

geometric factor, Z/Z, on Nu was excluded. This is because the factor Z/Z accounts for 

the effect on local Nu, whereas the overall mean Nu was estimated in current study, 

which covers all the local effects. Thus, from the dimensional analysis, it is found for the 

forced convection heat transfer, that, the overall mean Nu depends mainly on the flow 

velocity represented by Re and the boundary layer thickness, which is taken care of by 

Pr. For the generalization of experimental data, taking main factors into account, the 

following power law relationship is commonly used for the case of fluid flow over 

cylinder (Zukauskas and Ulinskas, 1988)

Nu = y  Rem Prn
Pr

(4.4.3a)

where y  is the coefficient and m, n, and p are the exponents, the values of which are 

determined by experimental analysis and curve fitting. Depending on the character of the 

temperature profile in the thermal boundary layer determined by the Pr, usually n = 1/3 is 

used as the exponent of Pr in Eq. (4.4.3a). However, for a variety of flow conditions, 

from an intensive study of different tubes in cross flow of various kinds of fluids, 

Zukauskas (1972) proposed the Pr exponent n in Eq. (4.4.3a) to be 0.37 for Pr < 10 and 

0.36 for Pr > 10. The factor Prb/Prs is introduced in Eq. (4.4.3a) to account for the effect 

of the direction of heat flow (i.e. the heating or cooling of the fluid) in the case of 

temperature-dependent fluid properties. For the case of air as a gas flow where the Pr is 

less than unity and almost constant for the range of temperature considered in the 

experiment, the factor Prb/Prs turns to unity and can be ignored. Thus for the external
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flow, i.e. the air flow over the tubes of the array in the case of current study, the relation 

in Eq. (4.4.3a), with reasonable accuracy, can be further simplified to give

Nu = ^R em Prn , (4.4.3b)

where again the exponent of Pr in general is taken to be n = 1/3 in most cases.

The factor Prt,/Prs in Eq. (4.4.3a) increases with the increase of temperature head. 

The effect of the variation of thermophysical properties of a viscous liquid in the thermal

U k  ^ nboundary layer of a tube is sometimes accounted for by the ratios of — , — , —1—. In
Ms ks cp, s

moderately viscous fluid flow like water, it is mainly the viscosity that changes with 

temperature across the boundary layer, and therefore in such case the factor Prt,/Prs in 

Eq. (4.4.3a) can be replaced by the factor /4>//4 (Zukauskas and Ulinskas 1988). For the 

internal pipe flow, i.e. the water flow inside the tubes in the case of current study, 

Eq. (4.4.3a) can be re-written as follows

Nu = y  Rem Prn
(  n ^Mb (4.4.4a)
\M s y

Without much error, Eq. (4.4.4a) can also be simplified to give

Nu = y  Rem Pr11, (4.4.4b)

where again the exponent of Pr here is taken to be n = 1/3 in general. Equation (4.4.4b) is 

the form of generalized Dittus-Boelter Equation (Dittus and Boelter, 1930) for internal 

liquid pipe flow as reviewed and explained by Winterton (1998), where, for water flow, 

the exponent n is recommended to be 0.4 for heating the water and 0.3 for cooling the 

water. Although the main focus of current study was to deduce the airside Nu-Re
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relationship, the waterside Nu-Re relationship is also of interest to know, and thus from 

the experimental data, the correlation for both airside and waterside was developed in the 

following form

Nu = _yRem Pr1/3. (4.4.5)

To compare the results of current study with that of the literature, the values for Re and 

Pr and the factors Prb/Prs in Eq. (4.4.3a) and ju ^/ ju s in Eq. (4.4.4a), however were replaced 

by the respective airside and waterside experimental data and the comparable correlation 

from literature were compiled in the same form as of Eq. (4.4.5).

4.5 Airside and Waterside Heat Transfer Rates (q) and Coefficients (h)

A heat balance on the test section control volume was made in the following form

Coverall = ^conduction +  ^convection +  Eradiation +  ^condensation • (4.5.1)

The waterside and airside heat transfer rates were estimated as,

Ew = ™wcp,w (7w ,o — ^ w ,i)= (4.5.2a)

and

Ea =  r̂ Iac p ,a U a ,\ ~  ^a,o) =  ™ac p ,a ^ T a > (4.5.2b)

where the positive qw and qa signify air-cooling process and negative qw and q& portray 

air-heating process. The temperature differences, ATW =|TW0 -T wi| and

ATa =|Ta i - r a o| , were directly measured using the thermometer’s differential function

and from several readings the mean was taken for the analysis. The heat transfer rates at 

waterside were compared with that of the airside. For all the experimental runs, the heat
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rate values obtained from Eqs. (4.5.2a) and (4.5.2b) generally agreed within ±6%. Thus 

in the analysis, the overall heat transfer rate, q, was set to the arithmetic average of the 

airside and waterside heat rates in the following form (Rugh et al., 1992)

The radiation heat transfer between the room and the test section wall was 

neglected due to negligible temperature difference between them. The temperatures of the 

inner walls ( rwan, inner) of the test section were assumed to be equal to the temperature of 

the flowing air inside the test section (7^), that is r wau, inner * 7a,i- Based on Stefan- 

Boltzmann law, the radiation heat transfer between the inner surfaces of the test section 

walls and the outer surface of the tubes could be calculated as follows

Eradiation ~ -'^average^"(7a,i ~^s,o ) ~ ^average^rad (7a,i ~ 7^)0 ) , (4.5.4a)

where the radiation heat transfer coefficient (hiaa) is estimated as,

r̂ad = S<7U&,\ + T^o )(7a,i + ^ 0) . (4.5.4b)

For commercial copper tubing with an emissivity of £•« 0.15, a conservative estimated of 

the maximum htad for cooling and heating processes were found to be 0.95 and
■j

0.80 W/m .°C. In both processes, hrad was no more than 1.0% of the respective airside 

convective heat transfer coefficient (ha). Thus, the influence of radiation heat transfer 

between the tube surface and the surrounding environment inside the test section was also 

ignored (i.e. r̂adiation ® 0).

The effect of natural convection on the heat transfer at airside was neglected. The 

maximum Grashof number, Gra, attained in the experiment was approximately 15400 for
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• • • 0cooling and 18300 for heating tests respectively. The Gra to Rea ratios (buoyancy effect

indicator) were about 0.000143 (i.e. « 1 )  for cooling and 0.000154 (i.e. « 1 )  for heating, 

which according to authors such as Lloyd and Sparrow (1970), Incropera and DeWitt 

(2002), and Cengel (2003) justify the omission of natural convection for both cooling and 

heating processes. Similarly, the effect of natural convection on the heat transfer at 

waterside could also be neglected. The relative humidity (RH) during all tests was 

measured to be at 27±5% during cooling and 75+5% during heating tests. Due to the 

choice of the operating temperature range of air and water inlets, the dew point 

temperature (7d,a) of air was found to be always lower than the outer surface temperature 

( r s,0) of the tubes. As a result no condensation on the tube surface was observed during 

the tests (i.e. ĉondensation * 0). Thus, based on the assumptions listed in Section 4.2, the 

heat transfer between the air and the water was mainly due to the forced convection 

mechanism. Therefore, by setting the overall heat transfer rate, Coverall, to the average heat 

transfer rates at waterside and airside, Eq. (4.5.1) can be rewritten as

4 = ^overall ~ ĉonvection • (4.5.5)

The airside and waterside convection heat transfer rates for Eq. (4.5.5) were calculated 

using Newton’s law of cooling, which is described below.

Airside Convection Heat Transfer rate (̂ convection, a):

For airside convection heat transfer rate, Eq. (4.5.5) was rewritten as

4 = ^a'^s,o(^a,i —-̂ s,o) = ^aA,o^^a-s > (4.5.6)

where again the positive q indicates the air-cooling process and the negative q signifies 

the air-heating process. From Eq. (4.5.6), the airside heat transfer coefficient, ha, was 

estimated as,
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k  = a £ T '  (4-5 J )^s,o^^a-s

Finally the airside Nusselt number, Nua, was estimated using Eq. (4.4.1) as 

XT /zaZa hJ2a„)
Nua = ~7~ ^ = , • (4.5.8)

Waterside Convection Heat Transfer rate (̂ convection, w):

For deducing the waterside convection heat transfer rate, the tube inner side 

surface temperature needs to be calculated first. The average inner-surface temperature of 

the tubes was deduced as follows

ŝ,i ~ + <1
In nh,o.

A i,i

2^^tub e^t
(4.5.9)

Equation (4.5.9) is based on the radial conduction through circular cross-section. As 

proposed by many authors and as used in many heat transfer textbooks, this equation was 

employed in current study for the non-circular cross-section (i.e. elliptical tube in current 

study) by replacing the tube’s inner and outer side diameters with the respective 

hydraulic diameters. For all the experimental runs, the difference of temperatures 

between the outer (TSfi) and inner (Ts \) sides of the tube was observed to be no more than 

0.03°C, since the tubes are made of copper with very thin wall (i.e. only 0.825 mm thick). 

Therefore, for the ease of analysis, the inner and outer surface temperatures of the tube 

could be assumed to be the same. Thus the inner surface temperature was set to the outer 

surface temperature as

Ts,i* T S;0. (4.5.10)
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For the waterside convection heat transfer rate, Eq. (4.5.5) was rewritten as 

q = ~^s,i) = ^w^s,i^^w-s » (4.5.11)

where again the positive q indicates the air-cooling process and the negative q signifies 

the air-heating process. From Eq. (4.5.11), the waterside heat transfer coefficient, hw, was 

estimated as,

h" = A . l T  • (4-5-12)■^5,1 W-S

The waterside Nusselt number, Nuw, was estimated using Eq. (4.4.1) as

N u „ = ^ .  (4.5.13)
W

Thermal Resistance (Rtu):

Based on the assumption in Eq. (4.5.10), total thermal resistance (7?th) for the heat

transfer between the water and air sides was estimated as follows 

T — T
Rth =   = ^th,w + t̂h,tube + ^th,a (4.5.14)

-^s,i 1 7c k  L  ha As o 1%̂  Ag i h& Ag Q

The airside thermal resistance is given by

*th,a = ‘r “T “ ’ and (4.5.15a)

the waterside thermal resistance is given by

V = r - T -  (4.5.15b)
^A
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The principal focus of current study was to obtain the airside side Nusselt number 

(Nua) and Reynolds number (Rea) relationship. The experiments on air-cooling and 

heating processes were conducted in four phases depending on the operating conditions 

as specified in Table 3.3.1.

Two types of temperature loading were executed. The air and water inlet 

temperatures were maintained constant in the first type for the experimental Phase-I and 

Phase-II, and the difference between the air and water inlet temperatures were kept 

constant in the second type for the experimental Phase-III and Phase-IV. In Phase-I (air 

cooling process), hot airflow across the tube array was maintained at T%\ = 41.5±1.5°C 

(for 10000 < Rea < 33200) and cold water entering inside the tubes was kept at 

r w,i = 6.5±1.0°C (for 1100 < Rew < 3500). Phase-II was an air heating process, where 

cold airflow was kept at Taj = 17.5±1.5°C (for 10600 < Rea < 33500) and hot inlet water 

entering the tubes was maintained at ZWji = 38.8±0.8°C (for 1500 < Rea < 7300). For 

Phase-III (air cooling process) and Phase-IV (air heating process), the temperature 

differences between the mean approach air and the inlet water was maintained at 

(AZa,w = |r a,i - Zwj| = 15.7±1.5°C. For Phase-III (air cooling process), the air inlet 

temperature changed between 27.5 and 37°C in the range 10300 < Rea < 33500 and the 

water inlet temperature varied from 13 to 21 °C in the range 3300 < Rew <6100. During 

Phase-IV (air heating process), the air inlet temperature varied between 6.5 and 10°C in 

the range 10800 < Rea < 36000 and the water inlet temperature changed from 23.5 to 

25°C in the range 4000 < Rew< 7100. The experimental results, e.g. the effect of 

Reynolds number on the heat transfer rate, and the Nusselt number for both air-cooling
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and heating processes are discussed in the following sections. It is worth mentioning that 

some of the results and observations from each experimental phase are disseminated and 

documented in the form of journal publication, conference presentations and transaction 

publications as Khan et al. 2004a (Phase-I), Khan et al. 2004b (Phase-II), and Khan et al. 

2005 (Phase-Ill and Phase-IV).

5.1 Airside Analysis -  both Air-cooling (ra>j> Ts > 7\v,;) and Air-heating

(ra,i <TS< Jw,i) processes

From all the experimental phases, the effects of Rea on the heat transfer rate (q) 

and Nusselt number (Nua) were analyzed. In addition, the variation of airflow pressure 

drop across the tube array ( C press) with respect to Rea was also observed. All of which are 

discussed in the following subsections.

5.1.1 Effect of Reynolds number on the Heat Transfer rate (#-Rea relationship)

The heat transfer rate (q) was calculated using Eq. (4.5.3), while the airside 

Reynolds number (Rea) and waterside Reynolds number (Rew) were deduced from 

Eq. (4.3.1). From the analysis, the uncertainty in q was found to be in the range 3 -  12% 

for all the tests, depending on the temperature loadings and the air and water flow rates.

To observe the effects of airside Reynolds number on the heat transfer rate, the q 

as a function of Rea was plotted in Figures 5.1.1 to 5.1.4 for both cooling and heating 

tests. A number of curve fits were executed to optimize the manner of #-Rea relationship. 

Although the variation of q with Rea apparently looks linear, the power law curve fit 

covered data very well with high R values in the following form
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q = q  ReaC2 , for 10000 < Rea< 36000. (5.1.1)

The curve fit coefficients, C i and Ci, and the coefficients of determination (R2 values) for 

each curve fit are listed in Table 5.1.1.

Table 5.1.1 Curve fit Coefficients and R2 Values for Eq. (5.1.1) and Figures 5.1.1 to

5.1.4 (q -  Rea variation)

Experimental phases and test 
conditions Rew C, (Watt) c 2 R2

PHASE-I: Air Cooling 1100 27.94 0.365 0.93
(ra,i and r wj maintained constant) 1800 10.43 0.478 0.98

2600 6.64 0.530 0.99
3500 4.65 0.570 0.96

PHASE-II: Air Heating 1500 62.46 0.240 1.00
(ra>i and r Wii maintained constant) 3400 13.67 0.410 0.99

5300 5.91 0.490 0.99
7300 9.38 0.440 1.00

PHASE-III: Air Cooling 3300 9.18 0.413 0.99
(A r a.w maintained constant) 6100 6.48 0.457 0.99
PHASE-IV: Air Heating
(ATa.w maintained constant)

4000
7100

9.78
4.92

0.410
0.484

0.99
0.96

In general, it is seen from Figures 5.1.1 to 5.1.4 that, for a given Rew, the qlRew 

ratio increases and the q!Rea ratio decreases with the increase of Rea, which is 

qualitatively and quantitatively similar for all the tests. Except for some scatters in the 

data mostly in the range 27000 < Rea < 34000 that are attributable to the experimental 

errors, the change in q per unit change in Rea (d#/dRea ratio) generally decreases with 

increasing Rea. This diminishing effect could be best represented by the obtained q -  Rea 

power law relationship as given in Eq. (5.1.1). As observed in the analysis, the airside 

thermal resistance (i?th,a) was relatively higher at lower Rea for all the cases, which
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decreased with increasing Rea. In the analysis for all the experiments, the i?th,a was found 

to vary between 95% (at Rea » 10000 and Rew « 7300) and 83% (at Rea » 33000 and 

Rew « 1100) of the total thermal resistance, Rth- The diminishing character of qlRea with 

increasing Rea can be explained that the increasing airflow in the range 

10000 < Rea < 20000 somewhat stirs up the fluid layer on the tube surface, which resists 

the boundary layer formation and thus increases the value of q. With further increase in 

Rea, the boundary layer does not alter significantly and this situation slows down the 

increase in q with further increase in Rea.

1900

1800
♦ Rew = 1100

1700

1600

1500

1400

1300

1200

1100

1000

900
Experiment PHASE-I (Air Cooling): q vs. Rea Plot800

12000 16000 20000 24000 28000 32000 36000
Rea

Figure 5.1.1 Change of q with Rea for different Rew (Phase-I: Air-cooling Test)
(Note: q = 1269 W at Rew = 2600 and q = 1268 W at Rew = 3500 overlap each other)
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Figure 5.1.2 Change of q with Rea for different Rew (Phase-II: Air-heating Test)
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Figure 5.1.3 Change of q with Rea for different Rew (Phase-III: Air-cooling Test)
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Figure 5.1.4 Change of q with Rea for different Rew (Phase-IV: Air-heating Test)

The increase in q per unit increase in Rew, d#/dRew, also increases with increasing 

Rea for both cooling and heating tests. As can be seen in Figures 5.1.1 to 5.1.4, the 

d#/dRew increases comparatively rapidly at lower Rea in the range 10000 < Rea < 20000 

beyond which the change of dg/dRew is relatively slower up to Rea = 36000. This is 

because of the total i? th, which is relatively large at small Rea and thus, any decrease in 

i?th, may it be from the waterside or the airside, can lead to significant increase in q. At 

higher Rea, the total i? th is relatively smaller and hence, decreasing i?th,w via increasing 

Rew lead to a smaller percentage increase in q. Figure 5.1.2 shows an important 

phenomenon for the variation of q with Rew especially in the higher range of Rew, where 

the data points for g-Rea curves at different Rew are much closer. That means the increase 

in q with increasing Rew is not prominent at higher Rew. For a given Rea, as observed in
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other experiments, the increase in q with increasing Rew is significant in the lower range 

of Rew from 1500 to 3400, but in the higher range of Rew from 3400 to 7300 the increase 

in q with Rew is less significant. The qlRew ratio for a given Rea usually decreases with 

the increase of Rew, indicating that at greater Rew the effect of Rew on q significantly 

slows down due to the restrictions of the thermal resistance (Rth). In the analysis, it was 

observed that for a given Rth, the i? th,w was somewhat higher in the range 

1500 < Rew < 3400 compared to the range 3400 < Rew < 7300. As Rew increases, flow 

changes from laminar to turbulent regime in the range 1500 < Rew < 3400, the laminar 

boundary layer breaks and the i? th,w decreases. In this circumstance the q increased 

significantly with increasing Rew only in the lower range 1500 < Rew < 3400. Although 

the flow becomes more turbulent with further increase in Rew, the boundary layer 

agitation at waterside approaches its saturation state, which causes the increase in q with 

Rew to slow down. This is true, because, the f?th,w in the range 3400 < Rew < 7300 was 

found not only smaller but also similar in magnitudes and in this event any further 

increase in q through increasing Rew was restricted by the higher i? th,a- This is the reason 

for the Figure 5.1.2 to show the q-Rea curves much closer for Rew > 3400.

Overall the q invariably increased with increasing Rea in the power law manner 

for all the cases. However, for the case of Rew, q increased with increasing Rew 

significantly in the lower range of Rew and slowed down in the higher range of Rew- No 

noticeable difference in the variation of q with Rea was distinguished between the air 

cooling and heating processes. The apparent differences are well within the estimated 

uncertainty as shown in the respective figure with associated error bars.
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5.1.2 Effect of Reynolds number on Nusselt number (Nua—Rea relationship)

The airside Nusselt number (Nua) was deduced using Eq. (4.5.8). The average Nua 

values respect to Rea corresponding to different Rew are given in Table B.l and B.2 in 

Appendix B. The estimated uncertainty for Nua varied from 4 to 13% in all the 

experiment phases.

To observe the dependency of Nua on Rea, Nua as a function of Rea is plotted in 

Figures 5.1.5 to 5.1.8 for both cooling and heating tests. As expected, Nua invariably 

increased mainly with the increase of Rea for all the experiments both for cooling and 

heating tests. Based on physics, one may expect to see progressively smaller Nua/Rea and

hence ̂ Ua at higher Rea, beyond the tested range. Various curve fits were applied to 
dRea

optimize the Nua-Rea relationship. In spite of the qualitatively linear appearance of the 

Nua-Rea relation, the power law relationship fits data very well with high R2 values. The 

Nua-Rea relationship was obtained in the following form

Nua = C3 Reac4 in the range 10000 < Rea < 36000, (5.1.2)

where C3 and C4 are the curve fit coefficients, which in addition to the respective 

coefficients of determination (R values), are tabulated in Table 5.1.2.

In general, for a given Rew, for all the experiments, the values of Nua increased 

with the increase of Rea, which can be clearly seen in Figures 5.1.5 through 5.1.8. On the 

other hand, for a given Rea, the values of Nua for all the water mass flow rates, and hence 

for all the Rew, were roughly the same as seen from Tables B.l and B.2 in Appendix B. 

While the <?-Rea relationship is influenced by the change of Rew, especially in the lower
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range of Rew, the corresponding Nua-Rea relationship is not expected to be so, as long as 

the airside thermal resistance is much larger than the waterside, i.e. Rth,a»  Rth,w, which is 

the case here. In the experiments, depending on the nature of the total Rth guided by the 

heat transfer mechanism, the i?th,a was found to vary between 0.0125 and 0.0374°C/W, 

which was higher than 7?th,w by 250 to 1750%. Thus, Nua-R ea relationship is 

approximately independent of Rew, over the ranges of conditions considered.

Table 5.1.2 Curve fit Coefficients and R2 Values for Eq. (5.1.2) and Figures 5.1.5 to

5.1.8 (Nua-R ea variation)

Experimental phases and test 

conditions
RCvv c3 c4 R2

1100 0.420 0.607 0.99

1800 0.290 0.638 0.99
PHASE-I: Air Cooling

2600 0.228 0.661 0.99
(Ta i and Tw, maintained constant)

3500 0.154 0.702 0.97

1500 0.426 0.609 0.99

PHASE-II: Air Heating 3400 0.218 0.674 1.00

(r a j and r Wji maintained constant) 5300 0.134 0.719 0.99

7300 0.305 0.638 0.99

PHASE-III: Air Cooling 3300 0.338 0.632 0.99

(ATa-w maintained constant) 6100 0.311 0.630 0.99

PHASE-IV: Air Heating 4000 0.296 0.633 0.99

(ATa-w maintained constant) 7100 0.200 0.673 0.96
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Figure 5.1.5 Change of Nua with Rea for different Rew (Phase-I: Air-cooling Test)
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Figure 5.1.6 Change of Nua with Rea for different Rew (Phase-II: Air-heating Test)
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Figure 5.1.7 Change of Nua with Rea for different Rew (Phase-III: Air-cooling Test)
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Figure 5.1.8 Change of Nua with Rea for different Rew (Phase-IV: Air-heating Test)
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In Figures 5.1.5 and 5.1.6, the variations of Nua with Rea are plotted 

corresponding to four different Rew in the range 1100 <Rew< 3500 and 

1500 < Rew < 7300 respectively. In Figures 5.1.7 and 5.1.8, the changes of Nua with Rea 

are plotted for two different Rew in the range 3300 < Rew <6100 and 4000 < Rew <7100 

respectively. All the figures covered the observable variations of Nua with Rea for the 

entire investigated range of Rew, i.e. 1100 < Rew < 7300. As discussed below, the nature 

of the variations of Nua with Rea was found to be the same for all the ranges of Rea in all 

figures.

It is observable in all figures that, for a given Rew, the ratio Nua/Rew increases 

with the increase of Rea, which shows that only Rea dominates the increase in Nua with 

increasing Rea. At lower Rea, the g/Rea ratio is larger and hence the Nua is relatively 

smaller whereas, at higher Rea the qlRea ratio is smaller that gives a comparatively larger 

Nua. Although the q-Rea relationship is somewhat influenced by the change of Rew 

especially in the lower range of Rew (around somewhat smaller values of i?th,a), Nua-Rea 

relationship is not affected by the Rew, rather it is dictated by the heat transfer mechanism 

between the air and the outer surface of the tube. This is expected because the i?th,a is 

much higher than the i?th,w as a result Rew cannot influence the Nua-Rea relationship.

As seen in Figures 5.1.5 through 5.1.8 and Table B.2, very small effect of Rew on 

Nua is observed throughout the investigated range of Re. For a given Rea the Nua values 

are in similar magnitudes for all the water flow rates in the range 1100 < Rew ^ 7300. The 

only exceptions are noticed at Rew = 1100 in Figure 5.1.5 and Rew = 3300 in Figure 5.1.7 

for air-cooling tests, where the Nua values are a little higher, although they are well 

within the estimated uncertainty. In these two ranges of Rew, the Rth were found to be
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somewhat less and the i?th,w a little higher compared to other ranges, which brought a 

slightly lower i?th,a and thus an increased Nua. This is because, as the i?th,a is always much 

higher than the Rth;W, increased i?th,w decreases the i?th,a for a given J?th, which promotes 

Nua. Thus, in these two situations the Nua-R ea relation might have been slightly 

influenced by the Rew. The only scatters in data are found at Rea « 27500 in Figure 5.1.5, 

at Rea « 33000 in Figure 5.1.6, at Rea » 25700 in Figure 5.1.7, and at Rea » 27700 in 

Figure 5.1.8. These scatters are within the expected experimental uncertainty as shown in 

respective figures by the respective error bars. For all the phases of experiments 

considered, however, a little higher Nua was observed in heating tests than in cooling; on 

average approximately by up to 7% depending on the Rea investigated. This may have 

been attributed to the nature of the development of boundary layers and relatively wider 

wake in the air-heating test. In air heating, the warm tube surface may have pushed away 

the cold air molecule flowing over it. This situation caused an unstable boundary layer 

during air heating and thus the Nua somewhat increased compared to air-cooling. 

However, whether this variation in Nua between air-cooling and air-heating tests is due to 

the Prandtl effect is investigated next in subsection 5.1.3 below.

5.1.3 Effect of Reynolds number on Nusselt number with Prandtl effect (Nua-R ea-

Pra relationship)

For the determination of Nua-Rea relationship in Eq. (5.1.2) and plotting them in 

Figures 5.1.5 to 5.1.8, the Prandtl effect was not included because of the constant nature 

of airside Prandtl number (Pra » 0.72), which suggests that the Nua predominantly is a 

function of Rea in this case. However, as the airside film temperature, 7t;a, ranged
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between 13 and 34°C during the tests, the evaluation of Prandtl number also slightly 

varied in the range between 0.733 and 0.727. Whatever little it may be, this variation may 

have some contribution on the airside boundary layer formation, and hence on the heat 

transfer. As portrayed in Figure 5.1.9, with the negligible influence of Rew and with the 

inclusion of Prandtl effects (Pra), the overall Nua-R ea correlations separately for cooling 

and heating of air were obtained in the form of Eq. (4.4.3b) in Section 4.4 as,

N ua = 0.248 Rea 668 Prâ , for 9900 < Rea <33600 (Cooling the Air), (5.1.3)

and

N ua = 0.282 Re a658 Prâ ,  for 10300 < Rea < 34100 (Heating the Air). (5.1.4)
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Figure 5.1.9 Nua-R ea-P ra relationships for cooling and heating (Error bars shown)
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It is observed that the inclusion of Prandtl effect somewhat minimized the Nua- 

Rea relational differences between the cooling and heating tests but did not diminish. This 

scenario indicates that the slightly higher heat transfer in heating than in cooling test is 

not only due to the Prandtl effect, additionally it may be due to the 7fja effect (other than 

that via Pra) in the boundary layer and wake. In air heating test, early flow separation may 

have been occurred that made somewhat wider wake compared to cooling test and this 

wider wake enhanced heat transfer. The 7f;a effect in the boundary layer may also include 

the non-linear variation of temperature between the tube surface (TSfi) and the approach 

air (Taj) as contrast to the linear assumption made for the estimation of 7f a. Within the set 

experimental limitations, however, any difference in heat transfer between the cooling 

and heating tests cannot be confidently concluded from this observation, because the 

results are well within the estimated experimental uncertainties (i.e. 4 to 13% for both 

cooling and heating tests) as seen from the respective error bars in Figure 5.1.9. Thus, 

from all the data sets, in the presence of Pra, an overall correlation between Nua and Rea, 

which is applicable for both cooling and heating the air, could be proposed in the 

following form,

N ua = 0.263 Re°663 Prâ , for 9900 < Rea < 34100. (5.1.5)

This overall correlation is compared with other available similar studies as described in 

subsection 5.1.4 and as shown in Figure 5.1.10.
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5.1.4 Comparison of Current Proposed Nua—Rea-Pra Correlation with other 

Available Studies

Experimentally obtained current correlations are compared with other available 

studies as shown in Figure 5.1.10. Most widely referred one of such generalized 

correlations is that proposed by Zukauskas (1972) and Zukauskas and Ziugzda (1985), as 

referenced in Sadik et al. (1987), is

where the Prandtl number, Pra,b, is evaluated at airside bulk temperature as defined by 

Eq. (4.1.3) and the Pras is evaluated at the tube outer surface temperature (TS)0). 

Equation (5.1.6a) represents the average Nua for forced convection heat transfer from an 

elliptical cylinder at cross flow of air under both constant surface temperature and 

uniform heat flux conditions. The calculation of Rea for Eq. (5.1.6a) was based on the 

streamwise outer major axis length of the cylinder. By employing the current 

experimental parameters and conditions, Zukauskas’ correlation in Eq. (5.1.6a) could be 

reduced to

For a given Rea, this correlation predicts a relatively lower Nua (on average by 45%) 

compared to that of the current study. This is expected because the correlation in 

Eq. (5.1.6a) was established for a single elliptic cylinder with a higher axis ratio 

(AR = 0.50), whereas a single array of elliptical tubes with a lower axis ratio (AR = 0.30)

Nua =0.27Re°-60Pra0'37 , for 1000 < Rea < 200000, (5.1.6a)

Nua = 0.28Re°-594 Prâ , for 10000 < Rea < 35000. (5.1.6b)
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was examined in the current study. However, the result from Zukauskas correlation has 

very good qualitative agreement with that of the present study.
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Rea

Figure 5.1.10 Comparison of current Nua-R ea-P ra relationship with other correlations

Another correlation that was proposed by Ota and Nishiyama (1984) for a single 

elliptical cylinder of AR = 0.33 at zero angle of attack under the condition of uniform 

heat flux (electrically heated) in the following form,

N ua = 0.55 Re a 54, for 8000 < Rea < 79000, (5.1.7a)

where Rea was based on the streamwise major axis length of the tube. Like before, by 

employing the current experimental parameters and conditions, this correlation could be 

reduced to
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Nua = 0.61Re°-535 Prâ ,  for 10000 < Rea < 35000. (5.1.7b)

Although Ota and Nishiyama (1984) used a higher Rea range compared to current study, 

the correlation was compared in the range of Rea as investigated in current study. For a 

given Rea, this correlation also predicts a relatively lower Nua (roughly by 31%) 

compared to current study. Their correlation, however, leads to the Nua-Rea results, 

which are in very good agreement with that of the current results as can be seen in 

Figure 5.1.10. It is to be noted here that the correlation in Eq. (5.1.7) was obtained for a 

single elliptic cylinder compared to current study where a single array of elliptical tubes 

with AR = 0.30 was examined.

It is also interesting to see how the current results compare with that of the heat 

transfer correlations for flat plate (AR = 0) and for circular tubes (AR =1). In this view, in 

addition to the above correlations (Ota and Nishiyama 1984 and Zukauskas 1972), the 

correlations for circular tubes and flat plate are also plotted in Figure 5.1.10. To compare 

the current result with circular and flat plate situations, the elliptical tube dimension from 

current study was theoretically transformed into representative circular tube (i.e. same the 

perimeter) giving an AR of 1 and into equivalent flat plate tube (i.e. the half the perimeter 

of the elliptic tube) giving an AR of approximately zero. For the single circular tube at 

constant surface temperature, the correlation (proposed by Hilpert 1933 as mentioned in 

Incropera and DeWitt 2002) Nua = 0.193 Rea0 618 Pra1/3 in the range 4000 < Rea < 40000 

was compared. For the flat plate tube at constant surface temperature condition, the 

correlation (Cengel, 2003) Nua = 0.664 Rea1/2 Pra1/3 in the range 0 .6< P ra <10 and 

Rea < 105 was compared. The outer diameter of the transformed circular tube was used as 

the characteristic length to deduce the Rea and Nua for circular tube case while the half of 

the perimeter of elliptical tube (i.e. in the direction of airflow) was used as the 

characteristic length for the transformed flat plate case.
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The effect of AR on heat transfer can be clearly seen in Figure 5.1.10. Heat 

transfer increases with the decrease of AR in the range 1 > AR > 0. As seen, the heat 

transfer for a flat plate or for an elliptic tube is always higher than the circular tube. Also, 

heat transfer is seen higher for an elliptic AR of 0.33 (Ota and Nishiyama 1984) 

compared to the AR of 0.50 (Zukauskas 1972) and the current result with an AR of 0.30 

is further higher. It is seen that the difference of heat transfer with respect to AR between 

current study (AR = 0.3) and Ota and Nishiyama (AR = 0.33) is significantly higher 

compared to the difference of heat transfer between the studies of Ota and Nishiyama 

(AR = 0.33) and Zukauskas (AR = 0.5). In current study, in addition to smaller AR, an 

array of tubes was used that might have resulted this higher heat transfer. Although the 

heat transfer increases with the decrease of AR, there is however a critical AR value 

beyond which increase in heat transfer is insignificant. In contrast with current elliptical 

tube array situation, it is observed that the equivalent flat plate provides higher heat 

transfer only at lower Rea in the range 8000 < Rea < 20000. At higher Rea in the range 

20000 < Rea < 36000, the elliptic tube array provides higher heat transfer compared to 

that of the equivalent flat plate.

In short, even though there are some variations in the experimental results from 

one study to another, the trends of current results satisfactorily converged with those of 

others. Other than the variation in elliptic AR, part of the quantitative variations from 

study to study is attributable to the large spectrum of different conditions, which include 

the tube bundle arrangement, internal-external flow regimes, characteristic lengths used, 

boundary conditions etc.

5.1.5 Pressure drop across the Tube Array (i.e. C press -  R e a  relationship)

The procedures for the measurements of airflow pressure drop across the tube 

array (Apmay) are described in Section 3.4.2 and the measuring pressure taps are shown in
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Figure 3.4.6. The pressure drops, Aparray, were measured for both air-cooling and -heating 

tests as well as for condition of no heat transfer. The pressure drop across the taps A-A' 

and B-B' were found to be similar in magnitudes, within ±3%, for respective cooling and 

heating tests. The Ap>array values measured across the tap C-C' were 11 to 37% higher than 

the values measured across the taps A-A' and B-B'. This phenomenon is possibly due to 

the near wake location of the C-C' pressure taps. As the Aparray values across the pressure 

tap A-A' and B-B' were similar, the Aparray values measured across the taps B-B' were 

used in this study.
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Figure 5.1.11 Case-I: Variation of C press,array with Reafor the whole array of elliptical
tubes (Error bars are shown)

From the measured Aparray values, the dimensionless forms of the pressure drop, 

i.e. the pressure coefficients (Cpress), as defined in Section 4.3, were estimated using

i i i I i i i I i i i i i | T  i 11 1 1 i " " i"11 |

Cpressin Air Heating Test (i.e. Ta j < T S< Jw i) 
—A_Cpress in Air Cooling Test (i.e. Tai > T S> 7\Vj j) 

" Cpress before Experiments (i.e. i = Ts = rw>i)

J. —  C.-

CASE-I: Whole Array of Tubes
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Eqs. ( 4 . 3 . 8 )  and ( 4 . 3 . 7 )  for the whole array of tubes (Case-I) and for a single tube in the 

array (Case-II) respectively. The average C press values for each setting of the air velocity 

are plotted against the Rea in Figure 5 .1 .1 1  for Case-I and in Figure 5 .1 .1 2  for Case-II, 

where the value of the flow obstruction medium for all cases is N j = 18.

0.32 

0.30 

0.28 

0.26 

0.24

0.20 

0.18 

0.16 

0.14
8000 12000 16000 20000 24000 28000 32000 36000

Rea

Figure 5 .1 .1 2  Case-II: Variation of C press with Rea for a single elliptical tube in the array
(Error bars are shown)

The obtained pressure coefficient values for both cases and at different Rea are 

tabulated in Table 5 .1 .3  with their respective uncertainties. As seen in Figure 5 .1 .1 1  (for 

Case-I), the maximum C press,array value for the in-line single-array heat exchanger reached 

to 0 .7 6  at Rea « 1 0 1 0 0  in cooling tests, 0 .6 7  at Rea « 1 0 6 5 0  in heating tests, and 0 .6 3  at 

Rea « 1 0 1 0 0  without the heat transfer. On the other hand, for Case-II (as seen in 

Figure 5 .1 .1 2 ) ,  the maximum C press value for a single tube in the in-line single-array heat

i i i I i i i I i i i I i i l | i 1 i " |  i 1 i i | I I1 i

Cpress1 Air Heating Test (i.e. 7 ^  < Ts < r w>i)

“ A _ c press: Air Cooling Test (i.e. Tai > Ts > TWJ  

-■o- Cpress: Without heat transfer (i.e. Ta>j «  Ts »  r w i)

¥

i i i I

CASE-II: Single Tube in the Array
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exchanger attained 0.27 at Rea « 10100 in cooling tests, 0.24 at Rea ~ 10650 in heating 

tests, and 0.22 at Rea « 10100 without the heat transfer. In both Case-I and Case-II, the 

values of the pressure coefficients sharply decreased in the range 10100 < Rea < 19100 in 

cooling tests, 10600 < Rea < 19900 in heating tests, and 10100 < Rea < 20300. After these 

ranges of Rea, the pressure coefficient remained nearly unchanged (with slight lowering 

tendency) with further increase in Rea up to 36000. As the total drag is a combination of 

friction and pressure drag, at the low Rea range, the Cpress was slightly higher and possibly 

was dictated by the friction drag. With an increase in Rea, the relative influence of 

viscous forces decreased while that of the inertial forces increased. As the flow shifted to 

more turbulent region, the separation point also traveled farther downstream, reducing the 

size of the wake and the magnitude of the pressure drag. This presumably caused the 

Cpress value to decrease with increasing Rea initially and to remain constant at about 0.54 

(for the whole array) and 0.19 (for single tube) beyond Rea» 20000, that is, no significant 

changes in separation point location.

Even though it is within the estimated uncertainty, the C press curve for heating test 

is found slightly higher than the curves for cooling and without heat transfer tests, as seen 

in both Figures 5.1.11 and 5.1.12. However, if this were true, it may be due to the 

variation of fluid properties, which in this case is the airside density (pa). The air density 

decreases with the increase of temperature. Air heating means to heat up the cold air, 

which initially possesses a little higher density. Thus the p a, evaluated at air film 

temperature (7f;a), was relatively higher in heating test than in cooling test. In the 

estimation of C press, the approach air velocity (Va) in Eq. (3.4.4b) was calculated based on 

this pa, which may have caused a slightly higher C press in heating than other tests. The
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percentage increase of C press for heating tests than cooling and no heat transfer tests, 

however, were similar for the whole array (Case-I) as well as for the single tube in the 

array (Case-II).

The individual effect of the air cooling and heating processes on Cpress could not 

be ascertained due to the fact that, for a given Rea the C press values for all the tests fall 

within the estimated experimental uncertainty. Thus it is concluded that the pressure 

drop, and hence the C press, is a function of Rea alone and it is not influenced by the nature 

of the heat transfer mechanism. To obtain an overall C press versus Rea relationship for the 

current experimental configuration, all the available experimental data were unified in 

Figure 5.1.13 for curve fitting. The inverse power law curve fitted data well (with an 

average R value of 0.85) than any other curve fittings. The variation could be 

represented as follows

7 70
Cpress,array = for the whole array (Case-I), (5 .1.8)

and

2 70
Cpress =  - ~:o.263 for a sin§le tube in the amiy (CaSO-D). (5.1.9)

ea

From the analysis, it is observed that the normalized pressure drop for the whole array is 

about 2.8 times higher than that of the pressure drop for a single tube in the array. The 

results are compared with other available studies as shown in Figure 5.1.13 (Case-Ill).
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Figure 5.1.13 Case-Ill: Comparison of current Cpress-Rea relation with available studies

The values of C press from other studies, such as the one by Brauer (1964) and 

another one by Ota et al. (1987), are plotted in Figure 5.1.13 for comparison with current 

experimental results. The curves obtained in current experiments are in good qualitative 

agreements with that of Brauer (1964) for a single tube in a bundle of in-line oval finned 

tubes with an AR of 0.56. The C press values presented by Brauer appear to decrease 

asymptotically to 0.38 beyond Rea of 32000. The result is higher than that of the current 

study for Case-II (single tube in the array), significantly in the lower range of Rea, which 

is anticipated since Brauer used finned oval tubes with a higher AR. The pressure drop is 

mainly driven by the Reynolds number and somewhat by the flatness factor (i.e. the AR
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in this case) of the tube. It is well established fact that, for a circular cylinder at cross 

flow of air, the flow separation occurs somewhere around 80° from the front stagnation 

point and that for an elliptical tube it is further down at around 95 to 100° depending on 

the nature of the flow and the axis ratio (AR). Early separation of flows, may it be due to 

low Rea or higher axis ratio, makes a wider wake behind the cylinder, which causes a 

larger pressure drop. The less the size of the wake the less the pressure drop is. The study 

by Ota et al. (1987) shows that the C press remained approximately at 0.32 in the range 

22000 < Rea < 33000 for a single elliptical cylinder having an AR of 0.33 and at zero 

angle of attack. Compared to current study for Case-I, this value is also higher. This is 

also rational, because Ota et al. used an elliptical axis ratio (AR = 0.33), which is slightly 

higher than the one used in the current study (AR = 0.30). The results of both Brauer and 

Ota et al. for single tube are lower than current study for the Case-II, where the whole 

array of tubes was presented. This is also expected because the pressure drop for an array 

or for a bank is always higher than that of a single tube due to the presence of more flow 

obstruction medium. Other than some data variations at the beginning that are well within 

the experimental uncertainty, present result, both for cooling and heating processes, 

satisfactorily agreed with the trends of Brauer and Ota et al. studies.
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Table 5.1.3 Values of Airside Pressure Coefficients ( C press) at different Rea

Cases Analyzed Test conditions Rea
C press OI* 

Cpress,array

Ur or
'-press

uc (%)
press, array

1 0 1 2 9 0 .6 7 10 .81

Air cooling
1 9 1 0 4

2 6 8 1 6

0 .5 8

0 .5 5

4 .3 8

3 .3 4

3 3 1 2 4 0 .5 4 3 .1 5

1 0 6 4 5 0 .7 6 1 0 .7 7

Case-I

(Whole array of tubes)
Air heating

1 9 9 3 5

2 9 0 7 6

0 .5 4

0 .5 4

4 .5 2

3 .3 9

3 4 2 4 2 0 .5 0 3 .1 5

1 0 0 7 9 0 .6 3 1 2 .0 8

Without heat 2 0 3 0 2 0 .5 5 4 .2 4

transfer 2 8 3 1 1 0 .5 3 3 .3 3

3 2 7 3 8 0 .5 1 3 .1 9

1 0 1 2 9 0 .2 7 1 0 .6 9

Air cooling
1 9 1 0 4

2 6 8 1 6

0 .1 9

0 .1 9

4 .3 2

3 .1 2

3 3 1 2 4 0 .1 8 2 .8 7

1 0 6 4 5 0 .2 4 10 .73

Case-II

(A single tube in the array)
Air heating

1 9 9 3 5

2 9 0 7 6

0.20

0 .1 9

4 .1 9

3 .0 8

3 4 2 4 2 0 .1 9 2.88

1 0 0 7 9 0.22 12.00

Without heat 2 0 3 0 2 0 .1 9 4 .0 2

transfer 2 8 3 1 1 0 .1 9 3 .0 6

3 2 7 3 8 0 .1 8 2 .9 6
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5.2 Waterside Analysis -  both Air-cooling (T^\> Ts> 7 ^ ) and Air-heating

(Ja,i < Ts < JW)i) processes

As mentioned before, the main focus of the current study was to deduce the Nua-  

Rea relationship. However, the Nuw-Rew variation is also of interest and hence, is 

estimated and presented here. The effects of variations of Rew on the heat transfer rate (q) 

and waterside Nusselt number (Nuw) were analyzed. All of which are discussed in the 

following subsections.

5.2.1 Effect of Reynolds number on the Heat Transfer rate (<jr-Rew relationship)

The heat transfer rate (q) was calculated using Eq. (4.5.3), while the waterside 

Reynolds number (Rew) and airside Reynolds number (Rew) were deduced from 

Eq. (4.3.1). From the analysis, the uncertainty in q was found in the range 3 -  12% for all 

the tests depending on the temperature loadings and the air and water flow rates. To 

present the variation of q with Rew, the q as a function of Rew are plotted for two

representative cases in Figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 for both cooling and heating tests. Various

curve fits were verified to observe the nature of #-Rew relationship. It was seen that the 

data sets fit quite well with the power law curve fit with comparatively high R2 value in 

the following form

q = C5 Ref6 , for 1100 < Rea< 7300. (5.2.1)

For a given Rea, the curve fit coefficients, C5 and C6, and the coefficients of

determination (R2 values) for each curve fit are listed in Table 5.2.1.
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Table 5.2.1 Curve fit Coefficients and R2 Values for Eq. (5.2.1) and Figures 5.2.1 and

5.2.2 (</-Rew variation)

Experim ental phases and test 

conditions
Rea C5 (W att) c6 R1

P hase-I: A ir Cooling 10000 493 0.074 0.97

(7^; and Twj maintained constant) 19800 148 0.268 0.94

27300 159 0.292 0.96

33200 176 0.283 0.99

P hase-II: A ir H eating 10600 514 -0.010 0.02*

20600 308 0.111 0.70

(r a j and Tw i maintained constant) 30200 253 0.151 0.85

33500 233 0.168 0.77

* This lower R-squared value is due to non-changing q with respect to Rew.
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Figure 5.2.1 Change of q with Rew for different Rea (Phase-I: Air-cooling Test)
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Figure 5.2.2 Change of q with Rew for different Rea (Phase-II: Air-heating Test)

In general, the q increases with the increase of both Rew and Rea for both cooling 

and heating tests, which is expected. The increase in q with increasing Rew is slow 

compared to the increase in q with increasing Rea. This trend shows that the increase in q 

is greatly dominated by the Rea. The increase in q with respect to Rea is clearly portrayed 

by the changing values of C5 and C(,. The effects of Rea on q are discussed in greater 

details in Subsection 5.1.1. Corresponding to four different Rea, Figures 5.2.1 shows the 

variation of q with Rew in the range 1100 < Rew < 3500 and Figure 5.2.2 shows the 

variation in the range 1500 < Rew < 7300.

The nature of the variation of q with Rew was found to be the same for all the 

ranges of Rew as seen in Figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The qlRew ratio and hence the increase 

in q per unit increase in Rew, dg/dRew, decreases with increasing Rew. This is consistent
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with the power law effect of Re on q, that is, the effect of Re diminishes at large Re. The

—  ratio is almost constant for different Rea, but the ——— ratio for any given Rea is 
<1 ARew

smaller for smaller Rea. Since the total thermal resistance Rth is larger for smaller Rea, the

q and hence the Aq are smaller for smaller Rea.

For a given Rew, it is seen that the value of q significantly increases with

increasing Rea in the range 10000 < Rea < 27300 in Figure 5.2.1 and in the range

10600 < Rea < 30200 in Figure 5.2.1 after that the q is less influenced by the change of

Rea. This can be clearly seen by the closeness of the q-Rew curves in the range

27300 < Rea < 33200 (Figure 5.2.1) and in the range 30200 < Rea < 33500 (Figure 5.2.2).

This is may be due to the perturbation of boundary layer with increasing Rea in the lower

range of Rea, which is described in Section 5.1.1. On the other hand, for a given Rea, q

was less influenced by the change of Rew in the range 5300 < Rew < 7300 for the air-

heating test (Figure 5.2.2). This slow down of q is due to the restrictions of the total

thermal resistance Rth. The i?th,w in the range 5300 < Rew < 7300 was found to be smaller

compared to Rew less than 5300, nevertheless any further increase in q through increasing

Rew was restricted by the higher i?th,a- There were some scatters in data attributable to the

experimental error, which are within the estimated uncertainty as shown by the error bars

in respective figures.
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5.2.2 Effect of Reynolds number on Nusselt number (Nuw -  Rew relationship)

The waterside Nusselt number (Nuw) was deduced using Eq. (4.5.13). The 

average Nuw values with respect to Rea corresponding to different Rew are given in 

Tables B.l and B.2 in Appendix B. The estimated uncertainty for Nuw varied from 4.5 to 

13.5% in all the experiment phases. To observe the variation of Nuw with Rew, Nuw as a 

function of Rew are plotted in Figures 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 corresponding to four different Rea. 

Several curve fits have been examined and the power law fit in the following form was 

found to cover data better than others with reasonably high R values,

Nuw = C7 Re^8 in the range 1100 < Rea < 7300, (5.2.2)

where C3 and C4 are the curve fit coefficients, which in addition to the respective 

coefficients of determination (R2 values), are tabulated in Table 5.2.2.

Table 5.2.2 Curve fit Coefficients and R2 Values for Eq. (5.2.2) and Figures 5.2.3 and

5.2.4 (Nuw-Rew variation)

Experimental phases and test 

conditions
Rea Cn c8 R2

10000 1.636 0.206 0.98

Phase-I: Air Cooling 19800 0.919 0.286 0.93

27300 0.477 0.381 0.99
(r a>i and TWyi maintained constant)

33200 0.529 0.365 0.99

10600 1.366 0.233 0.82
Phase-II: Air Heating 20600 0.824 0.296 0.96

(Ta i and 7 ^  maintained constant) 30200 0.984 0.275 0.87

33500 1.446 0.224 0.84
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Figure 5.2.3 Change of Nuw with Rew for given Rea (Phase-I: Air-cooling Test)
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Figure 5.2.4 Change of Nuw with Rew for given Rea (Phase-II: Air-heating Test)
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Two representative cases, one for cooling (Phase-I) and the other for the heating 

(Phase-II) test, are presented here. Figure 5.2.3 shows the variation of Nuw with Rew in 

the range 1100 < Rew <3500 and Figure 5.2.4 in the range 1500 < Rew <7300. The trend 

of the variation of Nuw with Rew is found to be similar for both cooling and heating tests 

for all the Rew investigated. That means, except for the few scatter data, for a given Rea, 

the Nuw increased with the increase of Rew.

From Figures 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 and Table B.2, it is seen that as Rea increases, the 

d#/dRew and dNuw/dRew also change. For a given Rea, the d^/dRew ratio is large at low 

Rea where ha is much lesser than hw. That is, at Rea« 10000 for cooling test: ha « 84 as 

compared to hw « 391 and at Rea » 10600 for heating test: ha « 93 as compared to 

hw » 523. On the other hand, for the larger Rea, the dg/dRew ratio is relatively smaller and 

ha is relatively closer to hw. For example for cooling test at Rea » 33000, ha » 183 as 

compared to hw « 426 and for heating test at Rea « 33500, ha ^  182 as compared to 

hw « 426.

For cooling test in Figure 5.2.3, the negligible effect of Rea is observed in the 

range 1100 < Rew < 1800 whereas for Rew > 2600 much scatter is found, possibly due to 

the instability in the water flow. It is also noticed that for Re > 20000 the Nuw-Rew 

relation is not affected by Rea. On the other hand, for air heating test in Figure 5.2.4, the 

negligible effect of Rea is observed in the range 1500 < Rew < 3400 whereas for 

Rew >5300 many scatters are found, possibly due to instability in the water flow. These 

scatters in data are however within the expected uncertainty, which are shown in 

respective error bars in each of Figures 5.2.3 and 5.2.4.
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Although the water mass flow rate was kept similar for both cooling and heating, 

in the analysis, in heating test a higher Nuw (approximately by 20% higher than cooling 

tests) is found depending on the Rew investigated. This higher heat transfer may have 

been attributed to the nature of the boundary layers, because hot water inside the tube 

possibly may have an unstable boundary layer causing the heat transfer to increase. As 

far as the variation of heat transfer due to the variation of fluid property is concerned, it is 

the viscosity at waterside that plays the major role. In heating test, the waterside bulk 

temperature was higher and hence the viscosity was smaller compared to the cooling test. 

For this reason, for a given water mass flow rate, the value of Rew was higher in air 

heating than in air cooling test, causing the flow to become more turbulent and hence the 

increased heat transfers in heating test. Even in the same range of Rew, the heat transfer 

was higher in heating process, which may have been attributed by the nature of 

development of the thermal over velocity boundary layer.

• Air Cooling Process (i.e. Water Heating) for: 1100 s  Rew £ 3500 
o Air Heating Process (i.e. Water Cooling) for: 1500 £ Rew s  7300

Ss

 A ir Cooling: N uw = 0.60 Rcw0'245 P rw1/3

 Air Heating: Nuw = 0.757 Rew0'243 Prw1/3

500 1500 2500 3500 4500 5500 6500 7500 8500

Rew
Figure 5.2.5 Nuw-R ew-P rw relationships for air cooling and heating (Error bars shown)
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For the determination of Nuw-Rew relationship in Eq. (5.2.2) and plotting them in 

Figures 5.2.3 and 5.2.4, the Prandtl effect was not included. As the waterside bulk 

temperature, Tw>b> varied between 5.5 and 38°C during the tests, the Prandtl number also 

considerably varied, i.e. from 4.5 to 11. This variation was taken into account by 

introducing the Prw in the Nuw-Rew relationship. As shown in Figure 5.2.5, with the 

inclusion of Prandtl effects (Prw), the overall average Nuwr-Rew correlations were 

obtained for both cooling and heating in light of Eq. (4.4.5) in Section 4.4 as follows

Nuw = 0.60Re^245P r/3 , for 1100 < Rea < 3500 (Cooling the Air), '(5.2.3)

and

Nuw = 0.76 Re°;243 , for 1500 < Rea < 7300 (Heating the Air). (5-2.4)

The results were compared with other available similar studies as described in 

subsection 5.2.3 and as shown in Figure 5.2.6.

5.2.3 Comparison of Current Nuw-Rew-Piv Correlations with other Studies

The waterside Reynolds number investigated was in the range 1100 < Rew < 7300, 

which indicates that the flow was both in the laminar, transition and turbulent regimes. In 

addition to this, the tube bends, flow fluctuations from supply line and structural 

vibration might have added some extra turbulence in the flow. In reality the flow 

probably was neither fully developed laminar nor fully developed turbulent one. To 

check this, experimentally obtained current correlations are compared in Figure 5.2.6 

with other available similar studies and correlations that relate the Nusselt number with 

Reynolds number. These correlations can be very useful in determining the Nusselt
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number for flow inside a tube, especially when the tube surface temperature is not known 

or difficult to quantify.

One such correlation proposed by Sieder and Tate (1936) for laminar flow inside 

a single straight circular tube at average tube surface temperature is

Nu.„ =1.86 R e w P r w
r \ 014

y/̂ w,s j
, for 0.48 < Prw < 16700, (5.2.5a)

where juWtS is taken at the tube surface temperature. The use of the above equation was 

recommended by Whitaker (1972) for X  > 2. In current experiment X  was always greater 

than 2 and the waterside Prandtl number ranged from 4.5 to 11. For non-circular cross 

section, the hydraulic diameter, Ai,i is used in Eq. (5.2.5a). By introducing other 

parameters and conditions from the present experiment, Eq. (5.2.5a) can be modified to

Nuw = 0.28Re^312 Pr^3, for 4.5 < Prw < 11 and 1100 < Rew < 7300. (5.2.5b)

This correlation leads to results, which though slightly lower, are quantitatively and 

qualitatively in satisfactory agreement with current results as shown in Figure 5.2.6.

Another correlation for fully developed laminar flow inside smooth straight 

circular duct under constant wall heat flux proposed by Shah and London (1978) and 

Shah and Bhatti (1987) (for Y> 100) is

Nu.„ =

f  \ XI

1.953
Rew Prw Dhl

L t

\  Y J

(5.2.6a)
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C urrent Study (Air Cooling): Nuw = 0.60 Rew0'245 P r„ I/3
 Current Study (Air Heating): Nuw = 0.76 Rcw0'243
 Sieder and Tate (1936); Whitaker (1972): Nuw = 0.28 Re„0'314 Pr„]/3

0.331 p. 1/3 ' r rw

P r 1/3rrw

1/3

Shah & Bhatti (1987): Nuw = 0.254 Rew
1.06-G nielinski (1976): Nuw = 0.0025 Re,

I
/  •  Air Cooling Process in the range 1100 < Rew < 3500

o Air Heating Process in the range 1500 <. Rew < 7300

P -o •

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 8500
Rew

Figure 5.2.6 Comparison of current Nuw-Rew-P rw relationship with other correlations

Employing the conditions and parameters from the present experiment, 

Eq. (5.2.6a) can be re-written as

Nuw = 0.25Re®;32 P r ^ , for 4.5 < Prw < 11 and 1100 < Rew < 7300. (5.2.6b)

For the current study, Y  values were less than 100. Nevertheless, results predicted using 

this correlation agreed reasonably well with the current values.

For the case of fully developed turbulent flow inside circular tube under constant 

heat flux condition, Gnielinski (1976) recommended a correlation for the range of 

2300 < Rew < 10000 under constant heat flux condition as follows,
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XT„ _ ( /  / 2)(Re w -1000) Prw
Nuw = ------------------ T7------y -----• (5.2.7a)l + 1 2 .7 ( / / 2 /2(Prw/3 _ i)

The pipe friction factor in Eq. (5.2.7a) is evaluated from the following relation as cited by 

Sadik and Hongtan (2002):

/  = (1.581nRew-3 .2 8 )-2 (5.2.7b)

Sadik and Hongtan also mentioned that the effect of thermal boundary conditions can be 

neglected in turbulent forced convection and Eq. (5.2.7a) can be used for both constant 

wall heat flux and constant wall surface temperature conditions. Like before, under the 

current experimental conditions, Eq. (5.2.7a), could be reduced to

Nuw = 0.0025Re^1 P r ^ , for 4.5 < Prw < 11 and 1100 < Rew < 7300. (5.2.7c)

From Figure 5.2.6, it is clear that Gnielinski’s correlation for turbulent flow highly over

predicted the waterside Nusselt number in contrast to the current experimental results. 

This is expected, because turbulence lowers the thermal resistance and hence increases 

Nu and dNu/dRe is much larger for turbulent flow.

In terms of both qualitative and quantitative comparison, the current experimental 

results agreed well with the correlations proposed by Sieder and Tate (1936), Shah and 

London (1978), and Shah and Bhatti (1987) but not with the correlation of Gnielinski 

(1976). The present Nuw values are somewhat higher, which is expected because in 

addition to the flow itself the flow was also disturbed by tube bends (similar to the effect 

made by tube entrance). However, it is obvious that the Reynolds number is a key factor 

to the heat transfer for the waterside too.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Cooling and heating heat transfers of air flowing over an elliptical tube array heat 

exchanger were studied experimentally to investigate the effect of Reynolds number on 

Nusselt number. The cross flow heat transfer experiments, divided into four phases, were 

conducted in a closed-loop thermal wind tunnel, where air was flowing over the surface 

of the tube array and water was passing through inside of the tube array.

Two types of temperature loadings were applied. In first two phases (Phase - 1 and 

Phase - II), the inlet temperatures of the approach air and the entering water were 

maintained constant. In details they were Ta>i»  41.5±1.5°C and r W;j»  6.5±1.0°C in 

Phase-I (air-cooling) and 7^i»  17.5±1.5°C and Tw>j » 38.8±0.8°C in Phase-II (air 

heating) respectively. In the other two phases, Phase - III (air-cooling) and Phase - IV (air 

heating), the temperature difference between the approach air and the entering water was 

kept constant at ATa.w « 15.7+1.5°C. The inner hydraulic diameter and the mean flow 

velocity of water inside the tube were used to determine the waterside Reynolds number 

(Rew), and Nusselt number (Nuw) while that of the stream wise outer major axis length of 

the tube and mean free stream air velocity at the test section inlet were used to estimate 

the airside Reynolds number (Rea) and Nusselt number (Nua). The airside Reynolds 

numbers investigated were in the range 10000 < Rea < 36000 for all the experimental 

phases. The investigated waterside Reynolds number, on the other hand, was in the range 

1100 < Rew < 7300 in Phase - 1 and Phase - II, and in the range 3300 < Rew <7100 in 

Phase - III and Phase - IV. From the experimental and analytical observations, the 

following conclusions and recommendations are summarized from current study.
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6.1 Conclusions

As the main objective of the current study was to investigate the Nua-Rea 

relationship, the conclusions from the current study for airside analyses are presented 

below.

Airside Analysis

• Overall, the Reynolds number was found to be the key factor affecting the heat 

transfer mechanism. The Rea dominated the increase in Nua. Also, the airside thermal 

resistance was found to be much higher, i.e. between 83 and 95% of the total thermal 

resistance, which dictated the overall heat transfer.

• The heat transfer rate (q) increased with increasing Rea in a power law relationship 

and the increment was relatively faster at lower Rea in the range 10000 < Rea < 20000 

and slower afterwards up to Rea = 36000. Increase in q with increasing Rea was larger 

compared to the increase in q with increasing Rew. Although the q-Rea relationship was 

somewhat influenced by Rew especially in the lower range of Rew, it was however less 

affected by Rew in the higher range of Rew.

• The Nua invariably increased with increasing Rea and the variation followed a power 

law relationship over the range and conditions considered. Expectedly, the Nua-Rea 

relationship was found to be nearly independent of Rew because of the higher airside 

thermal resistance.

• The direction of heat flow (i.e. the air cooling over heating) appeared to influence the 

Nua slightly. That means, for a given Rea, the Nua was a little higher in air heating than in
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cooling process over the range of Rea investigated. However, within the experimental 

limitations and the estimated uncertainty; the difference of heat transfer between air- 

cooling and air heating tests could not be concluded. Thus, from all the tests, with 

negligible influence of Rew, an overall unified Nua versus Rea correlation was obtained in 

the presence of Pra as follows

N ua = 0.263 Re"663 Prâ  for 10000 < Rea < 36000. (5.1.5)

The correlation indicates that the incremental change in Nua per unit change in Rea 

decreases with increasing Rea and this diminishing trend is consistent with the power law 

relationship between Nua and Rea.

• The current idealized experiment satisfactorily agreed with the qualitative results 

found in the literatures except a few scatters in data, which in most cases were within the 

estimated experimental uncertainties. Quantitatively current results predicted a higher 

Nua, which is expected because the results reported here are based on a very specific set 

of conditions tested, e.g. a relatively lower axis ratio, an array of tubes instead of a single 

cylinder and a unique characteristic length used to determine the Re and Nu.

• The dimensionless airflow pressure drop (C press) across the tube array decreased with 

increasing Rea and remained almost constant at 0.54 (for the whole array) and at 0.19 (for 

a single tube in the array) in the range 20000 < Rea < 36000. The C press was found to vary 

with Rea in an inverse power law manner. Within the experimental constraints, set 

conditions, and the locations of the pressure drop measuring taps used, the C press-Rea 

correlations were obtained in the range 20000 < Rea < 36000 as follows
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C,press,array —■~0263 , (Case-I: for whole array), (5.1.8)

and

(5.1.9)

The CpreSs-Rea was compared with available literatures and very good qualitative and 

quantitative agreement was noticed.

Waterside Analysis

While the main focus of current study was on airside heat transfer characteristics, 

the analysis of waterside is also of interest. Thus, within the experimental set conditions 

and limitations, the following conclusions for waterside are summarized below.

• The Reynolds number was found to be the key factor influencing the heat transfer at 

waterside as well. Waterside thermal resistance was found to be relatively smaller i.e. 

between 5 and 17% of the total thermal resistance.

• The heat transfer rate (q) increased with increasing Rew in a power manner. That is, 

the increase in q per unit increase in Rew decreased with increasing Rew. This diminishing 

effect is consistent with the power law relationship between q and Rew. The increase in q 

with increasing Rew could be observed to be significant in the lower range of Rew and 

slow in the higher range of Rew, which is expected because the airside thermal resistance 

CRth,a) is higher and that it does not increase with increasing Rew.
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• The Nuw increased with increasing Rew in a power law relationship over the range of 

conditions considered. The Nuw-Rew relationship was less influenced by Rea in the lower 

range of Rew, i.e. 1100 < Rew < 1800 for air cooling and 1800 < Rew < 3400 for air 

heating. Unlike the airside, the direction of heat flow (i.e. the air cooling over heating) 

clearly influenced the Nuw. That means, for a given Rew, the Nuw is always higher in air 

heating (approximately by 20%) than in air cooling process over the range of Rew 

considered. The inclusion of Prandtl effect (Prw) somewhat minimized the Nuw-Rew 

relational differences between the air-cooling and air-heating tests but did not diminish. 

Thus, introducing the Prw, the following Nuw-Rew relationships for air-cooling and air- 

heating processes were obtained separately in the form,

N uw = 0.60 Re^245 P r^  (air cooling for 1100 < Rew < 3500), (5.2.3)

and

N uw = 0.76Re°w243 P r ^ , (air heating for 1500 < Rew < 7300). (5.2.4)

• Although predicted somewhat higher Nuw, the current result satisfactorily agreed with 

the results found in the literature.

• There were some scatters in data; however, in most cases they were found to be 

within the estimated experimental uncertainties.

6.2 Recommendations

The observations from the current study might help carrying forward further study 

and work in this subject area. The obtained correlations may be useful in real field
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applications, where the heat exchanger configuration and the set operating conditions are 

similar to that of the current study. Nevertheless, present result can be verified and 

improved by further study with a broad spectrum of internal and external flow regimes 

and heat transfer conditions and by changing the shape, orientation, and spacing of the 

tubes in the array.

The current study can further be extended in at least the following ways, which 

the author strongly believes and recommends to be worthy are:

o Comparison of current results with those of the circular ones within the 

similar set conditions,

o Investigation of the current in-line single array heat exchanger by introducing 

fins,

o Numerical investigation using current geometric configuration, parameters, 

and the set operating conditions, and

o Use of a long pipe at the waterside inlet to eliminate the entrance effect on the 

experimental results.

If the existing experimental facility has to be used in further any such study, the 

following replacements and/or addition to the test rig are sincerely recommended, which 

the author believes will greatly help the experimenter to carryout efficient experimental 

works as well as will help improve the experimental results through the data collection 

accuracy.
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1. Replacement of the current bucket-stopwatch-balance method for measuring 

water mass flow rate with any easily controllable device such as a flow 

meter or a mass flow controller,

2. Building of water supply and reservoir system, which is capable of 

controlling and supplying smooth water flow with a variety of temperature,

3. Replacement of the thermocouples with RTDs,

4. Installation of hot-wire anemometer or digital Pitot static tube (with 

traversing mechanism) for air velocity measurement,

5. Arrange a pressure measuring device to measure the absolute and 

differential pressures inside the test section,

6. Making sufficient pressure taps in the test chamber to measure the airflow 

pressure drop at a variety of locations,

7. Addition of a humidity sensor capable of controlling and monitoring the 

airside humidity inside the test section, and finally

8. Introduction of a data acquisition system for automated data collection for 

most of the associated parameters.

It is noted here that among the above-recommended experimental facilities, item 3 

and 8 are already acquired, which can be used in any future studies on this area.
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APPENDIX -  A: UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES AND ERROR ESTIMATIONS

An experimental investigation and the subsequent analyses may involve several 

parameters of various kinds. The experimental errors may originate from many sources, 

which influence each of the measured independent parameter. The errors from individual 

and independent parameters then propagate into the dependent parameters and finally 

into the end results according to the parametric relationships involved in the analysis. 

Each of the error sources may have two components, one is the bias and the other is the 

precision. For identifying the error limits, different assumptions and considerations were 

made and some logics and judgments were applied depending on the overall experimental 

situation. The issues were dealt in light of the ASME Journal of Heat Transfer Editorial 

(1993) and by consulting some other notable works on experimental uncertainty 

including Kline and McClintock (1953), Abemethy et al. (1985), Kline (1985), Lassahn 

(1985), Moffat (1985), Coleman and Steele (1989), and the ASME Journal of Fluids 

Engineering Editorial (1991).

A.I. Procedures of Addressing Uncertainty Issues

In current study, two kinds of key parameters were identified one is the

independent and the other is the dependent parameters. The independent parameters are 

the basic fundamental parameters that were measured directly using instruments before or 

during the experimental runs. In this study, these were generally the basic dimensions of 

the tubes and the array such a s2 a ,2 b ,a ,b ,L , and S j  and the basic experimental variables 

such as T, AT, p, Ap, mw, and t. The dependent parameters, on the other hand are 

functions of the independent parameters and/or the thermophysical properties. The 

dependent parameters were not be measured directly. They could be calculated from the
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measured independent parameters according to their functional relationships. The 

dependent parameters in current study were the dimensions of the elliptical tubes (i.e. Lt, 

Ac, P, Dh, and As), and the experimental variables (i.e. 7 f >a, T w,b, m ,q ,h , V, Ap, CpTtss, Nu, 

Re, Pr etc.).

For the independent parameters that were directly measured from single sample 

measurements, the various bias (B) and precision (P) errors were calculated by using the 

root sum square (RSS) method as follows:

5  = ±a/r 12 + R 22 + .............  +R X2 , (A.1.1)

and

P = l ^ p f  + P2Z + ............. +PX2 , (A. 1.2)

where, x = total number of error sources. The combined 95% confidence uncertainty (U) 

of all the errors were estimated by joining the individual elemental errors according to the 

following relation

U = ± V f l2 + P 2 . (A. 1.3)

To find out the 0th order and also the 1st order uncertainty, the instruments’ resolution and 

accuracy were considered as the bias errors and from the known and judged sources of 

information other associated error components (both bias and precision) were quantified.

For the independent parameters, which were directly measured as multiple sample 

measurements (i.e. the population is more than one); the bias errors (B) were taken to be 

the same as single measurement but the precision errors (P) at 95% confidence limit were 

calculated from statistical method using the standard deviation of the sample mean ( S—)

and ^-distribution value as = ( ^ - 1,95% ) ( ^ )  •
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For the dependent parameters that were calculated from measured independent 

parameters, their uncertainties (U) were estimated by following the root sum square 

(RSS) method based on their functional relationships. Let us assume a dependent 

parameter, H, which is a function of other independent parameters such as H\, # 2> #3  •••• 

etc. Then their relationship can be represented by,

H = f  (H  j , H  2 , H  3 ........ ) , (A. 1.4)

and the absolute uncertainty can be estimated as,

UH =. dH \ 2 f
U,

a - " 1
+ dH \ 2

u. + dH U,
v ^ s ' " 3.

+ . (A.1.5)

where the partial derivatives dH dH dH are derived from the functional
d H f d H f d H f "

relationship as given in Eq. (A. 1.4) and the uncertainties of the independent parameters 

( f /H], Uh 2 , Un3,...) are obtained from Eq. (A.I.3). As the uncertainty for any parameter,

H,  is generally represented by H ± Uh, for clarity the sign for estimating uncertainty of 

the individual parameter is ignored in the analysis. The relative uncertainty is generally 

estimated as follows,

Vj L  = l  
H

———U H 
y d H x H\

\ 2

+
dH
dH0

UHo +
dH \ 2

u, + , (A. 1.6)

f ( H u  H 2, H 3 )

In the current study, there were as many as 48 individual experimental runs. The 

uncertainty analysis for each test case, for all the parameters involved in the experiment, 

was carried out explicitly and independently. However, without any preference, the 

sample uncertainty calculations of one typical run for air heating test was chosen to 

present in this thesis. The data of the typical run is given in Table A. 1.1. The sample 

parametric calculations are presented below at the end of each subsection.
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Table A.1.1 Sample Data for Air-heating test (7\V;i >TS> 7\,4) -  Measured and 

Calculated Values (Operating conditions: raw = 0.06 kg/s and Va~9  m/s)

Parameters Mean value Parameters Mean value Parameters Mean value

Ta,i 6.97 °C ^Parray 181.00 Pa Prw 6.45

f1-&,o 7.52 °C ĉ press 0.2073 Pw 0.3382 m/s

t?1o 0.55 °C mw 18.7674 kg Rew 4232

Ts,o 19.52 °C t 293.10 sec *?w 562.67 W

TU 13.25 °C 0.0641 kg/s 4a 559.40 W

Tf1 f,a,max 14.09 °C * W,1 24.10 °C q 561.04 W

T1 f,a,min 12.64 °C T1 W ,0 22.00 °C h&
116.30

W/m2oC

E?1o
e-T 12.55 °C r w,i ~ T W,0 2.10 °C Nua 150

c p ,  a 1006.55 J/kg°C ^w,b 23.05 °C hw 443 W/m2oC

h a
0.02463

W/m°C
T1 w,b,max 23.10 °C Nuw 8.31

Pa 1.2326 kg/m3 T1 w,b,min 23.00 °C 21.03 °C

^a
1.455 x 10'5 

m2/s S,x 19.53 °C T s ,o ,2 19.90 °C

Pr~*■ la 0.7328 T  T  1 w,b 1 s,i 3.52 °C T s ,o ,3 19.80 °C

^  pi tot 48.50 Pa C P ,W 4183.03 J/kg°C ^s,o,4 19.65 °C

^a 8.92 m/s 0.60383 W/m°C ^s,o,5

uoO) 
oo

Re a 19292 Pw 997.55 kg/m3 ^ , 0 , 6 18.90 °C

ma 1.011 kg/s
9.338 x 10'7 

m2/s T s ,o ,7 18.40 °C
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A.2. Instrumental and Measurements’ Uncertainties -  Independent Parameters

Each of the instruments used in the study and the related individual measurements 

have errors associated with them. The way of addressing these errors are described in the 

following sections and subsections.

A.2.1. Measurement Uncertainties -  Basic Independent Geometric Dimensions of 

the Tubes and the Array (H  = 2ai, 2b\, 2a0, 2b 0, S t , or L)

All the dimensions of the elliptical tubes were measured for 18 populations using 

a DiGIMATIC 500-321 digital caliper. The caliper has an instrumental error (i.e. the 

accuracy) of âccuracy = Bi=  0.0254 mm = 0.0000254 m and an instrumental zero-order 

bias limit (i.e. the resolution) of r̂esolution = Bo= 0.0127 mm = 0.0000127 m. According to 

Eq. (A. 1.1), the total 0th order bias error, which is fixed for other dimensional 

measurements in this series, was estimated to be,

BH =  ^ d im en sio n  = ^ Bi + Bo = 2.S39S x 10'2 mm = 2.8398 x 10'5 m (A.2.1)

For each of the tubes, three to four repeated measurements were taken for every 

dimension and the data was recorded according to Eq. (A.2.2), where H is any parameter.

1 nH : = — X , where n = 3 to 4 repeated measurements and j = 1 ... 18. (A.2.2)
J » i = i

The measured dimensions are tabulated in Table A.2.1. The sample mean ( H ) and the 

sample standard deviation ( SH) of total 18 similar tubes were calculated as,

— 1 N
H = — X H \ » where N  = sample size or the total population = 18, (A.2.3)

AI • 1 J
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and

1 N  (  — f

1 J=11 N
(A.2.4)

The standard deviation of the mean ( S—) for the sample was deduced using the 

following relation,

>H (A.2.5)
"  Viv'

Table A.2,1 Tubes’ independent dimensions, H, as measured by the digital Caliper

Inner sides of the tubes Outer sides of the tubes Tube-to-tube 
gap/spacing, 
ST x 103 (m)

Spanwise 
each tube 

length, L 
x 103 (m)

Major Axis, 
2a\ x 103 (m)

Minor Axis, 
2b{ x 103 (m)

Major Axis, 
2a0 x 103 (m)

Minor Axis, 
2b0 x 103 (m)

29.98 7.68 31.66 9.50 6.14 304.20

29.60 8.05 31.62 9.58 6.32 304.00

29.53 8.08 31.73 9.74 6.58 303.80

29.68 8.18 31.48 9.67 6.41 303.50

30.00 7.83 31.42 9.62 6.40 302.00

29.73 7.50 31.68 9.56 6.42 303.00

29.88 8.06 31.60 9.78 6.37 300.50

29.66 7.85 31.65 9.62 6.26 302.80

29.50 7.64 31.78 9.67 6.31 303.90

29.60 8.12 31.63 9.64 6.22 301.60

29.93 8.16 31.60 9.76 6.34 300.80

29.99 7.85 31.72 9.60 6.30 304.10

30.10 7.55 31.52 9.48 6.20 304.30

30.05 7.80 31.64 9.52 6.25 303.80

29.95 7.90 31.75 9.50 6.45 302.00
29.97 7.66 31.70 9.70 6.34 301.40

29.85 7.78 31.58 9.68 6.52 302.50

29.67 7.60 31.74 9.55 6.28 300.90

29.82* 7.85* 31.64* 9.62* 6.34* 302.73*
* Mean value of the sample, i.e. H
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Now using the student-t distribution at 95% confidence interval for N-l degrees of 

freedom, the overall precision error limits, d̂imension for all the dimensions were 

accounted as,

~  ^dimension ~  95% ’ (A.2.6)

The overall uncertainties (absolute and relative) in dimensional measurements of 

the elliptical tubes and the array were calculated from the following relation,

(b — )2 + (p— )2 m, (absolute uncertainty), (A.2.7a)^  H  ^dimension —1

and

UH ^dimension . =  +
H  mean dimension ^

BJ -
k h  ;

+ (relative uncertainty). (A.2.7b)

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Uncertainty in Tube Outer Major Axis (H = 2an):

A  sample calculation process is presented here for the overall uncertainty in the 

measurement of tube major axis length at outer side, 2a0. For the measurement of this 

dimension, the followings were calculated:

The bias error limit (Eq. A.2.1), which was fixed for all other dimensional 

measurements:

B~  = B2^- = s] b ? + Bq = 2.8398 x 10'2 mm « 2.84 x 10'5 m. (A.2.8)

The sample mean, H  = 2a0 (Eq. A.2.3):

  _____  i n  i 18
H  = 2a0 = ~  Z  (2a0 ), £  {2aQ)j =31.64 xlO 3 m. (A.2.9)

N j = i  J 18 j = i  J
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The standard deviation of the sample, SH = S2a (Eq. A.2.4):

S / i  - S '\  =Ĵ xK)j -x) = -2«o) =9-63xi(i5 <A-2-io>
The standard deviation of the sample mean, S jj = S ^~  (Eq. A.2.5):

S -  = S—  = = 2.27 x 10~5m.
H 2a° 4 n  M

(A.2.11)

For N  - 1 = 18 - 1 = 17 degrees of freedom, the t-distribution value at 95% 

confidence interval could be taken to be 2.11 (Coleman and Steele 1989). Thus the 

overall mean precision error limits, = P^ ~ , was calculated by,

PH =P2^0 = h i,9 5% S ^  = 2.11 x (2.27 x 10"5) = 4.79 x 10"5m . (A.2.12)

The overall uncertainties in the measurement of tubes’ mean outer major axis 

length was estimated using Eq. (A.2.7) and values from Eqs. (A.2.8), (A.2.9), and 

(A.2.12) as,

U h  = }  + k r }  = 5 58 * 10' 5™. (A'213»)

in absolute value, or

U -  U-.
H 2 an

H 2a,2ao }

f  rt \ 2B:

2 an\  0 y
+

r p — N

2 a0\  0 y
= 1.76x10 , (A.2.13b)

in relative term or

u-g (%) = u^r (%) =2 a n

u 2 an

y 2 a o )
x 100 = (l .76 x 10’3)x 100 = 0.18 % , (A.2.13c)

in percentile form.
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The overall measurement uncertainties of the other basic and independent 

dimensions of the tubes and the array such as H = 2au a\, 2bu b\, a0, 2b0, b0, Sj, and L; 

whose calculations are not presented here; were estimated in the same way and are listed 

in Table A.2.2.

Table A.2.2 Uncertainties in Tubes’ Basic Independent Dimensions (measured)

Tubes’ Dimensional 

Parameters

Mean 

Value, 

//xlO3 m

Bias Error, 

B—xlO5 m
H

Precision 

Error, 

P-xlO 5 m
H

Absolute 

Uncertainty, 

UttxIO5 m
H

Relative (%)

Uncertainty

U 77 
H xlOO 

H

Major Axis, 2a\ 29.82 2.84 9.60 10.01 0.34
o

3  Semi-major Axis, a; 14.91 2.84 4.80 5.58 0.37
V h

c Minor Axis, 2b\ 7.85 2.84 10.85 11.22 1.43
H - (

Semi-minor axis, b\ 3.92 2.84 5.43 6.12 1.56

Major Axis, 2a0 31.64 2.84 4.79 5.57 0.18

3  Semi-major Axis, a0 15.82 2.84 2.39 3.71 0.23
S - H

-g Minor Axis, 2b0 
O

Semi-minor axis, b0

9.62

4.81

2.84

2.84

4.58

2.29

5.39

3.65

0.56

0.76

Tube-to-tube gap, St 6.34 2.84 5.57 6.25 0.99

Length of a single tube, L 302.73 2.84 64.57 64.63 0.21

A.2.2. Measurement Uncertainties -  Airside Pressure Differences (H  = ApPjtot and

b p  array)

The dynamic pressure (A /? Pitot)  at the test section inlet by means of a Pitot static 

tube and the airflow pressure drop (Aparray) across the tube array were measured to be the 

fundamental independent parameters to the calculations of the air velocity (Vd) and the 

airflow pressure coefficient (C press)- In both the measurements, a digital manometer
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(Dwyer series 475 Mark HI) was used, which measures pressures directly in Pa. The 

manometer has an accuracy of ±1.5% of the reading in Pa, giving an instrumental error of 

Accuracy -  B\ -  1.5% of Appjtot = 0.015 ApPitot. In absence of the resolution, this 

instrumental error could be considered to be the total 0th order bias error

BH,0 =  ^m anom eter =  ^  B\ + B0 = ^ B\ + °  = B\ = °.015 Appitot Pa . (A.2.14)

Due to different physical settings of the above two measurements, the associated bias (B) 

and the precision (P) errors, and hence the uncertainty (U) were estimated separately as 

described in the following sections.

Uncertainty in the Airside Dynamic Pressure at the Test section Inlet ( H = Appitot):

The Pitot-static tube has to be right-alligned for accurate measurement. Practically 

this may not be the case always, and in such situations some misalignment errors should 

be considered. To account for this error, an installation bias error of ±1% of the measured 

Appitot was introduced (Coleman and Steele 1989) leading to a 1st order bias error of

BJ[tl ~ Binstallation — 0.01 A/?pjtot Pa. (A.2.15)

From Eqs. (A.2.14) and (A.2.15), the total bias errors for this measurement were 

estimated to be,

B Jtf ~  B /Sppitot ~  ~  ”'i^manometer^~ ^installation =0.01803Appitot Pa. (A.2.16)

Based on the responses of the last digit of the manometer, a digital error (response 

of last digit) of P(jig;t = ±0.5 Pa was introduced as a precision error. In addition to this, a 

readability error of Preading = ±1 Pa was considered as a precision error. Thus the total 

precision errors were estimated as
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^  = = ^digit + heading = J(.0.5) + (l) = 1.12 Pa . (A.2.17)

The overall uncertainty in ApPitot measurement was estimated from Eq. (A.2.16) 

and (A.2.17) as

u» =u^  i Bk : +pk ^ =^ omm3Ap^ r + 1 ' 2 5  P a '  ( A ' 2 ' 1 8 a )

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example experimental data Table A.1.1 (H = ApPitot):

For the mean airflow dynamic pressure at the test section inlet,

Appitot = 48.50 P a , the absolute uncertainty were calculated from Eq. (A.2.18a) as

U jj = U j —  = -^(0.01803 X48.50)2 +1.25 -1 .42  P a , (A.2.18b)
H  V p i t o t

and the relative uncertainty as

U-,Uh_ = ^  APpitot = L4194 = Q Q293 ^ 2 93 % (A 2^  gc)

H  APpitot 48-50

Uncertainty in Airflow Pressure Difference across the Tube Array ( H  = ]:

Based on measurement settings, the connecting tubes between the manometer and 

the pressure measuring taps were needed to open and refix several times during 

measurements, which may cause some error in instrumental readings. A tube fixation bias 

error of ±1% of the measured Apamy was introduced to account for this error, giving a 1st 

order bias error of

^H \ ^tube fixation 0.01 A/?array Pa . (A.2.19)

From Eqs. (A.2.14) and (A.2.19), the total bias errors for this measurement were 

estimated to be,
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,2
manometer +  # L e  fixation = 0-01803 Apamy Pa . (A.2.20)

In this measurement, the readings of Apavray were fluctuating especially in the 

lower range of air velocity. The digital error (response of last digit) of the manometer, as 

explained above in the Appitot measurement section, is thus suppressed by this fluctuating 

nature of Apanay readings. Thus an unsteadiness error of ±5 Pa was considered as a 

precision error rather than the digital error. In addition to this, a readability error of 

Preading = ±1 Pa, including the effect of the pressure tap locations, was also considered as a 

precision error. Thus the total precision error was estimated to be

The overall uncertainty in Apanay measurement was estimated from Eq. (A.2.20) 

and (A.2.21) as

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example experimental data Table A. 1.1 (IT = Aparray):

For the mean airflow pressure difference across the tube array,

Aparray = 181.00 P a , the absolute uncertainty was calculated from Eq. (A.2.22a) as

P -  = P =H APairay fluctuation reading V(5)2 + (l)2 = 5.10 Pa . (A.2.21)

]B------ + p ^  = J(o.01803Aparray)2 + 26 Pa- (A.2.22a)
AParray AParray *

Uj7=U~A-----“ P̂array = (0.01803 x l8 l )2 +26 * 6.05 Pa , (A.2.22b)

and the relative uncertainty as

Uj; _ U^ ay _ 6.05392 = 0.0334 =3.34%. (A.2.22c)
H ApOTay 181.00
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A . 2 . 3 .  Measurement Uncertainties -  Temperatures (H = T  and AT)

As mentioned in subsection 3.4.1, all the temperatures were measured using a 

hand-held OMEGA HH506R digital thermometer and type-T thermocouples. The 

thermometer has an accuracy of ±(0.05% of the reading + 0.2)°C and a resolution of 

0.05°C. Each of the thermocouple probes has an accuracy of ±1°C and a resolution of 

0.025°C. The total elemental errors originating from the thermometer as well as from the 

thermocouples were considered separately as described below.

Errors associated with the digital thermometer alone:

The thermometer has two instrumental bias error components from its accuracy

limit, which are 5 accuracy, 1 = 51,1 = 0.0005 T °C and âccuracy, 2 = 5i, 2 = 0.2°C and the 

instrumental zero-order bias limit (i.e. the resolution) of r̂esolution = #o = 0.05°C. 

According to Eq. (A. 1.1), the total 0th order bias error was estimated to be,

=  B .herm om ettr =  V S U + B U + B 0 =  J ( 0 - 0 0 0 5 ? f  +  0 . 0 4 2 5  . ( A . 2 . 2 3 )

The temperature readings sometimes were fluctuating. There may also be an error 

associated with the recording of readings (human error). These sources of errors were 

considered to be the precision error. To account for these sources, an unsteadiness factor 

of 0.05°C and a readability error (usually the half of the least scale division of the 

thermometer) of 0.05°C were introduced. The total precision error was calculated as

= t̂hermomete = )/Pfluctuatim + Preadabiliy = “\/(0.05)2 + (0.05)2 = 0.07°C. (A.2.24)
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From Eqs. (A.2.23) and (A.2.24), the total uncertainty at the thermometer end was 

estimated to be

Errors associated with the thermocouple probes and wires:

For the thermocouple probe, an instrumental bias error (i.e. the accuracy) of 

Accuracy -  B\ -  1 ° C  and an instrumental zero-order bias limit (i.e. the resolution) of 

r̂esolution = Bq = 0 . 0 2 5 ° C  were considered. As many as 1 0  thermocouples were used in the 

experiment and each had a long wire to connect to the thermometer for reading 

temperature. The lengths of the wires were not the same and there may exist some probe- 

to-probe variations. To account for these errors, a factor for probe of 5 pr0be =  0 .1  ° C  was 

introduced. Following Eq. (A. 1 .1 ) ,  the total 0 th order bias error for the thermocouple 

probes and the wires was estimated to be,

The thermocouple probes were placed at various locations in the test setup 

especially noticeable for the tube outer surface locations. This spatial variation may cause 

some precision errors in the reading for which a spatial error of P spatiai = 0.05°C was 

considered. Also, due to the measurement limitations (i.e. the usage of a single 

thermometer for recording all the temperatures) the terminals of these wires at 

thermometer end were repeatedly connected and disconnected, which may cause some 

errors. A temporal precision error of Ptemporai = 0.05°C was considered. The conduction

thermometer thermometer thermometer ’ (A.2.25)

= V(0.0005T)2 + 0.0425 + (0.07)2 = ^(0.0005T)2 + 0.047 °C.

B jj  ^therm ocoupl e ^5? +Bl +5probe =^12 +(0.025)2 +(0.1)2 =1.005°C. (A.2.26)
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along and the radiation from the leads were considered to be very less and thus were 

neglected and the total precision error at thermocouple end was calculated as

^ s p a t i a l  +  tem p o ra l =  a/ ( 0 . 0 5 ) 2 + (0.05)2 = 0.07°C. (A.2.27)U  'therm ocouple

From Eqs. (A.2.26) and (A.2.27), the total uncertainty at the thermocouple end 

was estimated to be

U  H  \  H  ^  ^ therm ocouple y  ^therm ocouple ^^thcrm ocoup le ’ ( A . 2 . 2 8 )

= V(l-005)2 +(0.07)2 = 1.01°C.

Uncertainty in the non-differential Temperature Measurement (H =T):

From Eqs. ( A . 2 . 2 5 )  and ( A . 2 . 2 8 ) ,  the overall uncertainty in temperature 

measurement together with the thermometer and thermocouple was estimated as

U j j  ~~ U T  ~  thermomete r U  thermocoup le » ( A . 2 . 2 9 )

= V(0.0005T)2 +0.047 + (1.01)2 = *J(0.0005T)2 +1.06 °C.

Uncertainty in the differential Temperature Measurement (H = AT):

The thermometer had a differential reading function by which, where applicable, 

the temperature differences such as ATw = |Tw>j -  r w>0| and ATa = |Ta>i -  r a;0|, were 

measured directly. This correlated measurement helped damped out the bias errors 

leaving only some precision errors, which were accounted from Eqs. ( A . 2 . 2 4 )  and 

( A . 2 . 2 7 )  as

U H = U &T =  M " "  + ' ’thermocouple =  l / < 0 . 0 7 ) 2 +  ( 0 . 0 7 ) 2 =  0 . 1 0 ° C .  ( A . 2 . 3 0 )
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A.2.4. Measurement Uncertainties -  Water mass and collection time (H=mw & t) 

For the calculation of water mass flow rate (m w), the fundamental parameters

measured were the water mass (mw) and the time (t) required to collect this mass in the 

flow. As mentioned in Section 3.4, the stopwatch-bucket-balance method was used for 

this measurement. The uncertainty associated with each component of the method are 

estimated separately as explained below.

Uncertainty in Recording the Time usine a stopwatch (H = t):

The stopwatch has an instrumental bias error (i.e. the accuracy) of 

Accuracy= = 0.5 sec and an instrumental zero-order bias limit (i.e. the half of the

resolution) of ZWiution = #o= 0.125 sec. Any digital instrument may have a kind of digital 

error, which is usually taken as one half times the least digit of the instrument and is 

treated as bias error. For this stopwatch, the digital error was Sdigit = 0.05 sec. Following 

Eq. (A. 1.1), the total bias error associated with the stopwatch was estimated to be,

B]] = 5 st0pwatch = Vfli2 +Bo + 5 digit = V0.52 +0.1252 +0.052 = 0.518 sec. (A.2.31)

The error associated with readability, taken as one half times the least scale 

division of the stopwatch (i.e. 0.05 sec), was considered as precision error. A stopwatch 

handling precision error of 1 sec was also introduced to account for the errors in 

switching the stopwatch on and off in proper time during the collection of water mass. 

These gave a total precision error at the stopwatch end of

Pfj =  ^stopwatch =  y/^reading +  ^handling = ^(0-05)2 +12 =1.001 Sec (A.2.32)
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From Eqs. (A.2.31) and (A.2.32), the overall uncertainty in recording time using 

the stopwatch was estimated as

Uh =U-{ = -J-®stopwatch ŝtopwatch = = 1.i 3 sec. (A.2.33)

Uncertainty in Water Mass Measurement usin2 bucket and balance (H = mw):

The balance used in the experiment is graduated in pound scale (lb) to read any 

weight. The accuracy of the balance was taken to be equal to the least scale division of 

the balance (i.e. 0.1 lb = 0.046 kg) giving an instrumental bias error of 

âccuracy= B\ — 0.046 kg. The resolution of the balance was taken to be half of the 

accuracy (i.e. 0.05 lb = 0.023 kg) that gave an instrumental zero-order bias limit of 

r̂esolution = ^ 0  = 0.023 kg. The bucket itself had no bias error involved. So, the total bias 

error for the balance was estimated according to Eq. (A. 1.1) as

= ^balance = V5 i2 + 5 o = V(0.046)2 +(0.023)2 = 0.0514 kg . (A.2.34)

There were some errors involved in relation to bucket handling, which were 

treated as the precision errors. To account for this error, a precision error of 

Fbucket = 0.2 lb = 0.092 kg was introduced. There may be some paralax error (human eyes) 

in recording the reading. To account for this error, a precision error equal to the least 

scale division of the balance was considered, which was /fading = 0 .1  lb = 0.023 kg. 

During the entire experiment, the water flow from the supply line was not always 

uniform. The fluctuating flow might have generated some errors in the process. A 

precision error for this fluctuation, equal to the least scale division of the balance, was
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also considered. This error was / ’fluctuation = 0 .1  lb = 0 .0 4 6  kg. The total precision error for 

bucket and balance was estimated as

=  ^bucket-balance “  ^ b u c k e t  +  ^reading +  ^fluctuation ( A . 2 . 3 5 )

= -J(0.092)2 + (0.023) 2 + (0.046)2 = 0.1054 kg.

From Eqs. (A.2.34) and (A.2.35), the overall uncertainty in measuring the water 

mass using the bucket-balance was estimated to be

U-jj = U ~  =  V *b a lan ce  +  bucket-balance =Vo.05142 +0.10542 =0.1173kg. (A.2.36)

All the uncertainties estimated above in subsections A.2.2, A.2.3, and A.2.4 are 

tabulated in Table A.2.3 below.

Table A.2.3 Uncertainties in Independent Experimental Parameters (measured)

Independent /  fundamental 

Parameters

Representing
Equation

Absolute Uncertainty, u —
H

Airside pressure difference by Pitot 

static tube at test section inlet, U-r----
Appitot

(A.2.18a) ^<0.018APpitot)2 +1.25 Pa

Airside pressure difference across the 

elliptical tube array, UÂ
Parray

(A.2.22a) -J(o.01803 + 26 Pa

Non-differential temperature, Uj. (A.2.29) ^ (o .o o o s r f+ i .o e  °c

Differential temperature, t/— (A.2.30) 0.10°C

Time for water mass collection, U- (A.2.33) 1.13 sec

Watermass, U—mw (A.2.36) 0.1173 kg
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A.3. Uncertainties in the Evaluation of Thermophysical Prioperties of Air and

Water (H = cp, p, v, Pr, p)

All the thermophysical propertiers, if taken from any table, can be considered to 

bias error limit even they may have some precision error. Thus the uncertainty for 

thermophysical property is normally taken as the bias error. According to the Editorial of 

ASME Journal of Heat Transfer (1993) and Coleman and Steele (1989), the uncertainty 

for respective thermophysical property may be 0.25 to 0.5 times the absolute value or 

even higher. If not mentioned otherwise, the evaluations of the thermophysical properties 

were based on air film temperature (T(,a) for air and water bulk temperatures (Fwb) for 

water. As mentioned by Eq. (3.4.1) in Section 3.4, for a given operating condition, 

several times the temperatures were measured to give different population. From this 

populations, the mean, maximum, and minimum value could be obtained as required. As 

mentioned in Sections 4.2 and 4.5, the conduction and radiation heat transfers were 

ignored as such their effects in the evaluations of 7>>a and FWib were also neglected. The 

uncertainties in thermophysical properties of air and water at atmospheric pressure were 

estimated for airside as,

U property a = \ \  (Property @ max -  Property @ TfA mm ) | ,  (A.3.1)

and for waterside as,

^ p roperty  w = | |  (Property @ max -  Property @ r w>b> min) |.  (A.3.2)

For evaluating fluid properties, the 7f>a and FWjb need to be calculated first and so 

their uncertainties. To calculate the uncertainties in rf;a, the uncertainties in Ts 0 needs to
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be estimated first. In the following subsections, the calculations of uncertainties in TSi0, 

7f>a, and Tw>b are presented.

A.3.1. Uncertainties in Tube Outer Surface Temperature Measurements (H = Ts>0):

As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, seven thermocouple probes were placed on seven 

suitably chosen tubes in the array. The variation of tube outer surface temperature from 

its inlet to exit were fairly linear as observed in the experiment. Thus the arithmatic 

average of these seven temperatures were taken to be the average tube outer surface 

temperature for all the analysis. The uncertainty associated with tube outer surface 

temperature, as a result of this linearized average, was dealt statistically as described 

below.

The total bias errors were taken from Eqs. (A.2.23) and (A.2.26) to be

~ ^ T S0 ~ y/'®thermometer t̂hermocouple ^  (A.3.3)

or, B—  = ^(0 .00057^)2 +0.0425 + (1.005)2 = ̂ (0 .00057^)2 +1.012 °C.

The estimation of precision errors is as follows. For each of the seven tubes, three 

to four repeated measurements were taken for every operating condition and the data was 

recorded according to

H \ = ( T s ,o  )j = -  £  (T’s.o )i * where n = 3 to 4 and j = 1 ... 7. (A.3.4)
n i = i

The mean of the samples (Tso ) and the sample standard deviation ( SR ) were 

calculated as,
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H  =  Ts, 0  = 77 X (T o ) j = J s  <Ts,o) j > where N  = sample size = 7, 
JVj = i 7  j = i

(A.3.5)

and

L _  y  ( ( T  )  ■ -  T  )  =
1 4L, \V Z S,0 / 1  s ,0 /  1

- ! j= i  V6 j=i
(A.3.6)

The standard deviation of the mean (5 —) was deduced using the following

relation,

■Sy 11 7 / —
5 -  = 5 —  = - J ± =  L L  £  ( ( T s o ) : - T s o  

H  s-° J N  \  4 2  j = i s’°  J 8 ,0 '
(A.3.7)

Now using the student-t distribution at 95% confidence interval for AM = 6 

degrees of freedom (i.e. t = 2.447), the overall precision error limits was estimated as,

Ptf ~ ~ f (6), 95% $T ~ (2-447)n  JS,0 v ' i S,0 h-TJ (A.3.8)

The overall uncertainties, absolute and relative (or percentage), were estimated 

from Eqs. (A.3.3) and (A.3.8) as,

U 77 = U z —  =  J b ~  +  P ~ r~  °C (absolute uncertainty),
“ *S,0 V s’° s>° (A.3.9a)

and

U -  U ~

-=M-(%)=-=¥-(%)=
H  T c S,0

sb— }2 f p — y 1

TK s’° J
+

T
V s ’°  J

xl00%  (relative uncertainty). (A.3.9b)
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SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (// = r S)0):

The mean tube outer surface temperatures r s>0,i, 2, ...... r s>0>7, were measured to

be 21.03, 19.90, 19.80, 19.65, 18.95, 18.90, and 18.40°C respectively. The mean of these 

seven temperatures were calculated from Eq. (A.3.5) to be H =TS0 =19.52°C. The 

sample standard deviation ( )  can be calculated from Eq. (A.3.6) to be 

S lj = S t =0.863°C. The standard deviation of the mean (5 —) is calculated from
11 s,o H

Eq. (A.3.7) to be Sj7 = Szr- = 0.326°C. So, the precision error can be calculated from
“  * S ,0

Eq. (A.3.8) to be Pr; = P f~  =0.798°C. By taking the bias error from Eq. (A.3.3), the“ Ŝ,0

absolute uncertainty can be estimated from Eq. (A.3.9a) as

t/=r- = f e -  +P^~ = J(0.0005xl9.52)2 +1.012+(0.799)2 =1.29°C, (A3
s.0 V ‘ 1,0 's,o

10a)

and the relative uncertainty from Eq. (A.3.9b) in percentile form as

U H
Ur,

4S,0

Tv s’° j
+

T
V s-0 )

= 0.0666 = 6.66  %. (A.3.10b)

A.3.2. Uncertainties in the Determination of Airside Film Temperature ( //  = 7Via):

The airside film temperature (7f>a), generally used to evaluate the thermophysical 

properties of air, is defined as

T + T
TT    'T '   S ,0  0 ^
U -  1 f,a -  2------- (A.3.11)

and its partial derivatives are

1 , d Tu  1■ ... = — and —77- = —
97; „ 22

(A.3.12)
S ,0
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The uncertainty associated with this film temperature is given by

UH = U^ = -
37}..

dT • a-'
+

\ 2
U r ,

d T  *s'° y 0 1 s,o j

1= ̂ J (U r f  + { U ^ f  °C, (A.3.13a)
2 V s,°

where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.3.12). The uncertainty components; 

UTf.— is taken from Table A.2.3 or Eq. (A.2.29) and U^— from Eq. (A.3.9). The relative
*a,i *s,o

uncertainty (in percentage) was estimated to be

U=r-UH (%) = ^ - ( % )  =  
Tf ,aH

1
t  + rx a,i T  s,o

C/^r; | + [ f/; x 100%. (A.3.13b)

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (II = Tf>a):

For the example experimental run, the mean air inlet and tube outer surface 

temperatures are listed in Table A.1.1 as Tai = 6.97°C and Ts o = 19.52°C respectively. 

The absolute uncertainty in the tube outer surface temperature is obtained from 

Eq. (A.3.10a) to be t/~— = 0.97°C and the absolute uncertainty in the air inlet
* S ,0

temperature is estimated from Table A.2.3 or Eq. (A.2.29) as

U - = U T  =^(0.0005T~)2 +1.06 =-^(0.0005x6.97)2 +1.06 « 1.03°C.

From Eq. (A.3.13a), the absolute uncertainty in 7f,a is calculated to be

£ / - = £ /— = ± l ( U — )2 +(U— )2 = y ( L 0 3 ) 2 +(1.29)2 = 0.82°C, (A.3.13c)
H  U,a 2 V a’i s-° 2

and the relative uncertainty is estimated from Eq. (A.3.13b) to be

U— U 1 I-----------------------
= = J(C7— )2 +(Ut - ) 2 ~ 0.0623 = 6.23%. (A.3.13d)

h  tu  r l i + r s>0V
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A.3.3. Uncertainties in the Determination of Waterside Bulk Temperature (H=Tw>b) 

The waterside bulk temperature (Tw>b), generally used to evaluate the 

thermophysical properties of water, is defined as

H =  r Wib =
T ■ + TW ,1 ' * W ,0  0 £ (A.3.14)

and its partial derivatives are

d^\y,b _ f  -̂̂ W,b _ 1
37v T “ 2

The uncertainty associated with this bulk temperature is given by

(A.3.15)

Uh =UTH. /vW,b
1

371
2 f  

+
dr \ 2

w,b u-
dT w<°V w,o y

= L l ( U ^ ) Z +(U— )Z °C, (A.3.16a)2W4

where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.3.15) and the uncertainty components; 

Uzr- and U~— are taken from Table A.2.3 or Eq. (A.2.29). The relative uncertainty (in
*w,i *w,o

percentage) was estimated to be 

Uz
w,b

(% ) =  ■
w.b T ■ +T* W,1 ^  x W ,0

£/:r  •1  W,1
+ u x 100%. (A.3.16b)

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H  = 7\v,i,):

Table A.1.1: Tw i =24.10°C and Tw o = 22.00°C. The absolute uncertainties in 

theese two temperatures are obtained from Table A.2.3 and Eq. (A.2.29) to be

U -  = t/—  =^(0.0005T~)2 +1.06 =^(0.0005x24.10)2 +1.06«1.03°C
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and

W ,0
A/(0.0005TWOf  +1.06 =^(0.0005x22.00)2 + 0.562- 1.03°C.

The absolute and relative uncertainties in waterside bulk temperatures are estimated 

from Eqs. (A.3.16a) and (A.3.16b) as

A.3.4. Sample Calculations of Uncertainties in Thermophysical Properties 

(H = cp, ft, v, Pr, p):

Over the experimental duration, the atmospheric pressure inside test section might 

have varied. Considering the location and time of the experiments and weather conditions 

of each experimental day, the variation was observed to be very little, e.g. ±0.5 kPa. This 

variation was within the estimated uncertainty. Nevertheless, the fluid properties was 

evaluated at the actual pressure measured inside the test section inlet during experiment. 

So, the effect of variation of atmospheric pressure needed not to be considered. For the 

mean, maximum, and minimum airside film and waterside bulk temperatures, as given in 

Table A.1.1, the airside and waterside thermophysical properties at atmospheric pressure 

and hence the respective uncertainty components were estimated according to 

Eqs. (A.3.1) and (A.3.2) as follows.

and

( U ^ ) 2 +(U=—)2 =0.0315=3.16% . (A.3.16d)
* w,i * w,o
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AIRSIDE PROPERTIES

As presented in Table A.1.1, the mean value was taken at Tf a = 13.25c 

uncertainties in absolute and relative terms were within the range of Tf a max 

a n d  7 f,a >m in = 12.64°C :

Specific Heat at constant pressure (cp a = 1006.55 J/kg°C):

Absolute: U—  = ^ | (cp>a @ rfa max - c  a @rfa min)| =0.010735-^— , and
P<a L 1 1 Kg. C

Relative: -JMr = .°-01Q735 = 1.0665 x 10’5 =1.0665 x 10'3 %. 
c Da 1006.55PA

Thermal Conductivity ( ka =0.02463 W/m°C):

Absolute: t/j- = ± | (*, ®T,A m x - k a @rUmln)| = 5.434xl0'5 and 
2 1 m. C

U t ~ c a->a x 1 
Relative: = = 0.002206 W/m°C * 0.221 %.

k„ 0.024632

Density ( p a = 1.2326 kg/m3):

Absolute: U - = ^  (p& @TUmax - p & @rfamin) =3.1177xl0“3 and

Relative: = 3-1177x10 = 2.59 x 10'3 « 0.253 % .
p a 1.232631

m3

C , and the 

14.09°C,

(A.3.17a) 

(A.3.17b)

(A.3.18a)

(A.3.18b)

(A.3.19a) 

(A.3.19b)
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Kinematic Viscosity (va = 1.455 x 10'5 m2/s ):

Absolute: U -  = | |  (va @ 7>a> max -  va @ r f>a> ̂ ) | -  6.5 x 10‘8 , and

J J   _g

Relative: -=£- = — '5 x l °  , = 34.468 x 10'3 » 0.447 %.
va 1.4548 xlO '5

Prandtl Number (Pra = 0.7328): 

Absolute: £/— = —
a 2

(Pra @ 7f,a, max “  Pra @ Pf,a, min ) = 1 -96 X 10'4 , and

U ^ r r  i  O f .  x  i f ) - 4

Relative: = — — —  = 2.67 x 10’4 « 0.028 % .
Pra 0.7328

WATERSIDE PROPERTIES

As listed in Table A.1.1, the mean value was taken at Tw b =23.05°C

uncertainties in absolute and relative terms were estimated within the 

^w,b,max = 23.10°C and Tw b>min = 23.00 C :

Specific Heat at constant pressure (cp w = 4183.03 J/kg°C):

Absolute: U—  = —
CP, w 2

(c @T u - c  @T u ) = 1 3 5 x l0 '3—-—\ p,w w,b, max p,w ^  1 w,b, mm /  ,

U  -3

Relative: = —?5 X10 = 3.23 x 10'7 «3.23 x 10'5 % .
c , iW 4183.03

(A. 3.20a) 

(A. 3.20b)

(A.3.21a)

(A.3.21b)

I , and the 

range of

(A.3.22a)

(A.3.22b)
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Thermal Conductivity (&w = 0.6038 W/m°C):

Absolute: Ur  = y | (*w @ rw>b>niax -fcw @rw>b min)| = 8.68xl0'5 and 
2 1 m. C

8 68 x 10""5
Relative: -J*r- = — — —  = 0.0001438 W/m°C « 0.014 % .

*w 0.6038

Density ( p w = 997.55 kg/m3):

( ^ w  @  T’w.b, max -  A v  @  ^w .b, min )  =  0 - 0 1 2  , a n d
m

Absolute: U— = —
Av 2

U 0 012
Relative: - J k -  = —------ = 1.203 x 10~5 -  0.0012 %.

p w 997.55

Kinematic Viscosity ( vw = 9.338 x 10"7 m2/s ):

" / \ m 2
\v @T u - v  @T u ■ )l = lxlO "9 —— andVKw J w,b, max y  w  v-  1 w ,b, mm /  | 1 A , a imAbsolute: U— = —

vw 2

Relative: = - 1x10— -  = 1.07 x 10'3 * 0.11 %.
vw 9.338 xlO '7

Prandtl Number (Prw = 6.45):

Absolute: U—  = U  (Prw @ TW)bi max- P r w@ rwb> 8.48 xlO '3 , and

Relative: ^ ^  = -8‘48xlQ  = i,31xl0~3 -0 .1 3 % .
Prw 6.45
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(A.3.24a) 

(A.3.24b)

(A.3.25a)

(A.3.25b)

(A.3.26a) 

(A. 3.26b)
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A.4. Propagation of Uncertainties from Independent to Basic Dependent

Parameters

The uncertainties of the basic independent parameters, as measured and estimated 

above, propagate into other dependent parameters (i.e. the basic experimental parameters 

to current study) according to their corresponding relationships. The uncertainties 

associated with these dependent parameters are discussed and estimated in the following 

subsections. The elliptical tubes were drawn from circular tube by pressing to the shape 

of an axis ratio of 0.3. Although every attention was paid to make each tube a perfect 

elliptical tube, in reality there might have at least a little variation. To account for this 

variation, every dimension of each tube was several times measured by a digital caliper 

and the mean values were used in the analysis. In this view effect of tube shape was not 

considered in the uncertainty analysis.

A.4.1. Uncertainties in Tube’s Basic Dependent Dimensions -  (H = Lt, AC)i, A c,0, Pi,

Poj Dh,i> Dh,o, As,I? or AS;0):

The dimensions of the dependent parameters of the tubes such as the total length, 

cross-sectional area, perimeter, hydraulic diameter, and the surface area were calculated 

from their functional relationship with that of the above measured basic independent 

dimensions. The uncertainties associated with the mean values of these dimensions were 

estimated also from the same functional relationship as stepped below.

Uncertainty in the total Leneth of the elliptical tubes ( H = Lt ):

The total length of the tubes, excluding square bends at both ends, was calculated 

as, the numbers of tubes in the array times the length of each tube in the array. This total
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length was used in the experimental analysis. For 18 numbers of tubes, the mean tube 

length was,

H  = = 18L = 18x (302.73 x lO '3) m =  5.45m . (A.4.1)

The associated uncertainty was estimated as,

u h = u z ; = d L  L
^ h r U T , (A.4.2a)
d L  L

dL. 5
where, from Eq. (A.4.1), -—=£- = 18, and from Table A.2.2, U 7 =64.63x10 m.

dL L

The absolute uncertainty is thus,

C/7 7  = U y  = 18 x (64.63 x 10'5) m =11.63 x 10 *3 m ,tl Lf
(A.4.2b)

and the relative uncertainty is

J J __

= 11.63x10 _ 2 -13 x 10~3, giving Uy(%)  = (2.13 x 10'3) x 100=0.21 %. (A.4.2c)
Lt 5.45 Lt

Uncertainty in the Inner-side Cross-sectional Area of the elliptical tubes ( H = Ac i}:

The mean inner cross-sectional area of the elliptical tube was calculated to be,

~H = A ~ = 7m(bx =^x(14.91x10"3)x(3.925x10"3)=  1.8385xl0'4m2, (A.4.3)

where, ax and b{ are the mean inner major and minor axis lengths of the tubes the values

of which are tabulated in Table A.2.2.

The overall absolute uncertainty associated with this inner cross-sectional area 

was estimated as,
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where, the partial derivatives and their magnitudes were derived from Eq. (A.4.3) as,

dAr ; — dAci —
— =±- = 7tb-. = 0.012345 m and — =±- = n a ■. -  0.04684 m .
dflj dbx

Now the absolute uncertainty was found from Eq. (A.4.4) to be,

= 1/((0.012345)(5.58x 10‘5) f  + ((0.046845(3.92x 10'5 ) f  = 1.961x Iff6 m2 .

The overall relative uncertainty was calculated as,

H ^c,i

n b X J—1 a-.

\ 2

+
n  a -. U-r

l_ h
71 a ; b,

\  J

\  2 r u — ^ 2

V a i y

f  U - \ 2
+ bi

\  J
(A.4.5)

which, after using values from Table A.2.2, gave uncertainty in percentage form as,

7 7   U 7 —
£ » .(% ) = ^
H AcA (%)=■

................  6.12 xlO"55.58 x lO '5 
14.91 x l 0 ‘3

+
3.92 x 10-3

x 100 -  1.61 %

Uncertainty in the Outer-side Cross-sectional Area of the elliptical tubes ( H = Aco}:

The mean outer cross-sectional area of the elliptical tube was calculated to be,

H = A ^  = ; z - a ^  = ;z-x(15.82xl0'3)x (4 .8 1 x l0 '3)=  2 .39x l0 '4 m2, (A.4.6)
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where, a0 and b0 are the mean outer major and minor axis lengths of the tubes. The 

values are tabulated in Table A.2.2. The following partial derivatives and their 

magnitudes, necessary for uncertainty analysis, were derived from Eq. (A.4.6) as,

3Aco — dAco —
—=±- = nbf. = 0.01511 m and —=L- = 7ta0 = 0.0497 m . 
da0 db0

The overall absolute uncertainty associated with this outer cross-sectional area

was estimated like the same way as for the inner-side ( Ac j ) estimated in previous

section. The calculations are as follows:

UH = UX

\ 2

da,
U- + ^A:,<

db.

\ 2

■Ur = J K t/z ) 2 +(OTo £ 'r )2 <A-4-7>

= ^/((0.01511)(3.71x 10'5) f  + ((0.0497X3.65x 10'5))2 = 1.899xlO '6 m2 .

The overall relative uncertainty (in % form) was calculated as,

% -
A;,o ^

f u - \ 2

an
+

\ b o  J

f  c n2 /  <r \2
' 3.65x103.71xl0'5

15.82xl0'3
+

4.81xl0~3y
x 100=0.80%. (A.4.8)

Uncertainty in the Inner Perimeter/Circumference of the elliptical tubes (H = P\)i

The mean inner-side perimeter of the elliptical tube was calculated to be,

I — 2 — 2
H  = 1\=  ̂ =6.494x1 O'2 m . (A.4.9)

The overall absolute uncertainty associated with this perimeter was estimated as,
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where, the partial derivatives and their magnitudes were derived from Eq. (A.4.9) as,

dPj V2 na-. n n s n  1 ^Pi -\/2 nb-. ._n_— ------------- 5------= 4.2969 and -=4- = - = = ----- I------= 1.1297

Now the absolute uncertainty was found from Eq. (A.4.10) to be,

f / -  = t f -  =y((4.2968^(5.58xl0'5))2 +((1.12969K3.92x 10‘5))2 = 2.438x10'4 m.

The overall relative uncertainty (in % form) was calculated as,

U-rr U pT=J-(%) = - = ± ( % )  =
Pi ( a i ) 2 + ( M 2 1

U-

\  /  j

X2
UjTb\ x 100 , (A.4.11)

h )

((14.9 lxlO’3)2 +(3.92x10"3)2) |

\ 2 (
.-55.58x10 

/l4 .9 1 x l0  ~3J

\2

+
6.12x10' 

X  92x10,-3

xlOO = ±0.38%.

Uncertainty in the Outer Perimeter/Circumference of the elliptical tubes ( H = P0): 

The mean inner-side perimeter of the elliptical tube was calculated to be,

=2^ 15.82,1a ¥ + ( 4 .8 M a g = ( A .4 . 1 2 )

The following partial derivatives and their magnitudes, necessary for uncertainty 

analysis, were derived from Eq. (A.4.12) as,
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dP„ S n a ° = 4.251 and =  r   = i .2 9 2 .
dao V K ) 2 + (^o)2 O ^ ( a 0)2 +(b0)2

The overall absolute uncertainty associated with this outer perimeter was 

estimated in the same way as for the inner perimeter ( P j) estimated above. The 

calculations are as follows:

3 P.
3 a

2=U — +
3 P.

=U -
3 b l'° v u uo y

, using Table A.2.2, (A.4.13)

= V((4.251)(3.71 x 10'5))2 + ((1.292)(3.65 x 10'5))2 = 1 .6 6 x l0 '4 m. 

The overall relative uncertainty (in % form) was calculated as,

U h UT
H PQ

1
(a 0 ) + (6

»)21

/  \ 2 /
u —a0 +

UlTb0
Y — 1 /

/ « o J \ /  bo )

x 100 , (A.4.14)

((15.82xl0‘3)2 + ( 4 . 8 1 x 1 0 '3 ) 2 ) |

f  2̂ f \
3.71xl0'5 + 3.65 xlO'5
y 1/

V / 15.82xl0’3 J \ / 4 . 8 1 x 1 0 '3 J

x 100=0.24%.

Uncertainty in the Inner-side Hydraulic Diameter of the elliptical tubes (H = £>h,ili

From the definition, the mean inner-side hydraulic diameter of the elliptical tube 

was calculated to be,

H = ^ ~  = ^ L =  4x(1.8385 x l 0 '4 ) = 1.132 x IQ '2 m
Pi 6.495 x 10'

(A.4.15)
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The overall absolute uncertainty associated with this parameter was estimated as,

U tt = UH D h,i

3 D h i
^ = r ^ u —
d ^ c , i  C>1

\ 2 r 
+

d D h i
a  P i Pi

\ 2
(A.4.16)

where, the partial derivatives and their magnitudes were derived from Eq. (A.4.16) as,

; 4  4
d~A~ f  6.4949 x 10'

, dDh ; 4AC:
= 61.586 m '1 and - ^ -  = - — ^ -  = -0 .1743 .

a p

Now the absolute uncertainty was found from Eqs. (A.4.4) and (A.4.10) to be,

Uh = U~5f ="\/((61.586)(1.961xl0'6))2 +((-0.17433(2.4382xl0'4))2 =1.28xl0’4 

The overall relative uncertainty (in % form) was calculated as,

U-
^ - ( % )  = ^ ^ _ ( % )  =
H D h, i

'  U ~ ^  C, 1

Aci ,v C>1 y
+

r U — \J i  

v y
x 100 , (A.4.17)

1.961x10 -6 \ 2 (

1.8385x10'
+

2.4382 x 10 -4 \ 2

6.4949 x 10 -2 x 100 = 1.13%

Uncertainty in the Outer-side Hydraulic Diameter of the elliptical tubes ( H = Dholi

From the definition, the mean outer-side hydraulic diameter of the elliptical tube 

was calculated to be,

H = D h0 = = 4 X (2:3905 x 10 4 ). = 1.372 x 10 '2 m .
Pn 6.971 x lO '2

(A.4.18)

The following partial derivatives and their magnitudes, necessary for uncertainty 

analysis, were derived from Eq. (A.4.18) as,
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3AC0 P0 6.971 x lO '2
= 57.381 m 1 and

dD h,o 4 A,c,o

dPn F f
= -0.19682 .

The overall absolute uncertainty associated with this outer hydraulic diameter was

estimated in the same way as for the inner hydraulic diameter ( £>h j ) estimated above. 

The calculations are as follows, where Eqs. (A.4.7) and (A.4.12) were used)

C/77 = U
\2

C ,0

dDh,o

dPn
U 7 (A.4.19)

= -̂ /((57.381)(1.899 x 10'6 ) f  + ((-0.1968)(1.6603 x 10'4))2 = 1.14xl0"4 m.

The overall relative uncertainty (in % form) was calculated as,

U -  u - 5 ~
H.(%) = ^ h-° (%) =

H D h, o

u-
*c, o

'  u —'
+ X 100 , (A.4.20)

{ (. \2 f  a \2  ‘  ̂ 1.6603 x lO '41.8987 x 10~6 
2.3905 x 10‘4

+
6.971 x 10 -2 x 100 * 0.83 % .

Uncertainty in the Inner-side Surface Area of the elliptical tubes ( H  = As j

From the definition, the mean inner-side surface area of the elliptical tube was 

calculated to be,

H  = As i =P{ Lt = (6.495 x 10'2)(5.45) = 0.35398 m 2 . (A.4.21)

The following partial derivatives and their magnitudes, necessary for uncertainty 

analysis, were derived from Eq. (A.4.21) as,
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3Asi — 3A,,: — _
Lt = 5.45 m and —=i- = P\ = 6.495 x 10'2 m .

3P 3 Lt

The overall absolute uncertainty in this inner surface area was estimated as,

U H = U AS,1

\

3 As :

3 Pi p»
+

3 Lt

x2
C/- (A.4.22)

= ̂ ((5.45)(2.4382x 10"4 ) f  + ((6.495 x 10'2 )(11.6334 x 10'3 ) f  =  1.529 x 10'3 m . 

The overall relative uncertainty (in % form) was calculated as,

U H
u

H
(%) = ■ ( % )  -

\
U x 2

P
+

V * w

[/

L t
x 100 , (A.4.23)

2.4382 x 10'4 
6.495 x 10'2

-4 X2 /
+

11.6334 x lO '3 
5.45

x 100 « 0.43 % .

Uncertainty in the Outer-side Surface Area of the elliptical tubes ( H = As o2:

From the definition, the mean outer-side surface area of the elliptical tube was 

calculated to be,

~H = A ^  = T0 T t = (6.971 x  10-2 )(5.45)=  0.37992 m 2 . (A.4.24)

The following partial derivatives and their magnitudes, necessary for uncertainty 

analysis, were derived from Eq. (A.4.24) as,

3 As0 — 9Aso —  0
= Lt = 5.45 m and = P0 = 6.971 x 10‘2 m .

3P0 3 Lt

The overall absolute uncertainty associated with this outer surface area was 

estimated as,
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The overall relative uncertainty (in % form) was calculated as, 

U
(%> =

l S, 0

+
°

u
x 100 , (A.4.26)

2
 ̂1.6603 x 10'4 f  11.6334 x 10'3 

+
6.971 x 10 -2

\ 2

V 5.45
x 100 « 0.32 % .

The overall uncertainties in tubes’ dependent dimensions are listed in Table A.4.1.

Table A.4.1 Uncertainties in Tubes’ Dependent Dimensions (Calculated Values)

Tubes’ Dependent Dimensional 

Parameters

Mean Value,

H

Absolute

Uncertainty

, u — x 103

Relative

Uncertainty,

U H  X 100 (%)
H

Total length of all tubes together, Lt [m] 5.450000 11.63000 0.21

Cross-sectional area, Ac>j [m2] 0.000184 0.00196 1.07

C/3
Perimeter / Circumference, P\ [m] 0.064949 0.24382 0.38

Vh4)
c
c

Hydraulic diameter, Dh,i [m] 0.011322 0.12803 1.13

Surface area, ASjj [m2] 0.353980 1.52900 0.43

Cross-sectional area, ACj0 [m2] 0.000239 0.00189 0.80
<D

’ go
Perimeter / Circumference, P0 [m] 0.069710 0.16603 0.24

O
3

o
Hydraulic diameter, [m] 

Surface area, As,0 [m2]

0.013720

0.379920

0.11374

1.21500

0.83

0.32
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A.4.2. Uncertainty in the Airside Dependent Parameters -  (H = Va, m.d, Rea, or qa):

The flow velocity (ya), mass flow rate (ma), and the heat transfer rate (qd) are the

basic dependent parameters to this experiment for the airside. The uncertainties 

associated with these parameters are estimated according to their functional relationship 

with that of the independent parameters as detailed below.

Uncertainty in the Airside Velocity (H = Va):

The airside velocity, as measured by Pitot static tube in terms of pressure 

difference, is defined as

H =V„ (A.4.27)

and its partial derivatives are

d Ap pjtot V2 ^ t  p a
, dVaand —=̂ =

pitot

V2 ( p a )/2
(A.4.28)

The uncertainty associated with this velocity was estimated to be

U H = U V = .
Ap pitot

2Pa

U
APpitot

Ap pitot

+
f u - ^ 2Pa

V # a  J

m /s , (A.4.29a)

where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.4.28) and the uncertainty components; 

Uj   is taken from Table A.2.2 or Eq. (A.2.18) and U—  from Eq. (A.3.1). The
pitot P  a

relative uncertainty (in percentage) was estimated to be
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U h U V  1 u
APpitot

A P pitot

r V - \  2
x 100% (A.4.29b)

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H  = Va):

From Table A.1.1: Appitot =48.50Pa, Va = 8.92m/s, /?a =1.2326kg/m3. The

absolute uncertainty in air velocity is estimated using Eq. (A.4.29a) and taking values 

from Eq. (A.2.18c) or Table A.2.2 and Eq. (A.3.19b) to be

U h =Uv - =
Ap pitot

2/?a

u
pitot

.

Ap pitot

+ /u£ 2
V Pa j

(A.4.29c)

j 48.50 f.Q , /o <on 1 rv-3\2
2x1.2326 L '

.0293)z + (2.529 x 1 0 ° )z ]= 0.13 m/s ,

and the relative uncertainty, From Eq. (A.4.29b), is estimated to be

UM- = ^ -  = -y/(0.0293)2 +(2.529 xlO'3)2 =0.0147= 1.47%. (A.4.29d)
H  V, 2

Uncertainty in the Air Mass Flow Rate (H = A l i

The mass flow rate of air through the test section duct is defined as

H  ma p & Aduct Va kg/s, (A.4.30)

and its partial derivatives are

A d u c t ^ a  > -. .
° P  a o A j u c t

dm a — —  , drha ------- -
= /?a Va , and —==- = P a Aa -^duct (A.4.31)
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The effect of the boundary layer around the inside wall of the test section duct 

was not taken into account. So, a conservative estimate of uncertainty associated with this 

mass flow rate was made as

where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.4.31) and the uncertainty components; 

U— is obtained using Eq. (A.3.1), Urr is taken from Eq. (A.4.29a), and U~.—  is taken
P a v a A lu c t

to be zero because of the fixed cross-sectional area of the duct. The relative uncertainty 

(in percentage) was estimated to be

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H = m ,x):

From Table A.1.1: rha = 1.011 kg/s , Va =8.92m /s, and p a = 1.2326kg/m3. 

From Eq. (A.3.19a): U— = 3.1177 x 10'3 kg/m3, and from Eq. (A.4.29c):Pa

U7t~ = 0.13 m /s. The cross-sectional area of the test section duct is: Aducl = 0.09 m2 . The
v a

absolute uncertainty in air mass flow is estimated using Eqs. (A.4.31) and (A.4.32a) as 

U - = : U - =  J  (o.09 x 8.92x 3.118x 10'4 f  + (0.09 x 1.233)x 0.13)2 = 0.0146kg/s, (A.4.32c)

a

(%) = x 100% . (A.4.32b)
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and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.4.32b), is estimated to be 

U— U— j----------------------------------
-=M- = -J± -  = 1.92 x 10'4)2 + (0.0147)2 = 0.0147 « 1.47 % . (A.4.32d)

H  m„

Uncertainty in the Airside Reynolds number (H = Re.,):

The airside Reynolds number, based on the streamwise major axis length of the 

elliptical tube, is defined as

H=  Rea =
Ma

and its partial derivatives are

9Rea _ 2a0 9Rea = ^  9Rea _ Fa (2a0)
d ( 2 a 0 ) Va dva (V'a)2

The uncertainty associated with Reynolds number was estimated to be

UH = U r T = -
9 Re,

Utt +
dV aV uva \

3Re, 
3(2a0)

U2 an +
3 Re,

V a

(A.4.33)

(A.4.34)

, (A.4.35a)

where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.4.34) and the uncertainty components; 

Utt from Eq. (A.4.29a), £/x— from Table A.2.2, and U ~  using Eq. (A.3.1). The
a ^ao

relative uncertainty (in percentage) was estimated to be

U
(%)

Re,
■(%) =  .

U \2
V.

Va
+ ' U 2̂fl0

2 dnv 0 y
+ x 100%. (A.4.35b)

v d y
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SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H  = R ea ):

From Table A.1.1: Rea =19229, Va =S.92m/s,  and va = 1.455xlO '5 m2/ s .

From Eq. (A.4.29c): Utt =0.13m /s, from Eq. (A.3.20a): U— = 5 .0x 10'9 m2/s , and

from Table A.2.2: 2a0 = 31.64xlO '3 m , and U j — = 5.57 x 10'5 m . The absolute2 a„

uncertainty in airside Reynolds number is estimated using Eqs. (A.4.34) and (A.4.35a) as

UH = U*Z

/ 31.64xl0'3 

1.455x1 O'5
x0.13 +

8.92

U .455xl0 '5
x (5.57x1 O'5)

\2

+
/ 8.92x(31.64xl0'3)

(1.455xl0'5)2

= 284.83 (A.4.35c)

x(6.5xl0  )

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.4.35b), is estimated to be

Ur, U]
■J-=-J^r=Tj(0.0U9>2 +(1.8xl0'3)2 +(4.468x1 O’3)2 =0.0157=1.57%. (A.4.35d)
H  Re.

Uncertainty in the Airside Heat Transfer Rate (H =

The heat transfer rate based on airside analysis is defined by

H  <7a ^ a  c p,a |(^a,i - â.o ]| ^ a  c p,a w (A.4.36)

and its partial derivatives are

dga
dm.

= c ATc p,a a ’
dq,c

= m & ATa , and
p,a

d g a
dAT, m a c p,a • (A.4.37)

The uncertainty associated with this heat transfer rate was estimated to be
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where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.4.37) and the uncertainty components; 

U—  is taken from Eq. (A.4.32a), U—  using Eq. (A.3.1), and from Eq. (A.2.30)
WIq  Cn  np,a

or from Table A.2.3. The relative uncertainty (in percentage) was estimated to be

U

H

U-

9 a

( Um„

m„ v a y
+

( U — \ 2 (U
A Ta 

v a y

up,a

v cP-a j
+ x 100%. (A.4.38b)

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H = q .d):

From Table A.1.1: q& = 559.40 W , ma =1.011 kg/s, cpa = 1006.55 J/kg.°C, and

ATa = Tao - T a>i = 0.55°C. From Eq. (A.4.32c): U-r- = 0.0146 kg/s , from Eq. (A.3.17a):

U-— =0.01074 J/kg.°C, and from Table A.2.3: U-^r =0.10°C. The absolute
a

uncertainty in airside Heat transfer rate is estimated using Eqs. (A.4.37) and (A.4.38a) as

U j ; = U -  =H  q

(1006.55 x 0.55 x 0 .0 1 4 6 ) 2 +  

ll (1.011 x 0.55 x (0.01074))2 + (l.Ol 1 x 1006.55x 0.10):
= 102.08W (A.4.38c)

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.4.38b), is estimated to be

U H_ = lJh_ = Lo 0149)2 + (l.07 x 10'5 f  + ̂ ° '10>V
v 0 .5 5  j

= 0.1824 = 18.24%. (A.4.38d)
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A.4.3. Uncertainty in the Waterside Dependent Parameters -  (//= ww, Vw, Rew, q w):

The mass flow rate (mw), flow velocity (Vw), and the heat transfer rate (qw) are

the basic dependent parameters to this experiment for the waterside. The uncertainties 

associated with these parameters are estimated according to their functional relationship 

with that of the independent parameters as detailed below.

Uncertainty in the Water Mass Flow Rate (H = > w l i

The mass flow rate of water inside the elliptical tubes is defined by

m
H  = mw = kg/s, (A.4.39)

and its partial derivatives are

3m w 1 dm w 
= - ,a n d  

dm m t
m W

dt (t)
(A.4.40)

The uncertainty associated with this mass flow rate was estimated to be

U 77 = U—  = H  OT,„
i

drhw
v3mw

U—
m„,

A2 f - r .— \ 2am
+ - 2 -  U- 

dt 1
kg/s, (A.4.41a)

where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.4.40) and the uncertainty components; 

U—  and U- are obtained from Table A.2.3 or Eqs. (A.2.36) and (A.2.33) respectively.t

The relative uncertainty (in percentage) was estimated to be

U H
u—

+
J

x 100% . (A.4.41b)
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SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H  = mw):

From Table A.1.1: mw = 0.0641 kg/s, r = 293.10sec, and mw =18.7674kg. 

From Table A.2.3 orEq. (A.2.33), U- = 1.13sec. From Eq. (A.2.36), U—  =0.1173kg.mw

The absolute uncertainty in water mass flow rate is estimated using Eqs. (A.4.40) and 

(A.4.41a) as

U -  = U—  = H
( 0.1173 ^2 ( 

+
1,293.10 J V

18.7674x1.13 X2

(293.10)"

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.4.41b) as

= 4.70x lO '4 kg/s, (A.4.41c)

U— u — 
h  _  "i,

H m w

f  0.1173 
18.7674y

+
293.10

= 0.00734 « 0.73 % . (A.4.41d)

Uncertainty in the Waterside Flow Velocity inside Tube (H = Fw):

The waterside flow velocity is obtained from the following relationship

H = V  w =
m.

m/s,
P  W ^ C , i

where Ac>i being the tube inner side cross-sectional area. The partial derivatives are

(A.4.42)

W 1 av;w :,and 3Vw
a <  Pw ^c,i ^Pw (Pvf) ^c,i Pw ( )

The uncertainty associated with this velocity was estimated to be

(A.4.43)

U H = U v Z  =

2 r 
+ :U~

do
+ UT - dA ■ 1c,i

m /s, (A.4.44a)
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where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.4.43) and the uncertainty components; 

U—  from Eq. (A.4.41a), U—  using Eq. (A.3.2), and U~r— from Table A.4.1. Themw Av A,i

relative uncertainty (in %) was estimated to be

u - ur
H W

r u — 'm,„
mw v w y

2 f j j  \2
Ay

V J
+

C t t  \ 2

+
u-Am

Ac iv y
x 100%. (A.4.44b)

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (II = Vw ):

From Table A. 1.1: Vw =0.338m/s, mw = 0.0641 kg/s , and /?w = 997.55kg/m3.

From Eq. (A.4.41c): U— = 4.70x 10'4 kg/s. From Eq. (A.3.24a): U—  = +0.012kg.mw Pw

From Table A.4.1: Aci = 1.839x 10'4 m2 and U~r~ -  ±1.961 x lO 'b m z . The absolute
’ A:,i

-6

uncertainty in waterside velocity is estimated using Eqs. (A.4.43) and (A.4.44a) as

U H = U V =

4.70xl0'4 

998x1.84xl0'4^

0.0641x0.012 

(998)2 xl.84xl0"4

+

+ 0.0641x1.96 lxlO'6
=0.00452 m/s (A.4.44c)

4 \2998x(l.84x10 )

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.4.44b) as

Uh UVti   yw _
H  ~ Vi 1

(0.00734)2 + (l.203x 10’5 )2 + 1.961xl0'6

1.839x10',-4
= 0.0134=1.30%. (A.4.44d)
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Uncertainty in the Waterside Reynolds number (H  = Re„):

The waterside Reynolds number, based on the inner-side hydraulic diameter of 

the elliptical tube, is defined as

77 5 —  Av Aij vw Ail t i  =Kew  ---- = ----- = —= — ,
Av

(A.4.45)
w

and its partial derivatives are

dRew _ A i , i  3Rew Uw dRew
ayw vw dDhi vv

r, and Vw A h ,i

dv„ Ow)
(A.4.46)

The uncertainty associated with waterside Reynolds number was estimated to be

v « = u *r.
dRe,

UV  dV wV w

d Re,.
\ 2

u~,
3 D h,i) ^

+ 9Rew

V 5 v w

\ 2

u- , (A.4.47a)

where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.4.46) and the uncertainty components; 

Urr  from Eq. (A.4.44a), Ujr~ from Table A.4.1, and U ~  using Eq. (A.3.2). The*AV T̂l,i

relative uncertainty (in percentage) was estimated to be

u 77
w-(%) = ^ s - ( % )  =

H Re, i VV w
+

A i iv 11,1 y
+ x 100% . (A.4.47b)

v w y

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 ( //  = Rew):

From Table A. 1.1: Rew =4235, Vw =0.3382m/s, and vw = 9.338x 10' 7 m3/s.

From Eq. (A.4.44c): t /7 - = 0.00452m /s. From Eq. (A.3.25a): U— = l x l 0 ' 9m2/s
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From Table A.4.1: £>hi =0.01132 m and Ujr~ =1.28xl0 '4 m. The absolute uncertainty

in waterside Reynolds number is estimated using Eqs. (A.4.46) and (A.4.47a) as

UH =U^

/ 0 . 0 1 1 3 2 x 0 .0 0 4 5 2 2 a2

9.338x10r7 +

0.338xl.28xl0'4 ^  '
9.34x10'

+ 0.338x0.01132x1x10 
(9.34 xlO'7)2

= 72.87 (A.4.47c)

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.4.47b) as

H  Re,
= 'J(0.0134)2 + (0.0113)2 + (l.07 x 10*3)2 = 0.0175 =1.75% . (A.4.47d)

Uncertainty in the Waterside Heat Transfer Rate (H  = q,„):

The heat transfer rate based on waterside analysis is defined by

H = q w =m w cp,w (jw .i T w J  — C pW AT,w w , (A.4.48)

and the necessary partial derivatives are

dq = c AT—---- Cp,W ‘-w W’
dm,,

dqv
dc,

= mw A Tw, and
dqv

p,w dATw
(A.4.49)

The uncertainty associated with this heat transfer rate was estimated to be

UH ''''I: ■ ^ U -
dm

+
dqw

dc
U-

p.w
+

dqw

V5Arw
u- w ,  (A.4.50a)
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where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.4.49) and the uncertainty components; 

U~— is taken from Eq. (A.4.41a), U  using Eq. (A.3.2), and £/—— from
m VI c p ,w  w

Eq. (A.2.30) or from Table A.2.3. The relative uncertainty (in %) was estimated to be

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 ( //  = qw ):

From Table A.1.1; = 562.67 W , <  = 0.064lkg/s, = 4183.03 J/kg.°C, and

ATW =TW:-T w0 =2.1CPC. From Eq. (A.4.41c): U—  = 4.70x10"4 kg/s. From Eq. (A.3.23a):

U—  =1.35xlO"3 J/kg.°C. From Table A.2.3: U jzr  =0.10°C. The absolute uncertainty in
cp ,w w

waterside Heat transfer rate is estimated using Eqs. (A.4.49) and (A.4.50a) as

x 100%. (A.4.50b)

(4183x 2.10x (4.70x 10'4))2 + 

(o.064x 2.10x (1.35x 10‘3))2 +(0.064x4183x0.10)2
= 27.13W, (A.4.50c)

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.4.50b) as

^j(0.00734)2 + (3.23 x 10'7 ) = 0.0482 = 4.82 % . (A.4.50d)
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A.5. Propagation of Uncertainties into the Representative Results

In the current study, for both airside and waterside, the experimental results were 

represented in the form of dimensionless heat transfer coefficient (i.e. the Nusselt 

number, Nu). The effect of Reynolds number (Re) on Nu and on the airflow pressure 

drop (in terms of pressure coefficient, C press) across the tube array were presented. The 

uncertainties from the basic dependent parameters, as estimated in section D, propagate 

into these presented results depending on the relationship of representative results with 

that of the basic dependent parameters. In this view, the uncertainty associated with Nu 

for both airside and waterside and C press for airside are estimated in this section. The heat 

transfer coefficient, h, and hence the Nu were calculated based on the overall heat 

transfer rate, q. This q was taken to be the arithmetic average of the heat transfer rate at 

airside (qa) and the heat transfer rate at waterside (qw). To proceed with, we have to first 

obtain the uncertainty associated with the q and then with h.

Uncertainty in the Overall Heat Transfer Rate (H = a):

The overall heat transfer rate was considered to

H = q  = l a + <7w w  
2

(A.5.1)

and its partial derivatives are

dq _ 1
(A.5.2)

dqa 2 dqw 2

The uncertainty associated with overall heat transfer rate, q, is given by

(A.5.3a)
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where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.5.2) and the uncertainty components;

U— is taken from Eq. (A.4.38a) and U—  from Eq. (A.4.50a). The relative uncertainty
9 a  9 w

(in percentage) was estimated to be

^M-(%) = ^J-(%) = = 1_ l(U - ) 2 + ( U - ) 2 x 100%. (A.5.3b)
H  q ?a

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H = q):

From Table A.1.1: = 559.40 W , = 562.67 W , and q = 561.04W. From

Eq. (A.4.38c): U— = 102.08 W , and from Eq. (A.4.50c): U— = 27.13 W . The absolute
9a 9w

uncertainty in overall Heat transfer rate is estimated using Eqs. (A.5.2) and (A.5.3a) as

t / » = ^ = i | ( i x102 '08 + [ —x 27.13
2

= 52.81 W (A.5.3c)
y

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.5.3b) as

= -------- --------- J(102.07)2 + (27.13)2 = 0.0941= 9.41% (A.5.3d)
H q 559.4 + 562.67

Uncertainty in the Heat Transfer Coefficient (H  = ha or hw):

The heat transfer coefficient, h, is obtained from the overall heat transfer rate, q as

follows

7 7 _ I _  9 _ VH - h - = .  _  _  - = = .  (A.5.4)
A, T - T s \ A T
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and its partial derivatives are

dh _  1 dh _ q dh _ q
dq A, A f '  dA~s (A.)2 A f '  dAT \  (AT)2

(A.5.5)

The uncertainty associated with the heat transfer coefficient was estimated to be

Us=U-h H  h
+ —  U T

d \
+ —  UAt dAT AT

\2

J
(A.5.6a)

and the relative uncertainty (in percentage) was estimated to be

Uu u l
H h

U-
9

X2 /  7 7 \

+
u A

V A; j
+

r  U — a
u  AT

v AT J
x 100%, (A.5.6b)

where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.5.5) and the uncertainty components;

U~ is taken from Eq. (A.5.3a), U— (i.e. A, 0 for airside or As; for waterside) from
q As ' '

Table A.4.1, and U—  from Eq. (A.2.30) or Table A.2.3.

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H  = hA):

From Table A.1.1: ha =116.30 W ------------  ------------
2 ’ ^^a,ios,o = Ttt0 ~Ta i = 12.55 C , and

m . C

q = 560 W . From Table A.2.3: U-^r— =0.10°C. From Table A.4.1:

Ag0 = 0.3799mA and U-r- = 1.215x 10'3 m2. From Eq. (A.5.3c): U - = 52.81 W . The
’ A ,o  9

absolute uncertainty in airside Heat transfer coefficient is estimated using Eqs. (A.5.5) 

and (A.5.6a) as
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Uu = UK =
U-

+
q U-A,0

2 r
+

q U-
a  r. (A.5.6c)

f  52.81 r
0.3799x12.6

+ 560x1.21x10
(0.37992)2x 12.6

+ 560x0.10 

0.3799x(l2.6)2

A2
=  11 . 1 2 -

W
m2oC

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.5.6b) as

U -  Ut
_ H  _

H K
+

UT ~ 'A S , 0

2 r

+
v s,° y

U

AT  •V a , i « s ,o  y

(A.5.6d)

(0.0941 f  +(3.198 x lO '3)2 + 0.10

12.55
0.0945 = 9.45

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H = h»):

W
From Table A.1.1: hw =443— ----- , and ATwb^ si = TW)b -T s>i =3.52°C, and

m .°C

q = 560 W . From Table A.2.3: U j f  = 0.10°C. From Table A.4.1: A : = 0.354m2 ,A*w,b<->S,i ’

and = 1.53 x 10'3m2 . From Eq. (A.5.3c): U-  = 52.81 W . The absolute uncertainty

in waterside Heat transfer coefficient is estimated using Eqs. (A.5.5) and (A.5.6a) as

t/77 = U t  =  
h

U-q
\ 2

+ +
q U A2

A'/', (A.5.6e)
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52.81
0.35398x3.52.

+ 560x1.529x10'
(0.35398)2x 3.52

\ 2
+ 560x0.10

0.35398x(3.52)2
= 44.33

W
m2.°C

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.5.6b) as

U ~  _ u J

I

fU- \ 2 (u
+ 4 s ,  i +

u \2
AT,w ,b<-»s,i (A.5.6f)

i (0.0941)2 +(4.319 x lO '3)2 + / 0.10^
\3.52y

= 0.0983 * 9.84 %

A.5.1. Uncertainty in the Airside Nusselt number -  (H = Nua)

Nusselt number for the airside is defined as

H  = N u a = - 2 4 =
ha (2a0)

(A.5.7)

and its partial derivatives are

3Nua _ 2 a 0 3Nu& and 5Nua _ K  ( 2 a o )

dha ka d(2a0) ka dK i h ) 2
(A.5.8)

The uncertainty associated with the Nusselt number was estimated to be

U -  =Ur— H  Nun

2 r 
+

dNua 

8(2a0)

\2
u 2an +

3Nu,
\ 2

UT  dk a V a y

, (A.5.9a)
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and the relative uncertainty (in percentage) was estimated to be

t/77 ^Nu
- H -(%) = - = ^ ( % )  = .
H Nu,

f T T  \ 2u K
K

f  rj \
+

U2a„

2anv 0 y
+

U

k„ v a /
x 100%, (A.5.9b)

where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.5.8) and the uncertainty components;

U-£- is taken from Eq. (A.5.6a), £/—  from Table A.2.2, and U ~  using Eq. (A.3.1).

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H  = Nua):

From Table A.1.1: Nu7 = 150, h~& =116.30 W/m2oC, and E  = 0.02463 W/m°C.

From Table A2.2: 2a0 = 0.03164m, and = 5.57x 10'5m . From Eq. (A.3.18a):

UT  = 5 .4 3 x l0 ‘5 W/m°C. From Eq. (A.5.6c): U-r = 11.12 W/m2oC . Now the absolute*a

uncertainty in airside Nusselt number is estimated using Eqs. (A.5.8) and (A.5.9a) as

U -  = ( /—  = 
H Nua

2 a0 Uj
+

\ 2

+ _________"■a

( K )2
(A.5.9c)

^0.0316x11.12^12 f 116.30x5.57xl0'5
0.02463

+

2 2
A ^ lio .s o x o .o s io x s^ x io '5^

0.02463
+

(0.02463)2
= 14.24

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (E.9b) as

UH _ U^
H  Nu,

= V(0.0945)2 + (l.7 6 x l0 '3)2 +(0.022l)2 =0.0945=9.45%  (A.5.9d)
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A.5.2. Uncertainty in the Airside Pressure Drop Coefficient -  ( //  = C p r e s s )

The non-dimensional airflow pressure drop across the tube array, i.e. the Pressure 

Coefficient for a single tube in the array is defined as

H = C
Ap array 2 Ap array

press
V2 P A V ^ N 1 N t P *(V .)2 

and its partial derivatives are

dCpress dCpress 2 Ap array

SAParray ^ T f t  ( V , ) 2 0 f t  JVT ( f t ) 2 ( V « ) ‘

dCpress dC„

dV»

4  A/?array wCpress 2 Aparray

Wt P .O '. ) 3 W lftCV a)1

The uncertainty associated with the Nusselt number was estimated to be

dC, dCpress press j j__
array

press

dc,press Tj__
——  U \ j _

dN-

(A.5.10)

(A.5.11)

(A.5.12a)

where, the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.5.11) and the uncertainty 

components; U~  from Eq. (A.2.22a) or Table A.2.3, JJ-— using Eq. (A.3.1), and
AP array

U— from Eq. (A.4.29a). The other component, U— , is taken to be zero because the
a 1

number of tubes (At) in the array is fixed to 18. The relative uncertainty (in percentage) 

was estimated to be
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H
(% ) =

'u-
-press (%) = ,

press

AP;

AP

\ 2
array +

array y
+

"26/

T 0

\2
x 100%, (A.5.12b)

SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H  = Cpress):

From Table A.1.1: Cpress = 0.207 , Fa = 8.92 m /s, /?a =1.233 kg/m3 and

AParray = 181 P a . From Eq. (A.2.22b): UAp̂  = 6.05 P a . From Eq. (A.3.19a): 

U— = 3.1173 x 10'3 kg/m3 . From Eq. (A.4.29c): Uy- =0.13 m/s. The absolute> r n

uncertainty in airside pressure coefficient for a single tube in the array was estimated 

using Eqs. (A.5.11) and (A.5.12a) as

U H = U C,press

( 2  U- \ 2
Ap.array

Nt P, 04 )2
+

2 A^an-ay U ^
+

^  AParray ^Va 

NT a  (K )3

\2
(A.5.12c)

f  ~ ^  ^2 A2x 181 x 3.1177 x 10-3 r2x6.05
+ +

18 x 1.233 x (8.92)2 )  ^18 x (1.233)2 x (8.92)2 )  [18 x 1.233 x (8.92)3
4x181x0.13 42

= 0.0092

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.5.12b) as

= J W  = ̂ ( o . o 3 3 4 )2  +(2.53 x 1 0 -3 )2 +(2 x O .0 1 4 7 )2 =  0 .0 4 4 6  =  4 .4 6 %  (A.5.12d)
h  apress

Similarly, for this typical experimental run for Fa = 8.92 m/s, the uncertainty in 

the pressure coefficient for the whole array was also estimated. The mean air velocity at 

the narrowest gap between two adjacent tube surfaces was calculated from Eq. (4.3.3) to
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be Va max = 22.48 m /s, where the mean value of the void fraction was iff = 2.52. The

mean pressure coefficient for the whole array was calculated to be Cpress array = 0.58 .

The uncertainty in calculation of the void fraction was determined from Eq. (A.5.13a) to

be U -  = 0 .0172 .

dyz
d W 0)

\ 2

-u w . + i t t / -
ydST

2 bn
ST\  1 y

+
2^o Uh (A.5.13a)

The uncertainty in Va,max was calculated from Eq. (A.5.13b) to be Uy = 0.3616 m/s
a,max

U g = U V
11 V na, max

dV,a,max
-  - u -

dyr ¥
'dV\ J  V n

+ a,max TT
= J ( K u r ) 2 + ( p V n f  ■ <A-513b>

Now the relative uncertainty (in percentage) was estimated as follows,

U7
j j  '-'press,array
u Ti c,press,array

n i ~ ^ 2^array
Ap.

+
v x array

A i +
^lUy   ^

'a,m ax

v A'a Va,max y

(A.5.13c)

+(2.529 X 10-3)2 + f - xQ'36— 1 = 0.4663 = 4.66% 
V U 8 i ;  v '  I  22.48 J
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A.5.3. Uncertainty in the Waterside Nusselt number -  (II  = Nuw):

Nusselt number for the waterside is defined as

H = Nu W
K  D h,i

and its partial derivatives are

(A.5.14)

0Nuw £>h,i 0Nuw hw 3Nuw _ hw Dhi

dhw &w 0Dhi kw
and

(kw )
(A.5.15)

The uncertainty associated with the Nusselt number was estimated to be

Us=U-H ~  Nu„
dNu_w j j _

v * K  S

\ 2
+

0Nu
w u —UDh,i +

0Nuw

v

\ 2
Uj, (A.5.16a)

and the relative uncertainty (in percentage) was estimated to be

U-n
-=#-(%) = ̂ S r(%) = ±,
H  Nuw

rU y-^2

\ K  j

r u — \
+ A i,i 

V ^ . i  j

2 rU— ^
+ x 100%, (A.5.16b)

where the partial derivatives are taken from Eq. (A.5.15) and the uncertainty components;

Uj— is taken from Eq. (A.5.6a), U~— from Table A.4.1, and U t — using Eq. (A.3.2).
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SAMPLE CALCULATION -  Example Experimental Data Table A.1.1 (H = Nuw):

From Table A.1.1: Nuw =8.31, = 443 W/m2.°C, and k f  = 0.604 W/m.°C.

From Table A.4.1: Z \~  = 0.01132 m, and t / ^ -  =1.28 x 10'4 m . From Eq. (A.3.23a):

U t— =8.68 x 10'5 W/m.°C. From Eq. (A.5.6e): U t— =44.33 W/m2.°C. The absolute 

uncertainty in Nuw number was estimated using Eqs. (A.5.15) and (A.5.16a) as

(A.5.16c)

fO.Ol 132x44.33 I2 J 443 x 0.01132 x 1.7 x IQ-4?
(0.604)2

= 0.80

and the relative uncertainty, from Eq. (A.5.16b) as

^/(0.0983)2 +(0.01131)2 +(0.0001438)2 =0.099 = 9.90 % (A.5.16d)
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A.6. Tabulation of Overall Uncertainty Data for all the Experiments

The uncertainties for all the experimental operating conditions and for all the runs 

were estimated according to the procedures and calculations described above. 

Table A.6.1 lists the data for the key parameters.

Table A.6.1 Overall Uncertainty Data for all the Experiments

AIRSIDE WATERSIDE

Parameters Uncertainty Parameters Uncertainty

Rea 1 - 4 % Rew 2 - 4 %

/ ia [ W /m 2.° C ] 4 -  13 % K  [ W /m 2.°C ] 4 -  14 %

Nua 4 -  13 % Nuw 5 -  14 %

Cpress 3 -  12 %

Cpress, array 3 -  12 %

Overall for both Airside and Waterside

Parameter Uncertainty

q [Watt] 3 -  12 %
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APPENDIX - B

TABULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Table B .l Heat Transfer Data corresponding to different Rea (for a given Rew)

Experimental phases and test 
conditions

Waterside data Airside data

Rew
hw

[W/m2.°C]
Nuw

9
[Watt] Rea

ha
[W/m2.°C] Nua

1079 341 6.65 823 9944 91.61 112
1135 340 6.54 961 19860 138.01 168
1105 346 6.65 1228 27293 179.42 217
1054 336 6.47 1244 33099 186.88 226
1826 388 7.64 869 10085 84.18 104
1905 402 7.84 1126 19942 130.99 160

Phase-I: Air Cooling
( r a i and r Wii maintained 

constant)

1888
1883

410
416

7.99
8.13

1428
1515

27385
33390

169.29
177.69

206
217

2527 406 8.03 882 10111 81.34 100
2616 453 8.89 1269 19944 135.96 167
2912 461 9.02 1517 27454 163.91 200
2686 456 8.97 1654 33525 179.89 220
3450 427 8.47 898 10212 80.47 100
3451 446 8.79 1268 19931 129.28 159
4033 536 10.52 1665 27727 185.74 227
3484 497 9.81 1720 33613 184.34 226
1744 422 7.68 547 10935 101.66 127
1554 390 7.10 723 20849 144.38 180
1460 390 7.12 855 30694 187.29 234
1407 382 6.98 825 34079 204.64 256
3246 525 9.51 581 10553 94.66 118
3353 536 9.72 841 20646 147.84 184

Phase-II: Air Heating
(ra,i and rWii maintained 

constant)

3347
3455

522
548

9.48
9.95

944
847

30838
33247

189.28
211.34

235
263

5469 513 9.26 560 10506 86.6 107
5305 566 10.22 790 20445 144.84 179
5133 628 11.35 943 29701 178.11 220
5371 568 10.25 948 33607 204.97 254
7348 632 11.42 591 10316 90.08 111
7386 633 11.44 777 20399 137.76 170
7100 578 10.44 1016 29679 179.16 222
7269 549 9.91 1012 33038 187.17 231
3297 531 10.22 420 10308 92.02 115
3175 534 10.28 527 18429 129.46 162
3331 535 10.29 623 26638 165.76 207

Phase-III: Air Cooling 3229 536 10.30 679 33518 194.3 242
(Ara.w maintained constant) 5571 509 9.83 442 10302 85.63 107

5658 504 9.69 574 18300 118.25 147
6642 510 9.62 680 25709 147.34 179
6260 562 10.62 742 32479 184.43 226
4110 483 9.08 434 10857 84.51 109

150
3870 427 8.02 630 27895 148.6 191

Phase-IV: Air Heating 4117 494 9.28 712 35756 181.91 234
(ATa.v, maintained constant) 7012 500 9.38 437 10834 81.75 105

7206 528 9.88 614 19244 122.05 156
7235 486 9.10 651 27701 139.12 178
7075 568 10.64 812 35823 193.23 248

* Data set in the shaded row is presented in the uncertainty analysis
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Table B.2 Heat Transfer Data corresponding to different Rew (for a given Rea)

Waterside data Airside data

conditions Rew
/iw

[W/m2.°C] Nuw [Watt] Rea K
[W/m2.°C]

Nua

1079 341 6.65 823 9944 91.61 112
1826 388 7.64 869 10085 84.18 104
2527 406 8.03 882 10111 81.34 100
3450 427 8.47 898 10212 80.47 100
1135 340 6.54 961 19860 138.01 168
1905 402 7.84 1126 19942 130.99 160

Phase-I: Air Cooling 2616
3451

453
446

8.89
8.79

1269
1268

19944
19931

135.96
129.28

167
159

constant)
1105 346 6.65 1228 27293 179.42 217
1888 410 7.99 1428 27385 169.29 206
2912 461 9.02 1517 27454 163.91 200
4033 536 10.52 1665 27727 185.74 227
1054 336 6.47 1244 33099 186.88 226
1883 416 8.13 1515 33390 177.69 217
2686 456 8.97 1654 33525 179.89 220
3484 497 9.81 1720 33613 184.34 226
1744 422 7.68 547 10935 101.66 127
3246 525 9.51 581 10553 94.66 118
5469 513 9.26 560 10506 86.60 107
7348 632 11.42 591 10316 90.08 111
1554 390 7.10 723 20849 144.38 180
3353 536 9.72 841 20646 147.84 184

Phase-II: Air Heating
(Ta; and r w i maintained 

constant)

5305
7386

566
633

10.22
11.44

790
777

20445
20399

144.84
137.76

179
170

1460 390 7.12 855 30694 187.29 234
3347 522 9.48 944 30838 189.28 235
5133 628 11.35 943 29701 178.11 220
7100 578 10.44 1016 29679 179.16 222
1407 382 6.98 825 34079 204.64 256
3455 548 9.95 847 33247 211.34 263
5371 568 10.25 948 33607 204.97 254
7269 549 9.91 1012 33038 187.17 231
3297 531 10.22 420 10308 92.02 115
5571 509 9.83 442 10302 85.63 107
3175 534 10.28 527 18429 129.46 162

Phase-Ill: Air Cooling 5658 504 9.69 574 18300 118.25 147
(A7’a_w maintained constant) 3331 535 10.29 623 26638 165.76 207

6642 510 9.62 680 25709 147.34 179
3229 536 10.30 679 33518 194.30 242
6260 562 10.62 742 32479 184.43 226
4110 483 9.08 434 10857 84.51 109

7012 500 9.38 437 10834 81.75 105

Phase-IV: Air Heating 7206 528 9.88 614 19244 122.05 156
(Ara.w maintained constant) 3870 427 8.02 630 27895 148.60 191

7235 486 9.10 651 27701 139.12 178
4117 494 9.28 712 35756 181.91 234
7075 568 10.64 812 35823 193.23 248

* Data set in the shaded row is presented in the uncertainty analysis
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